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'SUM UMARY

't

,

As the principaf gateway to the medical pwfession in the 13., the spedic;i1,schOol admission pio'' cess is a
m*rdeterminant of various attributes and characteristics of the American physician manpower pool. This
study, AiAnalysis oftb Admission Process tc; US. Medical Schools 1973.3nd 1976, investigated the criteria of
national and institutional consequent in selecting students for medical school, the changes in the relative
importance of the criteria fruit} 1973 to 1976, the relationship of elements of the admission process to the
admission of students with characteristiiss presently of societal interest, and factorsAstinguishing acceptees who
matriculated in medical school from thdsg 'Who didsibt: ;

The analyses conducted to addriss these severalsissues included (1) a content analysis of Published
statements of the medical schools relative to selection criteria, (2) statistical comparisons of the national
characteriStics. of icceptees and rejectees 1973 and 1976, 43) regression analyses of the."acceptability" and
number of acceptances received by applicants and ar.x.cptees to,the 1976 entering class, (4) ar,t.kstitutional level
analysis of the differenciS in the characteristic* of applicants and acceptees in 1973'and 1976, (5) a case-study of
admissions at 8 selecied schools, and. (6) statistical 'comparisons of the charaaeristics of nonmatriciilant and
tliatricutint acceptees to the 1976-77 entering class.

Data for the_ content analysis (item 1 abbve) were derived from individual school entries in the 1976-77
edition of Medical School .4.1mksion Requirements. For the national and institutional statistical analyses of
applicants, aciteptees, rejecteis, matriculants, and nonmatrik.ulants (i " 3, 4 and 6 above ) data were obtained
from the AAMC's Medical Student Information System. A specially quei.tionnaireollected the data

e).
shov;ed (4) a high degree of sensitivity that neither sex, race nor religion

(2) the "encouragement" of applications from applicants with ..ertain
relative inattention to the intended careers and practice locations of appIrcants
"gli degree of concern with state-residency.

emerge from the obtained acceptee-rejectee differences and 1973-1976

1 1 ;

for-the case-study analysis (item 5
Results of the content

should be the basis for disc
demographic characteristics, (3)

-sr as criteria for admission; and(4) a
The picture which seemed

in n. so

changes.. etas in .response, to more entering positions being available in medical,iih291s in 1976 and the
necessity of choosing rabic students to fill those positions from an applicant pool .withimproved academic
credentials, continued emphasis was placed.on academic .credentials (GPA and MCAT s+res) and on factors
related to them (age, educational level, socioeconomidc. baclground, etc.). The result wasihat applicants -with
career and location plans si.hich might correct present imbalances in the physician manpower pool, but plans
which are also negatively related to desired academic credentials, continued to be screened out, though not at. the
levels of 1973..

Rigression analyses based on two indices reflecting medical school evaluation of applicants, i.e., applicant
"acceptability" 'and number of acceptances received, showed that only one-fourth to one-third of the variance in
the two indicts was explained by a total of 27 variables concerned with academic qualificauons, demographic
characteristics, career plans, and admissions-process pragmatics. Information regarding "personality
cliatacteristics," motivation for a medical career, etc., the "soft data" not collected cm a uniform national basis, is
among the information not included in these analyses.

_ The variables which 'tog accounted for most of the explained variance were undergraduate college
selectivity, GPA, and MCAT scores. ese results demonstrate that academic. aptittide and achievement are the
necessary, thriugh not sufficient, conditions for admission to and success in medical school. Together with the
abovementioned academic variables, other variables concerned with repeat-appliapt status, underrepresented
minor racial/ethnic identity, age, and ratio of instate applicants to openings added in a minor way to the
explaadtion of acceptability and number of acceptances. Career-type, location and speaaliFation plans,

,./
socioeconomic background, and all remaining variables added essentially nothing in the way of explanation,
confirming infofmal intelligence that admissions personnel perceive ;violent plans expressed at application to

, .
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. mediCal school as uninforrried, therefore,.nnstAle an d-unworthy. Of much consideration. ruitlferinure, since the
`data on student plans in all of the analyses in this study. had been collected solely for research purposeand were:
not Available to the schools, to use them to,ascribe implicit or explicit policies on these matters to the schools
would be to do so on extrenrly tenu9usgrotutds. -

Analysis at the'in`stiiinional-looldso demonstrated the disappearance in 1976.0t trends which were evident.

_ in 1973-to overselect (Or give preferenCe to) women applicants and black applicants. The, ovetselection of. -
applicants from low-int:crust and rural;small to backgrounds and of applicants- planning to locate in rural ara.S
was less than that for.women and blacks and also 'disappeared by 1976. The characteristics showing the greatest

"diffeiences between applicants and acceptees concerned the related issues of career Type plans and specialty plans.
Mae majority of schools underselected (a) those aPplicant.1 who planned to devote their careers to general practice
activities(as opposed to research; teaching, etc.) and (b) those applicants &So planned to specialize in general

_practice medieine,(as,opposed to internal medicine, surgery, etc.). At a few schools the-percentage of applicants
planning a general practice type of career was more than 2,0 points greater than that uracceptees with such plans.
With regard to applicants who planned to specialize in Primary care specialties other than that of general practice,

. . approximately equal numbers.or schooLs nvertelected and underselected them in 1973, however; in 1976, more
I.-schools ender elected than overselected these applicants. ,

The case-study analysis also indicited a relative lack of attention to the career-an.and specialty plans of"
applicants in comparison to that paid to other applicant cbataderistics. Admission _ policies, committee
chliactensui:s, and procedures directed towards increasing the probability of acceptance of women and nCnurity
grpup applicants seemed successful, while the decreased probability of acceptance of applicants with plans Tor

._,
generabTaraily and," rural ptacticiseerbed due to the lack of s'peciar attention to such applicants in policies and
procedufes. '' . .

. Only 3 percent of the applicants accepted to the 1976-77 entering class did not matriculate and, in .

comparison to matriculants, included higher percentaggs of acceptees from lower socioeconomic.bacigrounds, of
women, and of students who at application were iruerested in research,'teaching careers. it is by pothesizecithat

Career indecision may be the crucial factor in nonmatriculation bvomen being unsure of
the appropriateness of the physician role for themselves and research-oriented students
deciding for careers wholly devoted to iesearch/t,Fachingiy enrolling for graduate study in
the disciplines of their interest;
The economically-poorer background of nonmatriculants may have been the precipitating
factor in their nonmatriculatioh given their uncertty regarding a'career in medicine
and the rising cost of medical education. ;

r
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L -INTROtItiCTION

A. The Adtnission'Process and
Physician Manpower Characteristics

Thi proceSsy which students are selected for
r

admission to U.S. mecifeal schools* is the major
. gateway to the medical profession,in the United States
today. WO increasing restrictions on the immigration
of foreign-national physicians, heretofore a sizeable
addition to medical manpower in the U.S., entrance

. and graduation from a U.S. medical school will
become virtually the only gateway to U.S. medicine.
Thus, the admission process is a majordeterrainant of
various attributes of the physician manpower pool.

* Organizations and individuals monitoring Medical
manpower characteristics, ait, tiherefore, 'rightly
concerned with the impact of the medical 'school

-admission process on physician characteristics. --
Students are admitted both on the basis of

attrikutes which do not change (e.g., sex-and race) and
on the basis of attributes which maY--elfange (e.g.
career, specialty, and geographic location plans).

-'here the process selectively admits students on the
basis of attributes which do not change, even attrition
from medical though it may be selective
adording to th e attributes, will do little to alter
the collective images of the annual pools 'of new
physicians from the images of the essentially identical
pool of persons admitted to medical school 3 to 5 years.
earlier. Logically, therefore, there is little quarrel with
the pragmatic appropriateness of using the admission

- process to modify the characteristics of the medical
manpower pool and to increase the,- minim° ui-,
medicine of groups of persons whapreyiously have
been underrepresented. (However, whether there is
any quarrel with the legal appropriateness of doing so
is presently under consideraticin by the U.S. Supreme
Court -theca., se of Allan Bakke vs The Regents of the
Univ ty of California el)).

the admission process to _influence
characteristics of the physician pail which can change
from the time a studetiPapplies to medical school until
he or she enters practice (and even after) is obvidusly
subject to More uneaten- results than is use of
admission to influence , immutable demographic
characteristics. Nevertheless, selection for medical

.

' ,

school based on changeable prefet.e, nets or propensities
is also capable of influencing in desired directions the
characteristics of the new cohorts of phyThsisians
produced annually. This capability is groun. -a0 in the
demonstration that careerpreierences at admission ire,
not- unrelated to later career decisions (2) and that
later career choices are not unrelated to baekgroimd
and personal characteristics whicl are present at
admission and which do not change (3).

' NI-Poses 'of PresentStudjc

The question then becomes one of whether the
medical §chool .admissions process is perceived. and
used (whether implicitly or explicitly) as a mechanism
for uencing the chkaeteristics of the physician

'pool. tics presently of special societal
interest-- ..a.e those of sex, racial/ethnic identity,
income-leyeb and medical specialization and practice
location intentions /probabilities. The primary*
purpose of the presint study is to determine what
criteria have been used to evaluate candidates for
admission to medical-gc.hook including whether the'
five aforementioned characteristics of special interest
are among those criteria, and what the relative
importance of the various criteria are.

A second" purpose "is to identify the criteria
which have assumed greater (or lesser) importance in
recent years as a means of discovering whether the
priorities of the medical schools have changed. The
identification and description b1 admission process

, features which are uniquely an/or especially tailored
to increase the selectton of particular groups of
students, i.e. women, underrepresented minorities, low
income, and those apt to become primary care
practitioners and/or locate in underserved ,areas, is a

%
third Purpose of thastudy. Discovery and examination _,
of differences in the characteristics' 6f students who
Were accepted to medical school but did not
matriculate as compared to those who did matriculate
was*the final purpose of the study.
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2- PfeNions Studies

I

1 4

A review of the literature carried out as a
preliminary to the present study (4) discovereil.little
documented ;evidence of explicit goals of the 'medical
schools for their admission processes regarding the
modification of geographic and specialty distributions
or physician manpower or the increased. representation
of women, minorities, and .persons from loin - income
backgAunds. The review noted, however, that ,while
goals may not be specified nor objectives formally
stated, they are actualized in the selection criteria
which constitute the essence of the admission process
and in the relative importance given to the various
criteria.

A small number of studies have'examined this
cssence, i.e., "implicit weighting" of selection criteria,
at individual schools (5); one stucly has done so for a
total of 19 schiiols (6), and Another has been carried

'out on -a national basis, i.e., for all medical schools (7).
While the latter study is national hi focus, it is mainly
coriceineit with the effect, of state of residence on
medical school admission. Nevertheless, it examines
other arlinisson criteria as well and the weights given.
to those' criteria. However, it is based on the
dichotomy -of acceptance or rejection and on the
assumption that the medical school admissions
'market' woits so that "students have enough
information t apply to a range of medical schook
with the result that most students who could 'qualify
for admission to some medical sapid (no matter hOw
unselective) will have applied to such a school_ That is,
all other things being equal, a student's probability of `,
being admitted to at least one school is not affedted/
(very much) by the list of schools he happened to apply
to students apply to 'backup choicest' [The authors]
hope to investigate this assumption further in future
work.(8):" '

One of the analyses to be in luded ih the present
`study represents an_advance over tatter study on

both bases since it (1) takes into account the number of
-,,,schools by which the applicant was accepted, rather

tfian simply whether he/she was accepted by any
medie;1" school and (2), also includes three- new

" elements which concern The workings of the medical,
school admission "marlset". These three elements are
(a) the number of schools to which the applicant
applied, (b) trie ,"selectivity" of the schools to which
the applicant-applied, ariclAc) The "selectivity': of the
ichools by which the . applicant was accepted.
Although .all thie of these elements are critically

related tot acceptance of anapplicant, they have, to
the best our knowledge,, never been examined
concurrently on a national basis prior to the present
study.

B. Problems in Ascertaining ;
National Admission riteria

1. The Admission Process Is
Not a National Monolith

One of in attempting. to determine the
enterta and their weighting implicit in theadmission
of national classes of students to medical school is that
such an approach assumes a single, monolithic
admission process. In addition to the evidence of the
study. of 10 medical schoo4 cited above, several other
considerations demonstrate that this is patently not
the case. First, the programs to which students are
being admitted differ in terms Of degrees awarded and,
consequently, m'currichla and emphasis. lit 1976-77,

addition to regular M.D. programs, -11 of the 116
medical schools had program% which combined study
t-8?k the M.D.. with study for the baccalfur eite (9).,
Fifty-twahail conbined M.D./M.A. programs, 5 had
combined M.D,/J.D. programs and 87 hid combined
M.D./Ph.D. programs. Among the,, schools with
M.D./Ph.D. programs, 22 schools admitted students
to their N.I.H.,funded Medical- Scientist Programs.
Moreover, in 1973 there were 6 basic science schools;
while m 1976 there were 2 such schools. It is not 3,

known how the.cntena and w.eiglitings used to select
students for these programs differ within. schools, let
alone betweenschools.

A second fact contradictory of a single
monolithic admission process is that not teveryone
seeks admission to the first year of medicaf school. In.
1976-77, 11 medical schools had programs to admit;
applicants wipi aPh.D. to advanced standing; and 46-
schools admitted 458 U.S.-citizen ttansfers from
foreign'mediial schools to the_second, third and fourth
years of medloal school via COTRANS (10). There are
also student from other health professional schools
(e.g., dental schools) and from graduate Schools who
seek advanced midi-cal school standing. Though their
numbers Se not great, once accepted they, too
become pof the future physician manpower pool,
the. charifieristics of which are becoming,
Increasingly, topics of concern. ' 7".

.
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process and the lack or national data on applicants'
"personality characteristics," are there any reasons taii
indicate that anationilstudy is nierited? Yes, there are
several. First, while differences in the admission
process do exist both among schools and among types.
of programs within schools, the AMCA.Sand Medical
coilegeion rest (MCAT), data contained in
the AA/viCs Medical Student Information System.
(MSIS) prdvide national references to certain criteria
for evaluating all applicants, criteria which the
majority of the tchools do use in-selection, as can be
seen fipm their individtial MSAR

Most 'telling of al(m the argument against
medical school admission as a monolithic process, is,
of ourse, the diversity of educational plulosophies,and
goats of the medical schools. Appendix ,."I plesents
explicit statements of such goals culled 'from school
entries _in the l978 -79 edition, of Medicisl School
Admissioff,,Reguiranents (MSAR). Furthermore, the
existence, of implicit cfifferences in activities and
&seined values among the medical schools has ben
shown by various researchers (11). To treat admission
as'a national, monolithic phenomenon oliscures these
sChlicil differences and can give a misleading Picture.

/

....SecofidlY,. for the Purposes of policy-planning at

2. Lack of National Data on Appli- - the national level, it is appropriate to take the "macro"
cants' "Personality Characteristics" . t0 view the'physician manpower pool as a

. .

In .additian to the instiniticmat diversity of the
admission process, there is a second major pitfall in
attempting to determinethe factors' and weights which
implicitly make up thlheart of the.national admission
process. That pitfall is the lack of nationally-collected
data on the so-called "personality characteristks" of
applicantsscants The literature of the past two decades 02)

to (a) continuing concern. with the non-
academic qualities of a good .physician and (b)
continuing inability to quantify those qualities
satisfactorty,

Through the ,cration of the American 'Medical
College Application Service- (AMCAS), the AAMC
has institutionalized the collection of quantitative,
nationally - standardized indicators of academic or

,..,cergnitive,.quatities and also, of certain non -cognitive
demographic attributes 93). This leaves the individual

---Ischools to deal 'with, as they may, the difficult -to--
revaluate "soft" data on personality characteristics,
motivatioii (or a medical career, emilthy, etc., Vhich
are generally derived from the interview, letters of
recommeridatiet0-and/or the application ;essay. That
such data 'are not uniformly availablE for tfuantiiative
analysis should nit, 1i/intone-empirical iproof, lean to,
the conclusion that they are unimportant or, even, less
importpt than cognitive --and -,demographic
considerations in the admission of students to medical
school. ,

r--

, 3.
-

Why, Then," A National Study
of -Minis:don?

In 'view )o'f."The !tiro' major problems for
dcalducting a national analysis' of medir!al school

- admission, natrtely the diversity of the. idmitsion-

If

4

A

national human resource. This resource is the product
of the nation's tnedical schools dr the output. which'
results fiCm their procefising (training) of an input (the
students ;elected for admkcion). In this context of
national "outputs" then, it is consistentitS consider
inputs at a national level.

Thirdly, as A complement to the national
analysis, the present study indulges an institutional-
level analysis which, because it is based on all schools
rather than'on a sample, f schools, can be viewed as a
national Ppm IrTti011 of mstitutional ObjeCtIvCS and
achieyententS. Because the institutional analysis
compares the characteristics oPeaditchool'aiCceptees
to its own applicants it -documents the- inter-

_institutional differences in applicant Pools and allows
for those clifferencvs in examining the results 61 their
admission processes.

. NOTES
.
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programs simply facilitate the idmiisionyrocess*
. for the medicalscDools by processing paperwork

and tin ttny way influence ithe admission
d ;esti solely with the medical
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Data &Imes ,

'
Data for -this

=.

ApPliCanis to the, entering classes of 1973 -74
and of 1976-77 constitute the two. natienal cOhorti

Neinec} from throe whose _ selectibu was examined in this study.

sources. The 1976_7/ eat* of AisAR provided ;Descriptive studies of the 19737741cohort (1), and of

; information fora, cony*_ analysis of medical school the 1976-77 cohort (2) haVe been publishedgisewhere-
De variables appearing inAppendiitt are ihose

which were selected examination on the basis' of (a)
the, findings a other researchers that they are
impcirtant in the :admission process; (b) intuitive
expectations of their importance, where no pertinent
research had teed-don (c) acknowledgement of their
direct relationship, to the 'physician characteristics,
which ate presently of qietal interest; and (d) theso
avoiltility of relevant ata. The manner in- which
each variable was scaled for the different analyses is
also reported in knpendix B.

statements regarding selection criteria. The national
and institutional-levelcanalyses of characteristics of
applicants (both accepted. and rejected) gtilized data
from MSIS, the sole national data base on medical
school applicants and students. BecaUse it brings

- together information froni-thAMCAS and MCAT
pLograms and also from the medical sdhools (including
those which do.00t participate in AMCAS), MSIS
contains data on each, applicant,. each MCAT;
elaminee and each medical student. An individual
Might have, all three or two or only one of these
identities and, depiniding upon his-/her identities
would have an:MSIS record which includes some or all
of the following ' general categories of data:
demographic charecter&tica`," biographical
information; premedical educational achievement,
career plans, MCAT scores,, applicatitm- actions
(number and identifies of schools accepted and
tejetted by) and, for matriculants, medical school
P regress-

'It shOuld be noted that, except for application
actions and career plans, the above MSISclata would
math ely be available to each of the medical schools to _

which a student applied. The number and identities of
schools by which a student was'accepfed or rejected
dot made known to otber schools except for occasional
confidential AAMC reports of "accepted applicants"
which are aimed at redttchig-the number of students"

Molding places. moIe than one:ordical school. The
career plans data, which are obtaitied 'Iria the MCAT'
questionnaire, are ,not repined to the schoolt,
although many schools gather comparable ,
information via the personal statement section of their

.-applications and/or via the interview.
questionnhire cortstruded for the

purpose collected detailed information on the process
used to admit stpdents to the 1976 -77 entering classes
of schools. The information 41ms collided served as
the basis-for a case-study analysis.

r "

B. Analyses

The several issues to which this study is .

addressed necessitated several different analyses as
explain*in the following sections.

1. Content-Analysis of Published Statements
of' Medical SChools

To address the issue of whether the medical
schools perceive and have attempted to use the
admission process as a mechanism for changing
:characteristics of the physician Manpower pool, an
analysis of their published statements regarding
selection criteria was carried out. The single
publication most relevant-10 the admis,sion process and

'school
stlection criteria is the itAiviCs annual Medical

Acknission Requiirm.ents.- in addition to
various chaPteri of -general information, ./1/5,4R
contains detailed information for each medical 'sdiool.
A school's entry generally contains sections on
"General "Curriculum,"
"Requirements for Entrance," 'Selection Factors,"
"Financial Aid," and "InformatiOn for Minorities."
Each of the 115 entries in the 1976-77 edition (which
would have been the edition,used by the majority of
applicanta to the 1976-77 entering class) were scanned

1.4
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and statements regarding selection criteria were culled
!frop any of tilt sections. Almost all of the statements
obiainedsvere from the "Selection Factors" section.

It became evident that the statements were
generally in one of three categories. cl) that.the school
did "not discriminate oh the basis of...," (2) that the
school preferred (or "encouraged" applications from)
applicants with certain characteristics, and (3) that
applicants with speCific characteristics were "unlikely
to be accepted" or that their acceptance was limited to
a specific (usually very small) percentage of the
entering; class, A few of the entries contained no
statements at all regarding specific selection criteria,
while some contained mere than one statement about a
single criterion state-residency). The
statements were categorid -according to selection
factor categories and the number In each category was
tallied.

2. Admission Criteria and Changes
," from 1973 to 1976

a. National Analysev

Fxstrninsition of Differences

The questions of which criteria were of
consequence in the selection process, i.e., which
criteria distinguish applicants who were from
those who were rejected,and whether there were any
changes from 1913 to 1976 in the distinguishability of
the Criteria were both addressed in the same way.
I5ifferences in the proportioni of acceptees and
rejectees with various characteristics and differences in
their mean scores on various indices were compared
foi each class year and for eachapplication outcome,
e.g., acceptance or rejection. Thus, four series of
comparisons were made. (1) 1973 acceptees versus
W73 rejectees, (2) 1976 acceptees versus 1976
rejectees, (3) 1973, acceptees versus 1976 _acceptees,
and (4) 1973 rejectees versus 1976 rejectees.

Chi-square was the statistic used to determine
the significance level of differences between acceptees
and rejectees on the nominally -scAled variables such as
sex, racial/ethnic identity, etc., while the t-test was
used to examine differences on the metrically - scaled
variables such as age, MCAT scores, etc. However,
because both statistics are affected by sample or group
size, i.e., the larger the sample or group, the greater the
likelihOod "that there is some slight relationship that
will pioduce a statistically significant relationship"

6

(3), emphasis was given to differences in means and
percentiles, rather than to levels of significance.

Th4e is a limitation to this "examination-of-
differenc4" type of analysis. The limitation is its
failure to,kidicate whether she finding_of a differences
between, two groups with regard to a particular _
chatristic is redly a difference on that
characteriStic or whether 'the difference is Ile to
another characteristic strongly related Lb the one being
tested. For example, consider the well-documented,
finding tbai'mathematics achievement varies by sex
such that males perform better than females (4). There
is much evidence to support the idea that this
performance difference is due, not to physiologil sex
differences, but to the differential
reinforcementfen=iragement which varies by sex In
other Words, males are reinforced for achievement in
mathematics while females are not (or, at least, have
not been until recently) (5). The value of an

."examination-of-differences" type of analysis is in its
indication of which characteristics to subject to further
examination. Continuing with the example: it is

valuable to know that math achievement varies by sex,
father than by hair color, so that further investigation
focuses on factors, related to war (among ...fliich is
reinforcement) and not, fruitlessly, on factors related
to hair color.

Regression Analyses

After discovering via an examination-bf
differences analysts which independent. variables or
predictors are related to the phenomenon belt
examined (whether medu.al sawl admission or moth
achievement), the next logical question is "What is the
order of importance among all of these variables
Fegarding their influence on the dependent variable or
criterion?" It is impossible to establish a
straightforward answer to the question, however,
when the predictors are correlated with each taller,
even very slightly. This is because part of thei,r
influence will be unique and part will be in conjunction
with those predictors with which they are cot-related:
In lieu of an extensive senes of computations which
would separate the contribution of each-predictor by
itself from Its contribution in combirfation idth each of
the other predictors, another approach was taken.

First, all of the variables in the examination-of
differenuwanalysis weie correlated and the resulting
matrix of coefficients examined. Most of the predictors
were intercorrelated at levels below _t.20, but a few

115
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pans, sueh as, .MCAT - Verbal and MCAT-.General
lnfotination, MCAT - Quantitative and MCAT-
Verbal...etc., showed correlations greater than
indicating a.lifgh degree of overlap. or duplication in
the infomiatiop th coatained. To eliminate this

-dril'ilication, one o_ each pair of ,hig,hly correlated
variables was.elinintatedfromahe analysis, on the basis
of its relationshiti to other Vatiableiin the analysis..

After the independent variables.or predictors
were selected, forward stepwise -regression analyses
were performed using each of two criteria. an index of
an applic.ant'a acceptability (explained below) and the
number of acceptaaces received. This regression
procedure consists of a series of steps.in which, at each
step, the eqUatica1/4.or Model is expanded -by the
inclusion In' another predictor. The sequence of
inclusion - is based upon the amount of additional
variance in the cnte4ozi which each predictor
contributes. Thus, at the first step, that predictor
which, by itself, explains the highest proportion of the
variance in the criterion is used to form the modeL In
the second step, whichever predictor explains the
greatest percentage of the variance in the criterion in
addition to that explained by the first predictor is
added to the modeL As many steps were performed as
there were predictors, in order to permit an
examination of the addition madeky each predictor to
Explaining the variance in the critetibn. This stepwise
regression analysis (6) was pedal-flied on the data of
(a) those 1976 applicants for whom information was
available on 41 variables (32,515 or 76 percent:of the

t.
1976 applicant pool) and (b) those 1976 acceptees for
whom information was available on all variables
(13,260 of 84 percent of the 1976 acceptees). The 1971
applicants were excluded friln this analysis since no
data were available from this group,regarding their
educational level at appliiattion, their plans for
practice location or the loCation of their precollege
years. Furthermore, both acceptees and rejectees in
1976 applied to significantly more schools, than had
acceptees and rejectees in 1973. In other words, they
were evaluated by more schools, thus giving- greater
precision to their "applicant acceptability index", a'
criterion measure which is explained below.

Ess$iitially, the analyses derived four sets of
eqiationsto predict, separately far applicants and for

tees, two criteria. (1) the number of accep
ed and (2) an index of the applicaalts

"acceptability". Because it was expected_ that' the
ambit_ of acceptances received by an applicant would
be highly influenced by the number of applications

t

. II

filed and by the pf the schools fOL which
application hid beenanade:an indelt of an nip.
"acceptability" was copstructed in flier;
more stable ranking of his or her standin
Other applicant in' based on ei
selectivity (see item 1.0 in A B for exp
of the mast selective schairk an
acceptees, ort_for rejecter),
selective school rejecting
factor.

Ys
tain a

tto
.7-er the

on)
t, for

vity of e /east
plus_ a correction

' *'\,
This correctian factor (a constant equal to The

diffefenc:e in selectivity between the two Medical
_schools most simmerojiv selectivity minus _000001) was

sub 'tracted from the acceptability index of all rejected
applicants. The purpose of the correction ; was to
distinguish the ac estability indices of an acceTtee and
of a rejectee lot w om the most selective school
accepting and the , least selective school rejecting,
respectively, were the same school- Without such a'
correctien, the acceptability 'indices of this acceptee
and rejeltee would have been equivalent, and, by
definition, the rejectee is less acceptable than the
acceptee. The same constant was added to the
acceptabilty index of applicants accepted through the,
Early Decision Plan to distinguish them from
applicants accepted at the same school, but .through
the regular admission cycle.

By combining two pieces of information,
namely, whether an applicaia was accepted at any

thethe medical schools to which he,;(slie applied and the
,selectivity of tbe schools evaluating his/her
application, the 'acceptability index-. permits a

, metrically- scaled comparison of each applicant with
every other applicant. Obviously, the precision of the
index is constrained by the number of medical schools

an applicant applies and by tinrige of their,
selectivities. However, since 34,542of:the 42,115
applicants to the 1976 mailing class filed more than
one application with the mean number of applications
filed by each applicaii having been '673T .(7)._.the---
constraint of the first faca'ar is not great.

There seem to be no formal data on the other
poasible constraint. on the precision of the acceptability ,

index, that is, on the range of schools to which
applicants apply. That constraint, _however, operates
logically in the following way. If a rejected applicant

applied only to highly selective schools, there .

uld be no indication of his/her ,acceptability to less
stjective schools. Nevertheless,- the information that,
complied to :lieu acceptees, he,"she is Jess acceptable
to the last selEctive of these very selective schools still

Ihr
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permitsa valid, 4o-4h approximat placement of the
rejectee on the acceptability continuum. Moreover,
since a major emphasis of premedical counseling is to
encourage applicant's to apply to a group of medical
sehodis representing a range of selectivity, it is hot

,unreasonable to attributosufisiantial vailirtitj, to the
index cf,acceptability.As a check on the validity of
this measure, the mean acceptability .indices -of ie
acceptees and of the rejectees for each of thi entering
class years were compared. A statistically significant
difference between the mean acceptability of accepters..
and rejeFyxs was obtained for ear.h.or the class years,
attesting to tEe validity of the acceptability index.

4
b. lasTztirt tonal Analysis: Asa -sliipplenent to the
national analyses, comparison was made of the stag
racial/ ethnic iflioities, parental income, and career,
specialization, and location-plias of applicants versus
those of acceptees to each schooL

By examining, for each school, the
Characteristics of its acceptees with the characterisfics
of its applicants, allowance is made for differences 'in
each school's applidant pool!` Comparing the
characteristics of a 'School's acceptees to the
characteiisticscifacceptees at all schools is misleading,
for, as is well known, applicant pools differ among the-

The differences stem.from several sources:
'residency requifements of publicly.

su ,schols which, inJarn, affect other -
characteristicstie of their applica'n't (b) other

+4mblished requirements which vary among schools
-azt -encourage Or discourage potential
aPigicants with certain characteristics from applying;
and (c) infOrmal feedback or 4tiapestie" knowledge
of the type of student that a school prefers a l is more

,z h7cely to aaterpt. All of these factors promo student
self-selection of the schools to which they apply and,
therefore, by which they can be accepied.'

Another possible comparison, but also
potentially Misleading, is the comparison of a school's
matriculants to its applicants". Matriculation is a .
phenoinenon quite different' from acceptance
gatriculation teflects not only the school's decision to
accept an applicant, but also the applicant's decision to
"accept" the school, a decision which: is influenced by
such factors as whether the applicant received
acceptances from More preferred schyt.315, whether the
school in question offered financial assistance, etc The

lihenomenon of acceptance,
&C

on the other bands reflects

anti
Only the is' ioti of the school', the issue of interest
(his study. The distinction bet ren acceptance ai3

/
matriculation beciimes ,clearer when one con§iders the
actual numbers involved to admit the 1976-77 first .
year class, the medical schools extended 24,804

Acceptance to .15,774 applicants, of who'll' l5,2§13
actually,mdiricuiated (8):

This individual school analysis compared the
proportions of each school's applicants to the
proportions of its accepts is on eleven characteristics
'which were either directly, related to or have been
shown in the medical _career choices Ire to be
related to the increased production of ph cians from
underrepresented gro5s, phy)i4.;iarl 11340 tc_sniage
in primary care, and physicians liftely to locate their
practices in rural areas. The eleven characteristics
were (1) female (2) underrepresented-minority, or
(5) other -mina rfty racial/ethnics identity, parental
income of (4) tess than S10,006 or (5) $10,000 to
$14,999, (6) farm-&--(7) ,"small-town- background, (8)
plans fir. practice in a small town; (9) plans for a
general practice career, and planks for specialiiiiig in
(10) family practice or in (11),, other primary, care

8

specialties. .

The percentage of a schoors applicants with a
given characteristic was subtracted from the
percentage of its acceptees with that same
sharactedstie. If the result of this arithmetical
operation was zero or close to it; it indicated that a
school's acceptees mirrored its applicants on that
particular characteristic. A high positive' result
indicated that the school's admission process
implicitly- favored applicants with the characteristic,
while aligh negative result meant that it implicitly
disfavored applicants with the characteristic.

Because most Students mace several
applications, the more outstanding ones generally
receive several acceptances. In other words, the
medical schools "compete'," for these outstanding,
applicants even ir` they are out -of -state _residents
applying to a state schooL If outstanding.appliraetc
have applied to schools which represent a range, of
selegivity, they generally are accepted by all of them.
Thus, the percentage of a highly selective school's
acceptees who aye also accepted ilsevihere is usually
high, while at less selective schools the percentage is
usually lower. The 4rhniccions process at every,
medical school allows for the resulting ancertainty
regarding how many 9f its acceptees will actually
matriculate by accepting a greater number, of
:applicants than it has spaces in its catering class. Based
,c31 past _years Okeriences, the schools are able to
estimate quite .closely what percentage of their

1
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_2'. 3. M. Cunt "Applications vs; Acceptances to
the 1976-71 First Year Class loi:13.S. *Medical
Schools," J. Med Educ51(19 `1010 -1012

8. See notes2 and 7 above. ,

9. This is basically the same m ure asthat-use
lir Sherman Ihsough his meastue was based on
matriculants, rather than ac ceptees (C. IL
Sherman, A Third Exploratbry Analysis of the
Relations Among Institutional Variables: A
Study of iastiattinnal Preferences in .Nfedical

.Student Adrnisslions (Washington, b.C.:
Association of American Medical. Colleges,
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A. Content Analisi of 'Published

DISCUSSION

The data in Table 1 show that the majority of
Statements of Medical- Schools schools public* ackiumledg,e their responsibilities to

avoid on in admission on the basis a sex,
race, and religion (79, 72, and X13 schools,
respectively Next most frequent are statements
regarding resi (national, state, ancifegion.a1), this
frequenci un y reflects both legislated
restrictions on the residency origins of ancients whom
the publicly .supported schools may admit as well as
medica1 school awareness of a responsibility to provide
medical manpower for the geopolitical area irt,which
the school is located and by which it is supported.

After statements regiti-Aing residency, those
I regarding age were next most frequent. Approximately
IO percent of the schools (12) reported preferences
against the older applicant whose length of career may
be sliorter,motiration for a medical career less certain,
undergraduate preparation less timely, and adaptation
to the rigors of medical school more problematic than
fhat of a younger applicant.. On the other hand, almost
half (49) of the schools preferred that applicants be a
college graduate either at-application or by the time or
matriculation in medicarschool.

The remain(' ler of the statements, amodg which
are the few concerned with career choices, indicate an .
active orientation toward admitting certain types of
students rather thin an effort to avoid discrimination.
Eleven schools "encouraged" disadvantaged
applicants to apply, while 6 (not necessarily different
from the preceding 11) " encouraged" applications
from racial/ethnic groups underrepresented in

r

*It was, noted In Chalker that there 1s, little
doCqmentation of the achnissicE process objectives; of
the medical schools relative. to physician manpower .

characteristics. Either: ;the schools have not publicly
speOed their objectiyes or they simply have not
refined their objectives beyond admitthig "those best
suited for tke medical profession," etc. This absence of
specific ,pub "c objectives is much more pronounced

regard to selection based or career plans than it is
withrd to selection based on demographic

*Sacacteristit.s. Informal information indicates that
;Many persons involved in medical school acfmissichis
believe that..arees plans expressed by applicants to
medical school are not sufficiently stable to merit
ciiuch weight as a selectioncriterion. ;bey contend
that few applicants really know, at that point in then
:afters, what a given careerispeciatty 'entails, in the
way of subject matter, day - to-day activities,
colleagues, manner arid location of practice, etc. Thus,
according to this line of reasoning, career preretinCes
ineVitablY are developed (and also changed)- during
and after meal school.

Nevertheless, sami' public information does
exist regarding school stanas towed certain applicant
characteristics and it portrays in high-relief the lack of
attention to career plans ,and the high degree of
attention to demographic characteristics. Table
contains tabulations of the number of schools which
explicitly stated with regards to the selection of limit
1976-77 entering class that they (a) did "not
discriminate on the basis of certain characteristics
and/ot (b)_"preferrid".:applicatits with a certain

4
cbaracteristicand/oekc) "preferred" applicants who
did not have a certain characteristic (1). Statements for
public consumption do not necessarily coincide with,
actuality, _but they can be taken as , an index of

. institutional awareness -asocial issues. It is, therefore,
worthwhile to examine such .statements before
proceeding to the actuality,of the admission process,

10-
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medicine and 4 "encouraged" applications from rural
residents. Four "schools preferfed applicants who
intended to Practice in a rural area and 1 preferred
applicants who intended to specialize in homily
practice.

TEE foregoing summarizes what was stated
regarding the criteria for admission to medical school.
Now, let us look at what actually happened.



t. . Table 1 le , _ _
Number of Medical Schools Stating ,Non-ths' mimitration, Preferences For

,and Preferences Against Indicated Applicant Characteristics
(rl 115 schools) - -77

'Do Not
Discriminate Prefemce Preference
On Basis Of" for

Race (?awky)
creculieugioa

(ILs.) _

Nasona
.3; '( ide Readerit)

(Minority State Resident)

(Regional, Resident)

Age (A.ge Range):

Marital Status

Repeat Apprimmt (Funetime)

draduge giderit (C.onege Graduate)
thidcrgraduati °claw (Seine as

Medical School)

Antacid Med Stalin (Oisalventagid)
(Underieprescrited Csroai Member)

(Rural Resident)
(InAT4ed Rural tiactice) ,

amended Faintly Practice
.,Physical Hancramps

poirtkal Bebefa

79 4

n 232

73 /
4 19'

54 -
12 974 14

2

5

7 12 12

ti_

-r_

4 1 95 --
2 49 2

7 . 112

et
42

4

C

idecrxil School Ado:articles Regafratstzts, 1976-77, Aro:anon of American Medical Colleges,
D.C, 1975. '

winch was not the baser: for desarmingion :Oast whiclethere.was a Ara-ince as lista
characteristic:s whkiiware preferred appear in puentliescs.
app&ants were not "preferred" they were "encouraged to apply". Of the 23 schools tabfilited as

a preference for race, 21 "erloounged"-Ananority applicants anoth 2 preferred =aunty state.
residents.
'Includes 16 schools wiMprefervaces aismatforeign natipnals and 3 urth preferences U.S. citmens
were foreigu-educated_Some schools gated that exceptions were made for (1) superior appbetrits, (2) fora
iglitmals with permaskatresident status or (3) foreign nationals who woe educated in the U.S.
'naiades 4 statements onlystate residents would beacceptot9 schools gave preference to residents or

--without amecfical School, 2 toresidents of states cootnluting to the support of the medical school, and 4 to non-
residents *kb a connection Mae:tate.
"nclodespreferencesagainstspecifiednumbersareappbcations.

I
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B. Admildon Criteria and Mantis level of less than .04), differences in the percentages
themselves - have greater practical importance;from 1973 to 1976

1. Natfoital Ana !real t

In the presentation an d discusilon of results.
which follows it, is important to bear in mind that
interrelationships exist among various applicant
cbiracteristiii.. For ih 1973 women
applicants scored higher the aveaage than did men
on the MCAT-V- d *General Information

..subtests and 'lower on Quantitative and Science
subtests (2). As was ted out in the previous
chaplea, relationships among indeyendent variables or
predict:Ors (such as sex an MCAT scores) confound
the examination of their separati. relationship to the
dependent variable or .crilerion (such as
acceptanZetrejection).

In attempting to Viinnow, the critical factors in
medical school admissiop, two sets of
interrelationships are of
which exist between the . us other
and intellectual aptitude kas has
measured by the MCAT- Viai
subtests) and those between other characteristics and
academic achievement as has ussiatly been measured,
by GPA, thelICAT-Sciehce, and, to a lesser extent,
the General Information subtests).

While a few al- eclifd schools may use measures
of aptitude and achievement other, than MCAT scores
and GPA, it vell become apparent that all schools
consider these two characteristics (regardless Of how
they are measured) to be necessary, though not
sufficient for medical school success. For this reason,
it is important to bear in mind thrbughout die
following dis' oussioa the possibility of relationships
between each of these two factors (aptitude and
achievement) and other applicant characteristics. (It is
well to remember also that aptitude and achievement
are themselves intarrelatep.) .

Examination of Differences

III el . those

titative.

. ;et .'te
08 .

..

.
With these cautions in mind, let us examine The

--data. Table 2 presents the percentage distributions of
eighf-skaracteristics of the accepted land rejected
applicants to the national enterinl classes of 1973-and-
1976. Although all 32 of the chi:squares which'were
performed on the daka in Table 2 were highly
significant, as was expectè4 with such large groups (31
at significancalevel of less\tban .b00 , the other 1 at a

\

a

therefore, let.u.s,examine those crifferencesin terms of
the extent which they distinguish anionggnaups.

The fourcharacteristics with a consistent role in
seltion, i.e. in distinguishing between acceptees and
rejectees ini;oth 1973 and 1976 were reP4it-applican1
status, initate-resident status, career D.:Plans, and
specialization plans. In both years, 7 to:10 percetlt,.

the rejectees were applying for the second (or
t) time than were acceptees. Both informal

information from'adniissici personnel and published.
data (3) indiCia. that the relationship of. repeat-
applicant status to acceptancelrejetion stems from
the relationship of, academic credentials to repeat
applicant First -tithe applicants who are
rejected for insufficient credits or poor grades (usually
in science) often take remedial work and reapply.
1lowever, in competition with an applicant who is
presenting the same credits or grades for the first time,
the repeat applicant is usually rated lower.

State residesicy was clearly a factpr of Consistent
arid considerable consequence. in admission. In' bpth
years the proportion of rejectees who had not applied.

a medical school which was either located in their
state or which gave preference to applicants from
state was more than twice as large as the

proportion of acceptees who. had not applied to In-
state schools. The importance of state-residency for
acceptance seems to have been recognized-:,y the
applicants themselves, since smaller proportions ..r
both acCeptees and rejeotees restricted their
applications to out-of-state schools in 1976 than had
acceptees arta rejectees in 1973.

Certain career plans showed A' consistent and
considerable' relationship to admission, though
whether the relationship is direct or indirect is, again,
not readily apparent. In 1973, four to five percent
more acapteei than rejectees were either undecided or
plann ing a career which combined specialty practice
with research and/or teaching also, about 7 4to 9
percent fewer acceptees were pluming r.n general
practice career. This lesser 'interest in a :general'
practice career on the part of accepters was also true in -

1976, despite the fact that a greater proportion of the
entire applicant pool planned a general practice career
in 1976-than in 1973142.7 percent versus 362 percent)
'and, consequently, a greater proportion of 'the 197,6
acceptees planned a general practice career than had *-

the '1973 acceptees (40 percent versus 30 percent,
respectively). .

It

4, 2 41
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TOTAk NUMBER /

Seri:
Male

, . .
Ferdale

-
2.

1
Table 2 '

Percentage Distributions of Characteristics of Accepted
and Rejected Applicants- to the 1073 and to tbb 1976 Ishitional Entering Classes

,

Identity:

Arnerictn Indian

Oriental
C.ancasi.u. i-.

White Ax
maican/d

No
Response'

iltspanic-Americzn
Other -

3. Applied to an ,In-State
Uerbeal School:
Yes
No Only Ont-of-Sfate

4. Repeat Applicant Stan*
No, First-time Applicant
Yes, Repeat APPrs;ent

_
s. Type of Career Planned:

General Practice
Specialty Practice
Research .and/or

Teaching
Specialty Practice

and Research
and/or Teaching

Other
UncVcided

6. Speriazation Plans
\ Bark Metrical

. Famny Practice
raternal Meckinei Obstettict/Gynecology

Perlatrics
.

- Psychiatry
Pub& Health

7 and
Specialties

Other SPeeisitY
Flan to Specials=
LL( Specialty Undecided)
bo Na Pia to

Seecialas
and eckled

1
1973 .

)
4 - (1

14,335
-

80.1
19.9

6.8
0.6

2.0

85.8 86.7
,

1.9 1.4

3.0 4.1

94.9
5.1

83.6 73.9 '
16.4 - 26.1 2C8

.. -
. 303 39.5

128.4 27.9

43 4.4

Heje_cteis

, (2)

83.4 N.-
16.6

4.8
0.6

2.4 '

87.7
123

22.1 17.3!k

1.4 1.5

13.4 9.4

3.3 ' 3.1
18.2 23.1

F 8.0 7.2
3 _0 3:8
8 8.8.5
4.4 4.4
5.1 4.9.

12.9 14.4 \
4.8 5.1 ,

10.5 7.0

4.7 6.5

164 11.7

23

1976 '

a.-

Ar3ceptfes'

(3) .

Rejectees

(4)

15;774

75.1
249

6.1
0.2

.

26,381

76.0
24.0

0.3

.01

. .

2.7

86.3 84.9

3D 2.7
1.7 It '

95.8 90.0
42 10.0

78.2 '70.7

# 29.3

39.9 46.3
24A 24.3

3-5 _3.5

- 17.7 14.7 ,

2.0 , 23
12.6 8.7

.2.1 2/
29.1 32.1
&7 y 6.3

..- 7.3
2.4 . 3A

7.9.
2.8 3.1
3.9 , 4.3

10.0 11,7

.6.2 7.0--

9.6 6.6

- 3.7 441

16.1 10.

WO
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7. Fitheffs-Occuptiar

-Health
Proreiskmal

Other Proreigiotul
Owner/M=r
aericalaales
Craftsman )

Unslalksi
Farmer/Manager

- Homemaker
'Other

'Mother's Occupation:

ffi

Professional .
Other Profenional
OwDerfianager
Claical/Sala
earthman .
Unskilled
Fanner/Wanager
Homemaker
Oilarr

FT-

Tillie 2 (Continued) ,

./ Aeceptees

(1)

i
13-4 ,

4A-

.

18.9
7.5
9.9'
4.8
2.9",
0.1'

104

0.9

5.9

13.8
2.6

12.6
1.8 ,
2.5
0.2 -

54.1 -
5.6

teepage49forrariocaleforthiscprabinati000rfaciWetiniac..-

IttioFtees

(719
4.!

23.5
202
7.7
12.5.'
5.4
32
0.1
113

0.6

6.9

'4 1,02
3.4

-13.2
2-1

- 2.7
'03

54-1
5.9

Given that caieer-type is related to sPecii;Ity, it is
pot surprising that the Observtli relationships between
,specialty plans and acceptance/rejection ,logically
paralleled those between career -type plaits and
acceptance/rejection. Thui, in each year, mintier
percentages offaccepteeS than rejectees were planning
'to specialize either family practice,
obstetrics/gynecology, surgery, or note to specialize.
Converse! ere Were prea", ter proportions of
ac cep -p g to specialize In an unspecified

, i_ n internal medicine;- or who were
e icceptee-rejectee differences were

generally of the sitme magnitude in both years,,thoigh
in the case of Wilily practice it was less pronounced in
1976 than it hacibeen in 1973. gowever, changes in the.
specialization plans of the applicant pools are reflected
in-changes in the specialization plans of the accepteeli.
18 percent of the 1973 acceptees planned to specialize
in family practice versus 29 percent of the 1976
acceptees.

.114

'

. Accepttes
a.. -(3)

124jegan

(4)

114.0 11.1-

-4.7
25,4

4.5

32.6

a 25.2 253
53

10.q
41.1 42

f 7.8 2.6
r 0.1

10.8 12.8

.
; 0.7

7.8 8.0

14.3 "7 113 .

4.0
.11.6 12.8

1.2 1.6
2.5 3.2
0.2' 0.2

51.0 50.5-
6.4 7.2

Pata published elsewhere (4) seem to indicate
that the reKonship observed here of spicialty plans
(and, because ofelbeir interrelationship; t-areet plans).
to acceptince/rejection is really due in large part to
the relationship betel:en specialty /career plans and
aptitude/achievement.' Those...data show AA- wheal
compared to 12 0ther specialty-plan grouips, students
Who at application, planned . to specialize family
practice had the second 'lowest Mean score on the
MCAT:Quantitative and . General Information.
subtests, the third lowest score on, the other two_,.
MCAT subtests, and one of- the lowest mean

-premedical tudents plannins to specialize in
obstetricaegynecology had the lowest mean scores ,Yn
all four MCAT su'btests and one pf the three lowest
mean CPA's. Thesetwe.# groups of,students, namely,
those interested in Dimity practice and those interested
ii4steirics/,gynecology, are precisely. those shown to
be. leas:often among the acceptees than among the
rejectees in the present study. On the either band;

24
O
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stdents who were undecided, and who in the piesrnt
study weresmore likel}. to have been accepted, had the

. highest mean. Quantitative score, the sewn& highest
mean score on the other three subtests, and one of the
highest mean CiPA's. The same high MCAT scores

. 6:.inclGPA's were generally true of students planning to
specialize in an unspecified specialty, while those
planning to specialize in internal medicine had MCAT
scores and GPA's at or slightly above the mean for all
acceptees. c-,,, '-- - . .

In -teriny of proiortional 'differ ences between
acceptees and rejectees, the characteristics of sex and'
racial/ethnic identity diminished idimportance from
1973 to 1976. In 1973 female applicants were slightly
"Preferred over (dale applicants - almost 20 percent
of the acttptees were women versus 17 percent of the
rem-tees. That this reflects a preference, for worm
Eppheants, per se, and not a preference for applicants:
with supenor academic credentials, seems likely. since
it has been reported that theGPA's of men and women
who were accepted for the 1973 cuss were essentially
SIMILX (5)., Women gained a greater percentage of ,he

. entering positions in 197,6 (25 percent in all) than in
1973 (20 pekent) because a greater proportion of the
1976 applicants 'were--wome,i, howev'er, the slight
preference shown to wom.9.0 1973 was not evident in

.ni0 976 since the percen4e of acceptees to the 1976
tenng class who were women was almost equal to

that oT rejectees who were women (25 versus 24
percent, respectively);'

With respect to the different racialJethnic
identities of applicants, Afro-American/blacks
seemed to receive a slight preference in 1973, bui
essentially none in 1976. Thus; two- cent more of

(6.8 percent versus 4.8 itliontrrespective y 04hereas,
the accepters than of tweitcfees in 1 were black

in 1976.th e percentages wqe almost equal -7- 6.1

percent of the accep 5:9Pircent f the
tejectees. It is not apparent VA this equality the
19-76 proportions tif black eptees and k

rejectees is a result of chang in the emir
credentials of black applicants from 1973 to 1976 or
whether it is clue to explicit attempts to favor black
applicants in 1973 but not in 1976. While blacks were
slightly "preferred- in 1973 but not in 1976, Asian-
Amencan/Orientals were. at a slight disadvantage in
both years.. Thus, even though Asian -
American/Orientals constituted 0.7 percent more of
the acceptees in 1976 than in. 1973, they {as those of
"Other- rpcialietlinic identities) also constituted a
slightly highet proportion of the rejectees than of the
mcceptees'in both years.

"ii: ... \
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In ,tither year did there seem to be any
. -

advantage for applicants who were. Hispanic
American in' Caucasian Arnerican'white,.since eqiial
percentag4Of ac.-eplees and rejectees came from each
of ,the two racial/ethnic. groups in each year. However,
while the lierrentages of white accePtees and.rejectees
were essentially the dame in both years, the
percentagies',oF Hispanic acceptees and rejectees in
1976 were about double the percentageS of Hispanic
acrepteesland rejectees .1973. In contrageto there
being more Hispanics iii the '1976 applicant pool than
in the 173 pool, the representation of American
Indians among acceptees and rejectetS in 1976 was
approximately half what it had been in 1973

Patiental qscupations (which reflect
socioeco;ioniic background)` were related to
acceptanCe/rejection. The children *I phtsici;ans and
of other profestionils.(bOth in the health field and in
other fields) represented a Igreater proportion of the
acceptees than of the rejectees. This was even more
pronounjed ,when father's occupation was the
clesdtiptor than when mother's occupation was Of
those accepted in 1973, 41 0 percent had fathers who

.were at the 'high end of the occupational spectrum,
that is, either physicians or other professionalt, while
only 34.6 percent of the rejectees did_ The comparable
figures fOr 197'6 were 39.4 percent of the acceptees and
33.7 percent of the,rejectee.. With respect u5 n:idlers
occupation, 14.7 percent. of the 1973 accepteO'had
mothers who were physicians or 'other professionals '
,versus 11.4 percent of the rejectees, in 1976, the,
percentages were 15.3 and'12:0 percent_

, table 3 presents to means and:standard
deviations of the metrically-scaled _variables for
accepteis and rejectees for each class year Of the 69 t
tests computed on these means, 63 were highly
statisti y significant, in spite of seemingly negligible
differen in the mean's. (At the _05 level of
significance, e would find only 3 of the 69 to be
significant chance alone.) The 6 non-significant t-
tests were those regarding th'e differences in the. (1)

-.ages of the 1973 acceptees and the 1976 acceptees, (2)
undergraduate college-cselectivities of the 1.973

rejectees and the 1976 re tees, (3) number of medical
school openings in the states of the 1973 accepties and
of the 1973 rejectees, (4), and (5) percent of in-state
openings in public medical schools of the 1973
acceptees and the 973 rejectees, and of the 1973
accepters and the li76 acceptees, and (d) selectivities
of the medical school3 applied to by the 1973 and the
1976 acceptees.

2
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Table 3 zra:-
Meats and Standard Deviations forAricepled.-..-and Rejected "Applicants

t o t h e 1973,and to the 1976 Natiotnd thtetm: g Classes

Variable'

TOTAL NUMBER

1. Aie

2. Edwational Level
at ApprscatiCet

GPA
. '

4. Selectivity of-
- UPdagradua?

College

Acceptees-.: Rejectrxes Aricepties Rejecties

(I) (2) (3) ° (4)

14,335 26,171' 15,774 .16381%
212 212 21.2/ 23.1
(7-5) '031: - (2-5) - (3-3)

' N.A. NA. ..-_-_,--, 4.6
-3 - ' _ ',.. 1(11)

3.39 ., 295;'i- 3.50-
(39) (A2). - -. 95)

4.8 4.1 ' 4.8
23) (1-9) 22) ,

s. score -7--5(27,
, . (so

, -6. MOAT-go:alit:Rive
f

' 14CAT-Gaseral
Information Scott

8. 1.1C.9.T-tience Score
.

9.* Parental.Inoxoe

10. Father's EdtoRice

IL Mother's domino

563
(80)

593
f79)

3.6
(1-3)

5.1

4.6
(L7)

518
(93)

550
(96)

,22
180

5

524
(92)

3.4
(1.3)

4.7

(9
(1.7)

573

633 .
(84)

549
(76)

18

12f Location of N.A. NA. .;.-='-'4.0
,Precollege Years i ' (L4)

13. Plans 4:).*r Geographic N.A. N.A. 2.8
. Location ' ..

, r (1.3),
14. Number of Openings in I -

Meekal Sobook of I. 593 614 642-
(457) . (465) . (480)iy=ceState

15. Percent of In-State. Opening' s in PubriclY:-

=ged
' 16. Rem of In-,State

MartcaIlSchool .
Applicalas tohis

17. Number of Meant
Schoob to Which
APPsed

18. Mean,
Moira]

Selectivity
Scbcols

of
to

jVbicb Applied

19. -Number of Malice!
Scbcols by Mach
AccePted

20. Mean Selectivity of
Mecrrcal Scbcols by
WIticb Ao:epted

21. Appficaat Accept-
ability lackt

5.0
(1.2)

3.13
(.44

(1.9)

521
-(94)

566
-195)

516
(78)

546
(94)

3.8
(1.3)

4A'
(1.7)

4.0
(1.4)

2.6
(1.2)

640-
(471)-v

64.4% '6.0% 64.0% 64.2%
(289) (292) 12359 (28-6)

7,1 10.0 6.5 7.9
493)(108) (18.6)

CIS - 7.53 10.17
(158)' (7.19) (9.01)

.2846. ..0702 .2768
(.691) (228) (.696)

.
- 1.57

(1.1)

1.915)

1.64
(12)

.0203
(-9?2)

.2168
(1117)

.1,Seekipmcrut glbrdetaileclexplanaiion ofscartagoivaiabls.

lb 2 2&

.1647
.(1.113)

8.03
(8.02)

.A556
91)

-L6%9 '
(1,272) .

V
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On most variables, acceptees differed from
rejecteres not only with respeCt to the means of their
distributions, but alsg with respect to their variability.
That the start deviations of the acceptees are
generally smalle those of the rejectees shows_that
theacceptees a e homogeneous than the rejectees
With respect to different variables. The acceptee-
rejectee differences for both years show that acceptees
were younger and, relatedly, at a Sower educational
level when they applied. They had higher_prikl and
MCAT scores and had studied at more selective
undergraduate institutions. Higher parental incomes
and educational levels were also characteristic of
acceptees, as were plans to locate in more urban, areas.

. While the ratio of applicants to openings in the states
of which acceptees were legal residents was lower,
acceptees applied to a greater number Of schools. In
terms of the "acceptability index", acceptees were
more "acceptable". "4" .

With regardto how applicants were screened in
1973 versus how they were screened in 1976, let us
examine first thOse selection criteria whi4h seemed not
to change in importance from 1973 to 1976. Acceptees
in the two years did not differ from each other in age,
an the percent of openings which were in publicly-

- supported,piedical schools in their states, or in the
mean seletfivities of the schools to which they applied .
Rejectees in both years had attended undergraduate
institutions of the same mean selectivity level. On first-
inspection, both acceptees and rejectees seem to have
come from bickgrounds with higher parental incomes
in 1976 than in 1973; however, this may be a spurious
finding sins the data were not corrected for inflation.
(Bedi* the data-were collected in income ranges, -
rather than in exact figures, the correction coulcl not
be readily made.) -

Examination of those criteria whose impact
seemed to change from 1973 to 1976 shows, for
acceptees, highei MCAT-Verbal, Quantitative, and
Science scores, lower General Information scores,
higher GPA's, higher socioeconomic background
(parental income ariksloctoiorr), mote openings in in-
state medical schoOls2 and, relatedly, a lower ratio of
applicants to openings-hi-state (or less competition).
Influerfcing ,the logistics of the admission process was
the increased number of schools.to which ptees

. applied in 1976 to little avail, though, ce the
mean number of acceptances they received in 1976
decreased from the1973 level.

For rejecteesichanges from 1973 to 1976 were in
younger age, higher MCAT-Veztil, Quantitative, and

Science scores, lower General Information scores,
higher 'CPA'S, higher .parental income and education,
more openings in in-state medical. sch6ols, greater
percentage of openings in publicly supported medical
schools, and, relatedly, a lower ratio of applicants to
openings in-state (or. less cciripetition). Like acceptees,
'rejectees applied to more schools in 1976, but, unlike
acceptees, the mean selectivity of the medical schools
to which they applied in 1936 1was tower than in 197
Except for age, percent of in state openings in public
medical schools, and mean selectivity of medical
schdols to which appliot all of these changes for
rejectees paralleled those for acceptees and might,
therefore, simply be a reflection of changes in the
applicant pool, rather than the admission process. In
support of the former interpretatibn are published data
on changes in the characteristics of applicants over
this period (6).

In confirmation of its validity, the applicant
acceptability index shows large differences between
accepmes and rejecters in each year. The slight
decrease in the acceptability of acceptees from 103 to
1976 is probably a function of increased class size in
the less selective schooli, while the decrease in the
acceptability of rejectees probably is also a reflection of
the decrease in the mean selectivity of the schools to
which the 1976 rejectees applied.

Regression Analyses

Two of the admission-process xanables included
in the examination-of-differences analysis were
excluded from the regression analysis because it was
expected that they would dominate the two criteria,
acceptability and number of acceptances received. The
two excluded variables are "number of applications
filed" and "mean selectivity of the schools to which
application was made". While "mean selectivity oPthe
schoolsto which application had been made" showed
a substanilal correlation with acceptability (r = +.47,
fOr aglicants, and r = +.61,' for acceptees), "number
4.,applications",showed# much less relationship to
"nu refer acceptances". (r = +.21, for applicants
and r = +.30, for acceptee).

The size of the intercoridation between the two
criteria demonstrates that either they measure
different phenomena or are not linearly related: for
applicants, the coefficient was .56; for acceptees, .54;
indicating that the proportion of the-variance shared
by the two measures (R-squared) is only .31 and .29, 1

respectively. Thus, while the two dependent variables

27
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have a common component, they are far from being number of acieptanies received'by acceptees ranged
exact duplicates .of each other. In other words, an from IA° 13 (7).>
applicant's Medical school acceptability is not simply A total of 36 percent of accep tees! acceptability

number of:medical schools which will accept him and 23 percent of the number of acceptances they
or her.

_ The results of the regression analysis performed
on the data of the applicants appear in Table 4. They
show that the information contained in all 27
predictors explains only 23 percent of the total.
variance in an applicant's acceptability and 29 percent
of the variance in the number of acceptances an
applicant received. (These percentages themultiple
R-squared when all 27--pretals have been entered
into the model.) In other words, factors other than
those include in the analysis are responsible for 77
percent and 71 Percent of an applicanrs.acceptability
and number of acceptances:respectively. ong these
factori are those concerned with'applicant
"perionality characteristics, the descriptors for 2 -*Institutional Analysis
which national data are lacking, as observed in the first
chapter of this report. 1 Because the Preceding section is based upon data

As _interesting as the low percentage of aggregated over, all' medical schools, it is_ not
explanation of the two criteria is the fact that only six . particularly informative about whether the admission
predictors,aft tagether responsible for almost all of the procest at individual medical schools will change the
explanation and five of them are common to the
explanation of both criteria. The .five 41-.5 GPA,
undergraduate selectivity:MCAT-Science
score, ICATerbal score, and repeat-applicant
status_ Age is the ,sixth of the prediOtoza ,explairung
actability, and underrepresented-minority
racial/ethnic identity is the sixth explaining number of
acceptances. (The simple is show that the
relationships of repeatiapplicant status and age..to the
criteria are both negative.) The remaining 21

predictors essentially add no information beyond that
contained in the six mentioned.

Table 5 presents the results of the regression
analyses performed on ;ke data of acceptees only. By
eliminating rejecters fro these analyses, the meaning
cgf die criteria are changed somewhat. The
dichotomous element, icceptance/rejection, is percent. In general, it is the private schools which.
eliminated and chat remains is akin to a railing acme accept smaller percentages, since the total number of
acceptees. In terms of the criterion "acceptability:, the their applicants is .usually greater due to their less
tanking is on a 116-point scale (for 116 medical school restrictive state-residency requiremefits. It is
selectivity ratings) rather than on a 13,260-point scale interesting to note that 54 schools accepted a greater _

received was accounted for by all 27 predictors = i3
percent more and 6 percent fess, respectively, than was
explained in the analyses of the applicant data_Again,
almost" all, of the explanation syas Made by a
combination of about one-quarter. of the predictors
and. 4 of these 7 mare-informative predictors were
identical to those in the applicant regression analyses,
namely, GPA, undergraduate :college selectivity,
MCAT-Science score, and MCAT-Verbal .score.
Underrepresented-minority racial/ethnic identity and
ratio of instate applicants to openings were also of
some consequence in the prediction of the two criteria
for acceptees.

characteristics of the physician pool. The data
presented in this section address that issue.

Table 6 presents a summary of the data reported
in Appendix Tables D-1 and 15-2_ The latter two tables
give a snapshot of the dynamics Of admission at each of
117 U.S. medical schools by presenting the
percentages Of applicants and acceptees in 1973 and
1976 with selected characteristici related k to
acceptance, demographic attributes, geographic
location, career, and specialization plans.

The first two columns of data in Table D-1
(labeled "Percent of Applicants Accepted" in 197,3
and in 1976) give an idea of how stringent the selection
proctss at each school had to be. While some schools

"were accepting less than 5 percent of all Ateir
applicants, other schools were accepting more than 40

(for 13,260 acceptees in the analysis). The 116 -point
scale does not distinguish among or rank acceptees
within schools, but only between schools. Thus, all
accepters whose most selective accepn%. school was
the same School receivellhe same &nking. With
-respect to the criteion "number of acceptances
received", the ranking is on a 13-point scale since the

.
7

percentage of their applican in 1976 than they had in
1973_ This increase in the percent of applicants
accepted is due to the availability of more positions in
thelater class (8).

The data in tbs.-two columns of Table D-1
labeled "Percent Accepted Elsewhere" in 1973 and in
1976 are an indication of the selectiveness of each

28
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' Table 4
Results of FOrward.Stepvaie Regression An alysis of tit-"Acceptabili' ty" and Ntunber of Acceptances

.'. --:

Received by Applicants -to trse 1976-77 Entering Class!, .., . . ...

-t

Crib:rim Applicant "Acceptability"

Multiple Change in StrrtPle
PreclictOr Entering at Each Step R2 Multiple R2 r'

1. MCAT-Science Score .13623 .13623 ..36909_

2. GPA t .17220 .03597 33454 .

3. Undergraduate College .20598 ,,
i

.03378 .24854
. Selectivity

4. MCAT-Verbal Score .21432 .00833 .30438

5. Repeat Applicant ,f- 4"--y1905 .00474 -.11039

. 6-'`*Age , .22183 '.00278 -.0817r

. 7. Uratecl-},finotity .22400 .00216 , -aims
Identity t -.

. EDP ApOcant ...),r ..50gm, .00109 .07983

9. Sex ( .22594 ) .00085 .03069

10. Insta te Applicant .22663 .00069 -40201

t _ ..
11- Physkian Father .22729 :00066

12. Ratio.of Instate Applicants ..1:2780 .00351
to Wings t

13. Otber-Ifinority
Ethnic

Racial/ $' .22833 (1. .0c9st
Identity

.14. Career Plans: SWattrhy
Practice and

.22870, .00047

and/or Teaching

15. Rural/Small Town Bacigtotznd .22903 .00033

''' 16. Cale& Plans: Research 22925 .ocon
and/or Teaching

17. Specialization Plans: Other .22943 .000f8
.. Specialtiel

18. Career Plans: General .22957 .00014
Practice - , .,.

. 19. Career Plans: Specialty .22970 .00013
Practice

20. Mother Employed Other .22982 .00012
Than as M.D,

21, Physician Mother --- .22989 .00007
,

227 ---Sc)tll-Tcnvn Practice .22996 .00067

'.23. Specialization Plans: .23001 .00005
. Primary Care

24, Father: Professional Other .23002. .00001
Than M.D. or Other Health
Professional

.-,
25.' Parental Income' ' .23003 .00001 .

. . '

26. Specialization Flans: No- 13003 .00000
Patient Savices

27. Father: Health Professional .23003 .00000- Other Than M.D. r

iN =32315.

f.

.03052
7-

.10404

-.02638

A*992

's

-----\

-.01959
' -..:.-}

.03359

.01142 sat

-.07168

-.01944

.02110

-.03833

-.01070

-03694,

4`

.08509 t.

.01203

*-.00161

'



Taile%1 (coati=

Critericen isturober;Ci Acceptances Received

PricractCot Fateaag at E- Step
Maki* mausti ntiriei.R2" Simpler

"V

1. GPI _

2. J.Indergrwtwite College

tz===rdY
4. MCAT-Science Score

5. MCAT-Verbal Score

6. Repeat Apprzant

7 1 Fisysician Father
so

.1294-.-we'".12962

-.18956 -45994

43598 .04642

. -280-04

.28580

;03426

A1010

i054.7

8. Instate Appficant

9. career Specialty .00011
Practice and Rowel , ,
and/or Teaching

10. Specialization Plant .
°the; Sliecialties

IL Career Mat General
Practice

12. Physician Mother 28963 .00017
.- .

13. Father: Health Pro/nab:al 18979 .00016
Other This bLD.

.

14.- Ratio of Instate 'APpficastt ,28994 .00015
` to OPenins

:a ,

15. Career Plant Specialty .29005 .00011 '
Practice ,

a 16. Specialization Plant ' 29011 X0312
Primary Care

17... Rural/Small Town Backgrou;d , 29026 LOOM
.

18. Age - .29030 .00004

19. Mother ins:Vmd Other .29033 .00003 ..

, 20. rpeciarnation Ph= Ncy 2903, ;00002
A"

Patient Serrioes

21. Parental Issoxat .29037 .00002

2Z.. Spz, . ..2X139 (

.36033--
x.24203

.06167

.33933 ,

10 -0-

. .03020

.0418i

.07699 .

.01263

-J39433

02430

.'
.01108

s.07714

.03809

'
.00951

-.03396 L

-.15918

-,

.01034 .

..91431
.

.05128'
e

.02111

.01083 .
,

.04643

.03006

-.05400

-.02185

23. Career Pleas: Research .29040 00001
and/or Teachingt _ . .

24. 13111P- Afprcant 29041 ' .00001

25. *Father: Professional Other .29041 ..03301
Than MD. or Other Health
Professional

26. Small-Town Practice .29041 00300
:Location Plans

27. Otber-Mnority Racial/ , .29042 .00000
Ethnic Ideotity

.30

,11

21



Table
and Stepwise Regressiois Analysis of the "Acceptability" and Number of Acceptilaces

- Received: by Aoxpcces to -.the 1976-77 Entering Class'
-

Critericet Applicantr'`AcceptatTur

Multiple = Change iu
Predictor Bate:fag at Each Step, R2 Multipie-R1

1. Undagradnate.CoRege
SdectivitY-

2. MCAT-Science Score

-3. Ratio of Instate Applicants
W OP:nir

NitiV 4. GBs
5. Mooch y

6. MCiftT-Veiha1 Soere

7. Repeat Applicant -

.16572 .16672
V

.24589 . 08017-
19540 .04951 .37783

.31578 .02038 .1737I;

33070 , .01492 -46386

34700 .01630 .12221

.3498$ .00288 -.16356

35206 .00218 ..06287

-.3511E0 .00114 -.11916-

35421 .00100 43422

Ttn3pi ,

.. EtintickIdeolity --/59311. Other-WmotIty Racial/ .00412-- .0052'
ks........1

12." Career Plan= Specialty; 35578' - 40075 -.02053
- Practice .

' 13. Plaisieina. Mother 35632. .00054 .05133
4 -

It Specialization Pao= No:
-

'.35671 .00038 05496
" Patient Services - ' .-

15. EDP 14pG3it , .35703 44332 -.03696

16. -Mother Employed Other .35717 .00014 -.00154
. Than as Physician.. -'_%,

17. itunl/S'iliall' --fon I Backgroemd . .35728 .00011 z -:01923
'

s 18. 'Physician Father), :357334 01144

1.9. Parental intorne

20., tatter Plan= Research
sod/or Teaching '

.35738 .00005 .06746

35743 40005 .05 872

2L'
112n="

.35752 40009 .10996
Praetice and
and/or Teaching-

22. Pither:
Th
Health Prolexiocal 3575.6 40005 ' £1059

Other an I.LD.

;23. Specialization Plans .35759 £0003 .02374
Primary Care ,

_ -24. Nam= Professional Other .35761 .0000/ o' .05009
. Than M.D. or Other Health

Proreasiccal

25. Small-Town Practice
Lccatiew.Plans

26. Speckrastioa Elam
Other Specialties

27. Instate Apillicant

1,N 132E0.

15762 .00001 -46172

.35762 .oaco .04521

(did not eater) -.00201

31
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$ .
- Number of Schools Which Oveiselected, Reproduced or. Underse lected Their . ,
Applicant pools by Indicated Percentage ..of Applicant Charadteristics and CarecE Flans

G N.

AppimarChareeteristics and Career Plans'
7

''.4:96aant-Accef4ce
._Percentase Differences'

(Overaeleodoo.
- Repo:a:dim or im

Undoraelectioot - -*le

.-,

-,--. Oveeeketion:
..

51+
46 10 513i
41 `to, _45

36 to 40
31 to 35
26 to 30
21 to 25

Regale:tics
(Representative Selasio0

+2 to 2

3 to 5
6 to-7-10
11 to 15
16 40 20
fl to 25

NO Respoose

TOTAL
1

.'

RazidatIntic Identity Parental Intorne
4 .

, Underrep-
Other Lean Than

..
SI0000resented

Female Minority Mooney 510,000 S14.999

1973 1976 1973 1976 1973 1976 1973 1c_7§ 1973 1976

. , %.41
_

1 . .
(": ...-

1 1
4 .

1

1 . 1

7.. . .
-

1 , .,

11 to- 15 5 4 2 1 1 .,v 1 3 t3 c

6 ro- 10 26. 17 14 14 4.- -5. - 18 4 28 9

3 to 5 - 33 26 25 20 1*--. 19 15 t., 25 22
. .

4r 43 61 58 10 9 53 61 47 68

18. 7 13 12 -- ir 30 i 13 .
;2 3 1 6 4 4 2 '

e

,-
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1

.

115 116 115 116 125116 115 116 115 116

33
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Table 6 (continued)
-

Appicast tiesiacteristics sad Career Plmsl

-Lxsdest of tite
Precollege Loistica Circler

Appfscaui-Arxqitee Years - Plans Plus Speciafiestion Mass,
Percentage Differeuees

(Oireneiectica.
Repsoducrice or
Ilsferselec ik?

Orexselectiote

51+
46 to 50
.41 to 1:45

36 to 40
31 to 35

26 to 30

21 to 25
16 to 20

-11 to 15

6 Jo 10
3 to ,5

Other
Seta Sawn ' Sewall -Omsk Pritnuy -Care

farm Tows Tows ti Pracfice` Pracfice Specialties

1976

I

' 3

17

fteproductica

titepreseutstive Seleccios)z

+2 to -2 91

Undersekctioic

-4 to
-6 to -10

-11 to -15
-16 to -20
-21 to -25

3

No Response 1

.

TOTAL ) / 1,, ,116

-1976 1976 1913 1976 i 1976 1973 -1976

1 1

1 1 2 --

1 2 2.
2 5 2 5 9

.1

2 .- I'
15 10' 11 8 14 25 1.1

83 54 60 71

15 41 24 29 36 26 23 28'
3 62 27 23 23 ' 2 4
1 15 9 5 7

i 4
2

_1 1 i 1 2 2 1
.

116 - 116 115 116. 115 116 115 116

- ISeeAppouNsBfordasaled cqfsaation et CharacteristicsastdCareealans.
per mat bf sposanis yid, the tharseteristk yes ptbtracted frau the Percent of accepters whh the

ebarsoserissic for esat school Tables D-1 sad D-2. The remits of this subtraction were tabukted according to the
ranges of mdaydoai reproduction iirScated above.
/Because these daft lair.; not bees cocrectedfor Motion to *mutant dollar bsse, chantesfrosellt73 te 1976 should be
interpreted wits mice. Also, theist:tune-year referred to would be 1971 fo....t.splksub to the 1573-74 catering
dais swd 1974forsacst appTcauts to the 1976-714:kw /
teams 12and 13 ofAppowls13 forerttfereace between gement/wad ice careerplass and seseralprsciiie spectaftzsme
plan- 0



school with reference to the "quality" of its acceptees.
In general, schools which have higher ,Proportions of
their applicants accepted by other schools are the more
selective schools. nught,seem, therefore, that these
schools would be subject to more uncertainty in

idetermuung the ultimate characteristics of their
entrants.' or, m other words, more uncertainty
regarding which of their acceptees will "accept" them
by actually matnculating, but the opposite is probably
true, that, other things being equal, applicants
rnatnculate m the most selective school by which they
have been accepted.

Keeping in mind thee two logistical problems
with which the medical schools must contend in the
admission process, namely, the degree of selection
stringency necessitat4 by the size of their applicant
pools and the uncertainty of acceptee matriculation,
Iet us now examine the results of their admission
processes in terms of applicant and acceptee
characteristics. Table 6 presents_the numb= of scbools
which either :'overselected", "reproduced" or
-tmderselected" their applicant pool in admitting their
1973,and 1976 classes. Schools which "overselectecr
on a particular characterisnc included among their
acceptees a greaterp proportion (3 or more percent
greater, see Table 6) of persons with a given
characteristic than was included among their
applicants. Equal proportions of acceptees and
applicants with a given charkteristic (-2 to 2
percent difference) indicate that neither overselection
nor underselection occurred aiid that the, school
simply "reproduced" the image or its applicant pool
on that charactensuc. From the foregoing definitions,
it follows that "underselection" refers to a smaller
proportion (3 or more percent smaller) of acceptees
possessing a characteristic than applicants. The
characteristics in the table are those in which there is
current Interest as a basis for the modification of the
physician manpower pok therefore, overselection by
a substantial percentage would-indicate an attempt to
alter the pool accordingly.

In their acceptance of women, about one-third
of the schools reproduced their applicant pools in both
197.3 and in 1976 (41, and 43 schools, respectively). Of
the remaining schools, almost all overselected or gave
preference to women applicant in 1973, one school
having accepted 36 percent more than had applied. As
was observed in the national analyses, this preference
m favor of women was considerably muted in 1976.

fifteen more schools underselected in 1976 (or 21
schools in all) as compared to 1973, when only 6
schools underselected.

26

With regard to underrepresented racial/ethnic
identity, about half of the schools reproduced their
applicant pools (61 schools in 1973, 58 In 1976) As
with women applicants, most of the remaining schools
overselected underrepresented minorities in 1973
(though not to the same extent as for (ivomen) and
muted this overselection in 1976 - In 1973there were 2
sa*Is whose acceptees included over 46 percent
more underrepresented -minorities than did their
applicants, while in 1976, there were 3 schools with 36
to 50 percknt more underrepresented minority
acceptees than applicants. The selection_ of other -

minority students resulted in a general Mirroring or
reproduction of, the proportions of such applicants.
though 12 schools underselectild them in 1976 as
opposed to none having done so in 1973

Because _the percentage of non-response to the /"--

item was large and because the data were not corrected

to a constant-dollir base, the results regarding
parental income are less reliable and should be
interpreted with considerable caution 'Generally they

show over one-third to about one-half of the schools
reproducing their applicant pools, a change to smaller
percentage!. of overselection of low-income students.

. and more schools in 1976 than in 1973 nil:dm-selecting
students in the very lowest income-level category

Page 2 of Table 6 shows th4t, * 1976, most
schools selected proportiOns &students from farm and
small -town backgrounds which were equal or similar
to those of applicants, though 15 schools slightly
underselected applicants from small-towns Half of the
schools reproduced their . applicant pools in the
selection of students intending to practice in a small-
town though a goodly number of the remaining
schtiols (41) slightly underselected such students

The underselection of students with plans for a
general practice type of career(as opposed to a general
practice specialty; see item 13 in Appendix B) was
extensive and considerable in both years, though
slightly legs in 1976. In 197kexcept for 11 schools, all -

others underselected such students (80 schools by 6
percent or more). Both the, number of schools which
tifiderselected and the extent of underselection in 1976
decreased from the 1973 levels 71 schools having
underselected ii 1976 (42 of them by 6 percent or
More). The same trends were evklenrm the selection of
students with plans to specialize in generil practice,
namely, extensive undersdection in 1973, 'and less
underselection and a little more overselection in 1976
With regard to students planning to specialize in
another primary care specialty. (Internal medicine,
obstetrics/gynecology or pediatrics), the opposite was

'35
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7. Fats Occupinicam
fluid=
°air HesIth,

. Profeericeal
Other Froriamional
OwnerManger
CkricaliSaka
Craftsman
tIrdalled
Fmnier/Manner
13oMessaker

9ther
Mothe:rs Occoparmig

t

Ta4e I (continued)

yaniiffalams

10,

gr,

Noimatikulanti
0);

10.4

5.1)-

2933

. 5.2
9.0'

3.4
CLO

Other Health
Proiemicial

LO

Other fiolasional 14.3

Ovaer/Masager 4.0 s-3-31

Clerk A/Saks 1L7 ILI
Craft's= 1.2

Undalled 2.5 215

Itarmer/Manager 0.1 0A71.

Homemaker 51.0 51.7

'Other 6.3 7.6

ICII-semareathir6m11yrigaircantat A5.

4Seepage49foreathmalefortheraxabiMatimiofcategorns.

true less ovaseloction and 'Mealy more
tmderselection in 1976 though in both years over
half of the schools replicated their applicant pools on
this characteristic. -

3. Caseatady Analysis

Because or the length and non-statistical nature
of the multi of this analysis, they appear separately in
Appencrtx C.1.

C. Nonmatriculation Factors-

Among the 15,774 acceptees to th; 1976-77
entering class, there were 506 persons (or 3.2 percent)
who (lid not matriculate. Table 7 presents the
parentage distributions of eight characteristics for the
nonmatriculants and for the other 96.8 percent-of--
acceptea, the matriculants. Four of the eight chi-

.

2-

4,

squares' were statisticay significant Sex, instate.
resident status, specialization plans and career plans
are the _vane' bits witkh distinguish tionmatriculants
from matriculants. Thus, 5 percent more or the
nonmatriculants were women; 2 percent fewer were
instate-residents; 117 total of 8.1 percent ,fewtr were
planning to specialize in either family practici,
internal medldne, obstetrics/gynecology or not to
specialize, and a total of 12.4 percent fewer were
planning careers in generaN)r specialty practice or
were undecided about the type of career they
preferred.

While not statistics significant, there were
other differences of intereit. A smaller percentage of
the (ethers of nonmatriculanti were physicians. Also
while `equal percentages of both matriculants and
-nonniatriculants were other than Caucasian/wbite (14 `---1

percent), blacks, American Indians and Asian-
Adiericans together co9stitnted 9' percent of the
matriculants versus lA percent of the nonmatriculants
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15. invent of In-State
OPmarts Putadr.=el Mental

lEc Ratio of In-Stite
MoScal School

17. Number of Mecficil
Schools to Whkh
APTEed

18. Mean Itoof
Mechcal
Which

19. Number of Medial
SdazAcceoptcp Which

2a Mean at
Meckal

AccePtedl
21. Appficant Accept-

shay Index

Means and Standard Deviations

641% 62.2%
(28.9) (27-5)

6.5 7.6
(12.8)

1-8 225
(2-4)

7- Educational 1.cve/2 '-' 46- 434

at, AppEcation (Li) (1.2)

3. GPA
* 3.50 3.49

(35) -O. (.39)
4. SeSectivity cf 4/ ItsUodermadttee

(2-2) (2-4)college' .
5. I:KAT-Verbal Score . 573 ( 579,

(85) (91)

6. MCAT-Quantitative Score' 633 642
or (84)

F
(91)

7. McAT-General 549 555 -...,
information Score_ (76) (83) 4

8. MCAT Science Score 618 . ' 621
03) (74)

9. Parental Incomes 2 4.1 , 3.9
(t3)---N (1.2)

10. Fatber's Education --- 53 . 53
'0.9) _zi 0.9) -

11. Mocha's Education kr- 4.6\ . (1.7) (L7)
12. Location o f 4,0 4A

Preconete Ycia (144) (1.4)

13. ,Plans for Stop-aphis ... 2.8
Location

Z9
. 0- 03) -

14. Number of Ooecinza in
i Mefral Schools-or ':641: 680=State (481) (462)

10.19
(943)

4.47
(8.34)

.2739 '.3639
(0.691). (0.no)

138 134
(1.15) (.881)

'
-.0118 .0939

0.911) (1.014)

.1634 2048
(1.113) (1.091)

6.5 7.6
(12.8)

'SeeA-enctsxlifordetsiledexplanntionoficartntofvariables.
2Chi-suarestliisticallytipficantat. .
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138 134
(1.15) (.881)

'
-.0118 .0939

0.911) (1.014)

.1634 2048
(1.113) (1.091)
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Persons of. -Mspanic and 'other" .racial /ethnic
identitielwere more apt to matriculate than npt (4.7

, percent versus 3.0-percent)-
Table 8 contains they means and standard_

deviations of the 21 metrically-saled variables for
matriculants and nonmatriculants. On only 9 of The'

_ variables were there stansticall§ significant
differences, 'These clifferences showed that
nomnatriculants were from lower-income
backgrounds, older and relatedly, at hie*

,.educational-levels when they applied. They Were also
. t from more -selectiie undergraduate institutions and

had- hi her MC&T-Quantitative scores.
Nonmatriculants also had confronted more
competition for in-state metrical school itcceptgfice
(14,her, . ratio of hi -state applicants to wings)
though, according to Tables they were less likely to
have applied to an in-state medical *schooL AlSo,
nonmatricplanti had applied to schools which were
more seltctive; as a result, they were accepted bytewer
schools and by schools which are more selective.

The composite picture of the nonmatriculant
conveyed by these results is an interesting one. He or
shp is a somewhat older applicant possessing a higher
aptitude forntitative academic work, and with a
pp:metrical-, preiggation from a More competitive.
undergraduate institution. M viewz-of the greater
competitiveness- of the ncamatriculant's
undergriduate institution, his/her GPA, though
numerically- equivalent to that of matriculants,
inmates -"true" academic actievetnint level.

higher than, that of matriculants. Even though the
nonniatriculant's applicant acceptability is not
significantly higher than that of the matiigu)ant, the -.
former applied to and was accepted by more selecjivi

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Seenoti2 on page 9.
SeenoteIop. page, 3 .
See note 1 on page 9.
Seenote 2 on pale 9.

,See note 7 on pagA 10.
'M. F. Ackerman, "Medical Student Enrollment;

i 1973-1974 Through 1977-78 (pa, tagrainr J.
IMed Educ,53(1970 367-369.

( NOTES

1. Aisociation7of American Medical Colleges, .

Medical School Admissionion Requirement4 _
1976 -77 (Washington, D.C. : Association of
American Medical Colleges, 1975). This edition
contained entries for 115 US. schools including

. the University of Puerto Rico.
y.. See note 1 on page 9..
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4 Content Aparysis of Published
Statements of Medical Schools

From the tabulatioils -of published-Statements
_reprding selection criteria it was apparent that the

medical, ere keenly they should
"not on %

in admitting applican Nevertheless,
arcsof various

in an effort to increase the representation of groups
previo' tidy-Underrepresented in medicine, the schools
also stated that they "encourage applications from"
persons in specific categories of some of the very
characteristics which they had indicated would not be
used as the basis for discrimination. Almost 70 percent
of the 115 schools stated that. they did not discriminate
on the basis of sex, race br religion, though 23 stated.
that they "encouraged" applications from students of
racial minorities. This schizophrenia regarding the
issue of affirmative action/reverse discriminationais, of ,

course, not unique to the schools' of iiierlieine, but
pervades the institutions dons society today.

'On the basis of frequency of mention, residency
was a fact& of even more importance than sex, race or
religion. Out of a total of 597 statements of non- -
iftscrimination, preferetces for, and Preferences
against, 1:23 concerned state-residency: 12 that it was
not the basis for rfscrimination, 14 that preferences
against out-of -state residents existed, and 97 that
preferences for state-residents existed ('including to the
point of considering only their applications).
Approximately one-half of the schools stated that they
did not cliscriminale on the basis of national origiaand
19 schools expressed preferences against foreign-
national and7or foreign-edticated applicanti.

While sex, race, religion, and especially state-
residency were re tognized for their releiance to
admissions, other _applicant characteristics were
essentially igriored in these statements. In particular,

seemed to be a disregard of the intended careers
practice locations .of appliamis as criteria for

admission there were a total of only 9 Itatements in
these areas. One school-mentioned a .preference for
students who intended to enter family practice, while 4
mentioned a preference for those intending to practice
in rural areas and -4 mentioned a preference for

1.1

1111.
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students from rurilbackgrourids (whose probability or
practicing in rural areas has been. shown to be
somewhat greater.than that of other students).

B. Admission Criteria and Changes
to 197'

1: INZOOnal

The comparisor of the charactetistiis of
accepted and rejected applicants to the 1773 and 1976
entering national clessei bore gut & suggestive
fnidings, of the content analysis of statements

selection criteria. In 1973 women and blacks
ed some slight preference in being.admicted but

1 1.11 1973 to 1976 this preference disappeared and'
6 the percentagess of acceptees who were either

female or black -m...mNally equaled The percentages Of
"applicints;vilo were female or black. Consideration of
published data on the academic credentials of women

tine possibility that the preference was due
academic credentials rather than to sex per

se. On the other hand, those applicants intending
general practice Careers and family price
specialization were at a srsadiantag this
disadvantage may hgve been the result of their,
Elsewhere-documented lower academic' credentials
(MCAT scores and GPA :s) 'rather, than of an
intentional screening out of applicants with such
Plans While the percentages o accepteesplanning a
general practice career and a family practice specialty
in 1976 were less..than the percentages of applicants
with such plans, the discrepancy was not quite as
pronoMiced as it had been in 1973. In spite ofa smaller
percentage of acceptees than applicants with such
plans in both years, a greater percentage of the '1976
tlian the 1973 acceptees harl,ssne career intentions.
Rejectees also differed from acceptces in planning to
locate their practices in more rural areas.

With respect to the academic variables
examined jeducational level, GPA, selectivity of
undergraduate college and MCAT scores), there were
large differences between acceptees and rejectee in
one or both years. There were also differences with

11 II 11
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regard the other demographic characte ristics
examined;--. namely, 'age and socioeconomic,
background ,(parental income, mlipation, and-
education). -.

Variables hiving to d9 with more pragmatic
snk aspects of the admission process also showed

substantial diffeierices between acceptees and
rejectees. Rectees had more competition for openings
in their states' medical schools from other applicants
than did azeptees, though the percent of those
lapenings which were in publicly-supported medical
schools was not different. Surprisingly, in 1973 the
total number of inediCal school openings in the states
in which rejectees resided was greater than the number
of openingslinthe states of acceptees. Stated in another
way, appliCants whO,tere rejected in 1973 were more
often from those states where the numbers of medical
school openings ,were large, while acceptees were more
often from statwith's ith fewer openings. In 1976, the
revetse was true more openings existed in the states
in which accepteai resided. In both years, rejectees
were more often repeat applicants and were more
likely to have applied only to out-of-state medical
schools. Finallyrejectees had applied to fewer schoots
triaii had acceptees and,the schools to which They had
applied were less selective.

In sum, the composite description of persons
admil#d to Medical school, in comparison ter those not
admitted, is unsurprising they have superibr
academic credentials and. preparation, are yoliger
and are from higher socioeconomic backgrounds.
Frowever, other findings provide a new perspective on
acceptees. Unlike rejectees, who more often plan
general practice careers, acceptees are either
undecided or plan to combine specialty practice with
research and/or teaching. Regarding their plans for
specialization, acceptees are either tindecided or,
though planning to specialize, undecided as to the
specialty, while rejectees plan to specialize in family
practice, surgery, or not to specialize. Acceptees were
applying to medical school for the first-time, were
applying to more schools, to more selective-schools, to
in-statischools, and faced less competition from other
in-state applicants for openings in the schools of their
state.

Regarding changes in the importance of
admission criteria from 1973 to 1976, those seen in the
variables of sex, race, career plans, and spetaalty plans
were djscussed.above in terms of differences between_
acceptees and rejectees which were greater in 1973
than in 1976. ,In terms or the remaining' Variables,
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sludenti accepted for the 1976 class, in comparison to
these accepted in 1973, had higher GPA's, higher
MCAT-Verbal, Quantitativ e,and Science scores, lower
MCAT7General Information scores, and higher
socioeconomic backgrounds. There were significantly
more openings in the in-state medical schools of the
1976 acceptees and less competition for those
openings. Furthermore, the 1976 acZ.-'eptees had, on the
average, applied to one more medical school than had
the 1973 acceptees, though filey received fewer
acceptances on the average.

Rejectees differed from 1973 to 1976 in being
yotmger, having higher MCAT-Verbal,Quantitative,
and Science scores, loNver MCAT - General
Information .scores, and higher socioeco is
backgrounds. As was true for acceptees, there w
more openings in 1976 in the medical schools of the
states in which rejectees resided and, for rejectees (but
not for acceptees), a greater percent of these openings
were in public medical schools. As a result of more
openings being available !without a concomitant rise in
applicants, rejectees , (as ar,ceptees)Vpd less
competition in 1976, besides having applied to mate
schools. Furthermore, rejectees had applied to less
selective schools in 1976 than they had in 1973.

Stepwise regression analyses showed that a total
of 27 measures of academic aptitude and achievement,
demographic characteristics, career plans, and
admission-process considerations together accounted
for only 23 to 36 percent of the vajnce in applicant
and acceptee "acceptability" or "number of
acceptances." In other words, 77 to 64 percent of
acceptability and acceptances is explained by 'factors
which were not included in the analyses. Among the
excluded factors are those regarding "personality
characteristics", the lack of national data .for which
prevents a direct examination of their part in
admission.

Of the variables directly examined in the
regression analyses, GPA, Acclivity of undergraduate
college, MCAT-Science score, and MCAT-Verbal
score were responsible for most of the explained
variance in "acceptability" or number of acceptances.
Repeat-applicant status, undertepresented-minonty
racial/ethnic identity, age, and ratio of instate
applicants to openings also contributed to explaining
the variante in the two criteria. Career and
specialization plans, socio-economic background, and
the remaining variables added essentially nothing to
the explanation of acceptability and acceptances
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beyond that contributed by :the above - mentioned
variables.

These results confirm that, nationally; the
factori of importance for admission to medical school
are academic aptitude and achievement. Possession of
these two equalities are the n awry, though not
sufficient, conditions for admission, to and success in
medical school and this policy as evidenced in thedara-
is congruent iiith the comments or the Carnegie
Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education that
`die gatekeeper schools must be tho're carefutnot to
admit students ,rho lack the ability to practice the
profession wi*_9ttmpetency and integrity" (1).

It is with respell to the sufficient conditions that
there is little national consensus as to what is
importantand in that diversity of values lies the
strength of the Americakniedical I system.
Thus, some medical schools attempt « for and
produce a greater proportion of p' *tiny care
practitioners, Others, researchers and acadimicians,
still others, specialists. When such data are aggregaxed
nationally, these opposing trends tend to cancel each
other out and may appear to he rninfluentiaL

On the other hand, what may (spuriously)
appear to be influential are factors related to the
necessary conditions for medical school, aptitude and
achievement Thus, it is not the selectivity of an
applicant's undergraduate college per se which

theadn fission officer considers important for the
applicant's admission and success in medical school,
but what tke selectivity of his/her college iinplies
about' the applicant's academic aptitude and
achievement.

.2. Institutional Analysis

The institutional-level analysis confirmed the
-findings of both the content analysis of published
statements and the national statistical analyses. The
analysis focused on the difference between the
percentage of applicants and the percentage of
ac ceptees to each school with each characteristic of
interest c_The overselection of women which was
evident hi 1973 was less evident in 1976. The lesser
overselection of (or preference for) underrepresented.
minority applicants in 1973 also dinninisbed" in 1976
and the negligible overselection of other-minorities in

' 1973 was offset by an equivalent underselection in

The acceptanee-ofstudents from backgrounds of
both under S10,002.anci S10-15,000 income-levels was

*

more frequent in 1973 than in 1976. However, because
the income data could not be-readily corrected .toa
common base, -changes, ;in applicant and acceptee
distributions front 1973 to 1976 are difficult to
separate from . changes in income levels due to-
inflation.-

. Data on the geographic locations in which
applicants were raised and on the locations in which
they intended to eventxtallylocate were available only
for applicants to the 1976-77 entering class. Some
slight evident e_of overselection of persons from farm
backgrounds was evident, while thke was as much
uiderselection as overselection _of those raised in
small-towns. With respect to those planning to locate
in small towns, however, underselectiort was sizeable.

In 1973, all but 11 schools underselected
applicants who were planningvgeneral practice careers.

the number ,of schools underselecting such
ap cants had diminishes by.1976, nevertheless, there
were still 71schocils underselecting in 1976. The same
trend was evident in relationship to specialization
plans, though, as with career plans, it was most likely
an indirect consequence of the relationships between
academic qualifications and specialization plans. Over
half the schools tmderselected students planning to
specialize in general practice in 1973 and only-slightly
fewer underse.lected in 1976. With respect to the
acceptance of those planning to specialize in other
primary care specialties, the balance between the
number of schools underselecting and overselecting in :
1973 was tipped tdEvards,underselecting in 1976. _

It is important to note that the data on
applicants' plans for eventual geographic location,.
type of career,and specialty used in all of the analyses
were not available to the schools... hey were collected
solelyfor research purposes when examinees presented
themselves at biannual administrations of the MCAT.
Thus, the ascription of implicit or explicit policies on
these matters to the schools would be extremely
tenuous, particularly since informal intelligence from
PrimiAsions personnel indicates a perception of student
plans pressed at application as unstable and
uninf rmmed, thus not sufficiently reliable for use as a
selection criteria. There is aLsoisonie reticence towards
embracing present federal perceptions of national
needs for certain type3 of physician manpowet.
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3. Case-Study Analysis

Results of a detailed case-study of the admission
process at 8 medical schools also indicated the relative
inattention which' has been paid to the career and
specialty plans of applicants in comparison to that
which has been paid to other applicant characteristics.
The schools were selected primarily because their
admission processes included either unique features or
obj&tives directly focused on the acceptance of
students with certain demographic characteristics or
specialty /career- plans.

Informationprovided by the schools in response
to a questionnaire seemed. to demonstrate that
admission policies, committee characteristics, and
procedures consciously directed "towards increasing
the probability of acceptance of women and minority
group applicants were: successful in doing so. The
decreased probability of acceptance.of applicants with
plans for .geueral/family practice and/or rural`
practice, and to a lesser extent those from low-income
backgrounds, seemed due to the lack of special
attention to such applicants_ in school policies and
procedures."(assuming that their academic credentials
and other characteristics were not substantially
different). Two schools which had specific goals to
admit students planning primary care careers in
underserved areas were successful in accepting more
than half of their appliCants with such plans.

C. Nonmatriculation Fattors r
Corn . .33 of the characteristic of the 3.2

tees who'did not ma culate and of
the 9 8 t who did matriculate revealed that, on
the averag nonmatriculants were slightly older, with

"'higher quantitative aptitudes, and from , more
competitive undergraduate institutions. Three groups
constituted greater proportions of the nonmatriculants
than they did of the matriculants: (1) women, (2) those
interested in either research and/or teaching or in a
combination of research/teaching with specialty
practice or in "other" careers and (3) those interested
.in the basic medical sciences, pediatrics, psychiatry,
public health, or "other" specialties. Nonmatiiculants
were from lower socioeconomic baCkgrounds and a
smaller proportiorrof their fathers were physicians.

Career indecision and financial status -..may be
the important factors in nonmatriculation.
Nonmatriculapt women may have been less confident

of the appropriateness of the physician role for
themselves in -comparison to traditionally-feminine
roles, while nonmatriculants with research-oriented
interests may hav-e opted for careers devoted wholly to
research/teaching by enrolling for graduate study in
the disciplines of their interest. In the face of career
indecision and the rising cost of medical school, loWer
economic status may have been the precipitating
factor in nonmatriculation.
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so APPENDIX A

Objectives and Goals, of Medical,Schools as Stated is
Medical School Arli*sion Reeprizeilica4 1978,-79' ,

South Alabama "The philosophy of the institution
is to .utiTiz,e the resources which currently exist and
which provide opportunities for almost all of the
experiences in clinical medicine, After acquiring i
sound basis in scientific medicine, students then have
the opportunity to select multiple tracks of study.-
(page28)

Arizona "Upon graduation the physician is
equipped to continue his study of medicine in family or
specialty practice, teaching, or research.- (page.80)

UC-Darik "The curriculum is designed to pro;kie
an opportunity for the student to leant significant facts
and principles, to develop habits of inquiry and self-
discipline. of continuing education, apd to provide the

"setting for the refinement of skills and judgment
necessary to apply scientific knowledge towardtolving
the problem*, of health and disease.- (page 84)

Er- Irvine- "The core curriculum provides that body
of knowledge and skills considered requisite for -all
those receiving the M.D. degree, regardless of their
specific future career choices." (page 86)

U4' -Los Angeles "A new and innovative course has
designed to provide opportunities early in the

first year to learn about personal, social, institutional,
political, and economic factoTs that ii,ftuayee the
doctor-patient relationship."

The fourth year is elective and designed to giVe
Students a solid fOundation oq which to build as well as
fulfill their personal interest and, educational
advantage in stalling the clinical training 'calculated
to best prepare them for post-medical wheel" (page
88y

//C.-San-Diego- "The goal of the maheal-curriculum
and faculty-student interactions is to develop critical,
objettive, conscientious physicians prepared for'
changing conditions of medical practice and
continuing self-education." (page 90)

4

Loma Linda. "Objectives of the School of Medicine
are to provide the student, a solid_ foundation or
metrical knoiledge, to assist him in the attainment of
prof s` s, and to motivate investigative
curiosity .and a desire to participate in the
advancement of knowledge. the school endeavors to
reinforce interest in)the praitical application
Christian principlesthrough service to mankind Tn -

keeping with the educational philcesigy of the School
of Medicine, _are -encouraged to plan for
postgraduate activity in the jorm of medical
resideneies researt (page 94)

F

.Startford. "A flexible au-nculum is offered for the
M.D. candidate. Students develop study plans, that
take into consideration their academic background,
particular strengths, and career objectives." (page 98)

ta. -

Colorado. rthe curricplwn is under constant study
and is frequently kevised to meet-the changing needs in
Medial education. Students participate actively in this
kevision." (page 100)

Yale "The Yale program of medical education is
. designed to afford the intelligent,motivated student an

opportunity io study the basic Medical sciericeS and
clinical mecricine at the graduate level . .. The
Committee on Admission in general seeks fo admit
students who best suit the philosophies and goals
the school, which include providing an apcation in
the scholarly and humane aspects of medicine and
fostering the development of leaders who will advance
medical practice and knowledge It also seeks to
eensure an adequate representation of women and
minority groups and a diversity of interests and

\backgrounds." (Rage 104)

.
George Washington. "The curriculum offers
compreliensivemedical education while permuting
substantial. pursuit of individual interests thniugh
elective work available after the first semester.

tiv
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Graduates are well qualified to continue their
education in any field of medicine." (page 108)__

Howard, .."The curriculum is designed to provide a
firm bails for the science and art of medicine and has

. been modified to provide more effective integration of
basic science concepts, a. a application, and
research." (page 110)

Florida. "The curriculum provides
many .Opportunities for
choice, with an earl ex
and with an opportunity for
community health programs:* (page 112)

Miami. "The curriculum is continially.
and its goal is to create a framework of medical
education in which students may function to the best

their abilities and interests and to erlaticat.--men and
women to be physicians of knowledge and
compassion." (page 114)

A. IA Aorl

ml,. ...A:

e inv

with
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medicine,
Ivanent in

study,

South Florida. 'The cumculum has been designed
for flexibility with emphasis on the milling and
education of the practicing physician." (page 116)

Emory: "Th e curriculum is intended to lay a
comprehensive foundation for a career in practice,
teaching and research, or other medical siork." (page
118)

Chicso Prnr..ker. Mr medical school provides a
program of studies designed to prepare its graduates
for &sun: ,," careers in medicine. Emphasis is
placed upon a -utifie`pasis of medicine and on
skilful application of scientific principles to human
problems." (page 124)

Maw Medical. "There is an interface between,.
basic and clinical work starting in the first year and
continuing until graduation." (page 126)

Illinois: "Multiple new curricula pathways are
available in the reorganized College of iviedicine."
(page 128}

Loyola: "The thrust, of the program is towards
meeting the needs of all Illinois residents for health
care, the-problem of health manpower distribution,
and equality of opportunity to embark on a career in
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medicine regardless of socioeconomic background or
other disadvantages." (page 130)

Northwestern. "The stated goal of Northwestern
University Medical School t to graduate men and
aromen well grounded clinically and sufficiently
informed scientifically:. to grasp fimdainental data
related to disestain man. They should know bow these
data are generated and be able to convert ibern to
usable facts in the office or at the bedside" ',ue,..1.32)

Rush. "Development of a seat of responsibility for
the welfare Of obe's patients remains the most
important stimulus to achieving the highest level of
professional performance. The Rush faculty strives to
provide educatiortal opportunities and to create an

'environment which fosters an _ability to meet these
responsibilities with competence and impassion "
(page 134)

Southern Illin "The intent is 'that the learning
experience itself demonstrate:3 to the, strident the
Interrelationship qf his 'studies in thaabasic sciences and
clinical medicine.

Admission is restricted to legal residents of
Illinois who have the intentioft to practice me ere in

Hlinois." (page 136) ,

Karma. "A major curriculum revision is being
implemented at the University of 1C211SELS S4licol of
Medicine -to allow students greater flexibility in
planning individual prOgrants. With this flexible
program, it will be possible for those students'wbo are
qualified to enter the accelerated program to complete
work for the M_D. degree in three calendar years "
(page 142)

Icentudy: "A major objective of the College of
Medicine is to prepare students who will be well ,
grounded in the sciences and theoart of medicine and,

after further training, capable of engaging in the\
ice of general medicine or any of its specialties."
144)

LSU-New thaws: "Although major emphasis is
placed on training primary are physicians {family
practice), opportunity for research and other

training is furnished" (page 148)

Joluzs Hop "The primary aim of the School of
Medicine is to train medical practiti However,

As.
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offered to those applicants exhibiting the gI-eatest
promise of becoming competent physicians." (page
208)

Mount Sinai "The curriculum of the School of
Medicine represents a philosophy balancing the
educational needs of the physician and integrating
quantitative biology with rliniczt medicine The
objective of the School of Medicine is to provide a
climate that will stimulate individual development in
research . and clinical skits, emphasize creativity,
strengthen a desire to extend the learning process for
the entire life cycle, and foster the dedication of
medical knowledge for the benefit ofalL" (page 212)

NY.11.: 'Me curriculum attempts to create g
mechanism whereby a student can mature through the
interplay of scholarly forces linking faculty and
student body." (page 216)

Carolina: :The um makes possible
programs which take into account the

varying abilities,
meclicastudents." (page 232)

SCAT Buffalo. "The curriculum has beta` designed
around a flexible core and an elective program which
allows students a large degree of freedom and
responsibility for planning their own education."
(page 220)

Duke. "The rapid expansion of medical knowledge
coupled with the widening range of student interests
and talents has led to a major revision" of the
curriculum to provide the needed ,flexibility." (page
230)

:J1111111 goals

-

North Dakota. "The School of Medicir.;e was
established in 1905 as a basic medical science school
offering the first two years of medical education . . .

Since the outset, students have transferred to degree.
granting, medical schools elsewhere to complete their
medical education. This process became so
increasingly uncertain that in 1973 legislative action

or created an expanded curriculum know'n as the 2.1.1
plan.

The 2.1.1 plan emphasizes the training of
primary care physicians and Consists of freshman and
sophomore years at ,UND, the junior year at the
University of Minnesota Medical School or Mayo
Medical School, and the final year back in North

Dakota for elective clerkships at community hospitals
within the state. The M.D. degr is granted from
UND School of Medicine." (page 2

Case Western. "Major emphasis has been placed on
creating an environment which cmoirirages the student
to take initiative and responsibility in self - education..
Continuous revisions of the educational program are
made on the basis of experience and new goals.- (page
236)

Medical College of Oluo. "All teaching is geared to
aid the medical student in developing an
understanding of the human being living with the
physical and emotional stresses of the twentieth
century." (page 240)

Wright State. a The fundamental objective of the
'medical school is the education of primary, care
physicians, and its curricular design has been directed
toward this enc1.7(page 244)

Oilahorna. "A carefully developed core curriculum
, provides the general background the pfmciples

comm&Lto all aspects of the sciences. Elective
time is available throughout the foiir years to allow a
&epee study of any of the facets of medicine or for the
acquisition of the broad base of Skills essential for
family practice!' (page 246).

Oregon: "The School of Medicine provides
educational programs for medical students, nurses,
graduate students in basic medical sciences, and
residents and interns as well as programs for radiologic
technologists, medical technologists, and dietitians.
An extensive postgraduate program exists." (page 248)

Hahnemtuiri "Hahnemann Medical College offers a
unique curriculum designed to provide a basic
correlated understanding of medical science and to
provide for development svithin the field of medicine."

(Pine 250)

Jefferson. "The goals of _the curriculum are to
provide students with an identical .ore curriculum
that contains the dine qua non for the M.D. degrees
with intermediate and advanced curriculum
opportunities to prepare them in some depth in sine ./t-
the various areas of bask or clinical medicine, and
with a humal.stic approach to ihe care and treatment
of people with medical problenis.- (page 252)

* ID
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Medical College ol"Peausylvarria. "The, Women's
Medical College of Pennsylvania was founded in 1850
by a group of male physicians to afford women an
opportunity to study medicine. In 1970 men were first
admiped to the institution, and sbortli thereafter the
name was changed . The curriculum is designed to
provide a thorough knowledge of the basic sciences
with attention to the correlation of such material with
the clinical sciences," (page 254)

Pennsylvania "The curriculum is designed to
prepare students for a variety of careers in medicine."
(Page 258)

Pittsburgh_ "The faculty of te &loot of Medicine
has developed a flexible curriculum to meet the needs
of contemporary medical education. It provides for a
close relationship betwin the bask sciences and the
clinical subjects to make both more meaningful to the,
student." (page 260)

Temples `The curriculum aims to prepare the
students for graduate, medical education by providing
them with a backgroimd of bask factual knowledge,
command of the language of biomedical science, a
mastery of the skills necessary for clinical problem-
solving and therapy, and a habit of continued self-

, education." (page 262)

Brosyrr -The program is structured on the
conviction that- the conventionally separate
premedical, preclinical, and clinicarphases of nrecril
education can be presented more effectively as a seven-
year contineum." (page 264)

South Carolina. "The School of Medicine offers a
program of Study designed to provide education and
tr-ainingi in the art and science of the practice of
medicine. A variety of opportunities and an array of
choices will be presented to each student which may
lead than- to *differing within the field of
medicine, such as fa*miyp a ce, specialization,
academic medicine, clinical research; or reseaTli in
any of the biomedical sciences." (page 268)

South Dakota primary objective of the
medical school is the training of family practice
physicians for Saudi Dakota." (page 270)

Meharry: "Mtharry plaus considerible emphasis
upon keeping a meaningful partnership with the

4

community in delivery of health care, education, and
resiarth." (page272) '-

reaDessee. "The course of study at the University of
Tennessee College of Medicine is designed to develop
knowledge, skills, and attitudes appropriate to WI
doctiirs of medicine. It is sufficiently broad io allow
the graduates to enter any of the several kinds of
graduate training programs designed for primary care
specialties, medical and surgical specialties, or
research and academic puriuits." (pagi 274)

Vanderbilt: "Medicil education 'at Vanderbilt is'
oriented toward promoting the maximum intellectual
development of students and equipping them with the
disciplined approach, knowledgE, and skill required of
both a physician and scientist. he curriculum
provides the student with,a fundamental knowledge of
basic medical, principles, but flexibility is stressed to
allow educational development toward a chosen career
emphasis." (page 276)

Baylor. -The goal of ytaylor College of Medicine is
to provide a firm fiiundation in the bask and ; tiryirAt
medical sciences which will enable students 416 pursue
whatever type of prof activity they desire as

-physicians and upon they may build during the
remain' der of their prof---re z - life." (page 278)

Texas Tech. 'The School
fourYear curriculum Tb
family practice bur
(Page 282)

Medicine has adopted a
senior year eraphacizrs
weeks of elective time."

Texas-Dallas: "The purpose of the program at
Southwestern is to produce physicians who will be
inspired to maintain lifelong medical scholarship and
who will apply the knowledge gained in a responsible
and sympathetic Way io the care of patients.

The faculty and staff are keenly aware of the
responsibility of the institution to serve the people not
only in producing physicians of excellence and
humanity but also in acquiring new knowledge?' (page
284)

Texas-Cralyeston. `The curriculum is sufficiently
flexible to permit concentration in a given specialty
during the fourth year or to permit diversity in
accordance with the career goals of the student." (page
286)
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3 5
a

APftM1X k
9g4variablee in the Statistical Analyses

Variables

1. Sex

2. Age at Matrictzlation

3. Racial/Ethnic Identity

4. MCAT-Verbal ...

-MCAT-Ouantititiie
MCAT-General Information
MCAT-Science-r

5. Cemolative Premediehl
GPA x,

S. `undergraduate
Selectivity "sit

tion of DifferaMes Analyses

Natic

O. Male
1. resale

Id years .

1. Afro-Wrican/Black
2. American 7ndtan-
3. Asian-Aberican/

Oriental
4. Caucasian-American/

white and No
ReaponseT

5. Bispanic-American
S. Other

Possible scores range
-.4 from 200 to-900-

Possible scores range
- from G. to 4.0 4-

"--

' ,Possible score* range
from 0 (not-competi-

-... tive) to 9 (most
competitive)

Institutional.

Same

Not included

1. Underrepresented
Minority (Black,
American Indian and
Hispanic)

,

2. Other minority (Asian,
Other)

Not included '

Not Inc lgded

Not included
'

-

Regret's-Ilion Analysis

Same,as it national analysis
A

Sane-as in institutional
analysis

Same as in national analysis
# Not incrbded
I Not included
Same-ha in national analysis

.Same as in national analysis

as in national Analysis

* In order to obtain the metric dataneeded fox regressioniapalysis, the data of the 7 nominally-categorized variables

Indicated with an asterisk (*) were converted intd 'dgmmI'valTables.' That is, a dichotomized variable was created
for individual (or combinations of) cate4oriesoetle original -v ariable such that a subject is coded *yes' Zyn one and

no on all of the raining createdraummy" variables_pertalning to the original variable. Tbis not unoommmtproce-
dure artificially creates a continuum of values from 0 to 1 for each dummy variable, though the only twe values actually

ass geed are the two extfeme values, 0 and 1,. The racial/et+mic IdentityLvariable was converted into S dummy variables

(a.smnderrepresented minority, b. other minority and c. all other) such that a black applicant would IviIm a score of 1

on the 'underrepresented minority' dummy variable, 0 on the 'other minority' and 0 on the 'all other' dummy variables.

The latter category,'"all other though not-indicated in the above table is 'understood' as a dummy for each of the 7

variables which were thussrestrisctured.

From Barron's Profiles. of AXrican Colleges, 10th ed.,(Noodbury,,N.Y.: Barron's Educational Sefies, Inc., 1972).

The format in Which :.be datronsac-141/*thrtic identity were collected was designed primarily to determine eligibility

for thi'Medical minbrity Applicant Registry (eed-MAR); therefore majority or Caucasian-American/White applicants would

more often have failed to respond than minority applicants. This likelihood is borne out by the published data on

applicant characteristics. On the basis of the foregoing, the data of white and non-respondent applicants were combined

Not included because of high c;rielation with MCAT-Sdiemce.

Not included because of hightorrelation with MCAT-Verbal.

a
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Variables
,

7.' Parental Gross Ann 1
Income

8. Father's Education

,f
Examination of Differenceg Analyses

9. Mother's Education

19, Father's Occ

11. Motheeseccupation

12. Madic4 Career Plafis

Nationaln .
*a

. Institutional

1. Less than $5,600 ' \ 1. Len's than $10,000
2. $5,000 - $9,999 2. $10,000 - $14,998
3. $10,Q00 - $14,999 , ,

. .

4. 815,000 - $19,999 .

S. $20,000 or more

1, Eighth grade or less
2. Some high school
3. Completed high school
4. Specialized technical

training
5. Some college
6. Completed college
7. Graduate or profes-

sional school
A

1. Physician
P 2. Other health pKo--,0 fessional

3. Othenprofesnional,
. 4. -Owner /manager.

S. Clerical/sales
6. Craftsman
J. PnskLUea
S. 'Farmer/manager
.9. ZominIer

, Sathe as Father's Occu-
patiwi,

Not included

Sane as Fither's-Education

Not included

1O.,'&her

Not inclUded

'1. General practice
2 Specialty practice
-Y {research and/or)'

teachi,ng
4. Combination of 2 6 3
5. Other .
6. Undeci ed

* See footnote on page 8.1 for,construction of dummy variables.

4

General p L.ce

Regression Analysis

Same as in national
analysis

P4 m

Not included ben-Stine of
Ohigh correlation with

(7) Pare Grass
Annual I

cc

* 1. Physician
2. Other health pro-

fessional
3. Other professional

=44;',,

* 1. Physician
2. All other $44id em-

ployment

* 1. General practice
2. Specialty' practice
3. Research and/or

teaching
4. Combination of 2 6 3'

4.

a
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Variables

13. Specialization Plans

11.

APPENDIX B (continued)

ExaMination of Differences Analyses

National

1. Basic medical sciences
2. Family practice

\3. Internal medicine
Obstetrics/gynecology -

S. Pegatrici .1
6. (Psychiatry
7. Public health
8, Surgery and special-

'ties
9. Other specialty
10. Plan to specialize'

(specialty undecided)
11. Do not plan to

specialize
12. Updecided

14. Practice Location Plans 1 1. Small, town
(Available for 1976 2. Small city
applicants only). 4 3. Moderate-sized city

$4. Suburb of-a large
s city

5. Large city
)

15. iOcation of Precollege' _1.° Farm
Years (Available for . 2.' Small town

* 1976applicants only) .2" 3., Small city
4. Moderate-sized city
5. Suburb of a large

: city
-'.6. Large city

--16.

11 V

Repeat Applicant

.7, No response

0. First-time
s 1:* Repeat

4.
1

Institutional

1. General practice:
Family practice,
Do plan to
specfhlize

2. 'Other primary pare
specialties: In-
kernel media*,
obstetrics/gye
cology and pedia-
tries

4

Sane in national'
analysis

Bane as in national
analysis

'et

-* See'footnotefn page B.1 for construction ofdurqrk:variahles.

+ Not included because of. high correlation with 'General Practic-

+.

6

Regression Analysis

.v

. No-patient services
specialties: Basic
medical sciences,

' Publicihmalth
2. General practice:

** Family practice, Do
not plan to special-
ize - Not Included

Other' primary'care
specialties: Inter-
nal medicine,,ob-
sEetrics/gynecology,
pediatrics

4. Other specialties:
psychiatry, surgery,
other specialty,
plan to specialize
(specialty
undecided)

1

* Small town

* 1. Rural background:
Farm, small torn

s. ,

category of vaziable:12 (Medical Careep Plans).
,
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APPENDIX B (continued),

, 17.

18.

*19.

20.

Variables

Examination of Differences Analyses 16, eision Analyhis

National institutional

Not included because of high
correlation with (2) Age
at Matriculation

Not included since this
analysis was based on the
data of applicants to the
1975-77 entering class
for the reasons given on.
p.

Not included because of
expected high correlation
with (25) Number of Medi-
cal Schools by Which
Accepted and with (27)
Applicant Acceptability
Index

"Educational Level at
Application (Available
for 1976 applicants
only)

Medical School Entering
.Class Year to Which
Applied

Number of Medical Schools
to Which Applied

-Mean Selectivity of
ep Medical Schools to

Which Applied

1. High school graduate
2. College freshman or

sophomore
3. College. unior
4. College senior or

less than one-year
graduate

5. One -year graduate
6. Two-year graduate
7. Three or more years

graduate

0. 197,3-74 entering
. Pah s

4. 1476-47 entering
dyas

Ranged-from 1 to 108

Selectivity of each
school -is a saasti -
cal factor drived
from:

(1) smeane)4CaT scores of

Not included

Not included

Not included

Not included

%

r

21. Applied to a Medical
School Located in
State of Legal
Residence (or Which
Gives Preference to
Residents of Appli- .

cant's State)

I

1973-74 first year
students

(2) percent of first -
yoar students with
premed GRA=A

13) percent of all
students from out-'
of -sta e.

(4) effect. 0 career
inter on admission
decks on (see Cues,
1977)

Ranged fr +2.306464 to
-3.852392

0. No, only out -of -
state

1. Yes

jillrincluded Bare as in national
analysis



Variables-

Number of Openings in
Medical Schools in
State (or Which Give
Preference to Residents
of State) in Class Year
to Which Applied

23. Percent of In-State
Openings (22 above)
Which ,Were in Pdbitcly-.
Supported Schools, in
Class Year to Which
Applied

24. Ratio of In-State
Applicanti to Openings
in Public Medical Schools

25. Number of Medical Schools
' by which Accepted

26. Mean Selectivity'of
Medical Schools-by
Which Accepted

27. Applicant Acceptability
Ind

AP7LNDIX S (continued)

Examination *of Differences Analyses

National

Panged from 20 to_1,616

Ranged from 0 to 100
*percent

Ranged .from 0.44 to 12.04

Ranged frqp 0 to 13

See item 20 above for
descriptiongof

. selectivity'

For acceptees: the
selectivity of the
most selective scboo
accepted by

For re3ectees: the
selectivity of the
least selective
Ta3Fil-rejected by

Institutional
)

Met included

Not included

Noiinoludedr,

Not included

..Not included

Not included

548-

RepressionAnalysis
. 4

Not included because of
high correlation-with (23)
Percent of In-state open-
ings in Public Schools and
with (24) Ratio of In-

. state Applicants to
Openings

Not included because Of high
correlation with (22)-Akor
ber of In-state Openings
and with (24) Ratio o. Ia-
state Applicants to
Openings

Same as in national
analysis

4/Seme as in national.
analysis

Not included because of high'
correlation with WI App-
licant Adceptability Index .

Same ailtn national
analysis

I-
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class than it had in previous years. None of the schools
attempted to predict formally an applicant's eventual
specialty and/or practice location (although School 5
is studying those choices made by its graduates).

Schools 5, 6 and 7 stated that, by selecting
students with demonstrated cognitive and/or non-
cognitive achievement, they, in effect, used their
admission protess as a predictor of the ao.eptee's
medical school success. Schools 5 and 6 determined
the accuracy, of their "predictions" of success the
former by a statistical correlNin of selection variables
and performance measures; the latter by a "non-
statistical correlation" of the numerical rating
assignid during the admission process to the student's
"success in completion of medical school."

Recruitment

Although some schools did not state explicitly
any gilpfor the admission of students with particularwith

aphic charactenstics and/or specific career
1 plans, their recruitment activities iniiihmtlAndicated

such cibWtives, Stx ;chotols (Schiiols 1, 2, 3, $, 7 and 8)
attempted to recruit minority students. Schools 1, 5
and 8 also directed retruimiept activities toward
applicants with rural backgrounds, and Schools 1 and
5 aimed such activities at potential Finmary care
physi-Qans, as well Recruitment aciroties targeted at
these students included visits to undergraduate
colleges and personal contacts with premedical
advisors. Only two of the schools surveyed (Schools 3'
and 8) used the AA.MCs Medical Minority Applicant
Registry (Med-MAR).

At five of the six public schools surveyed,
recruitment activities were multifaceted. Career days
directed toward students, special promotional
institutional catalogs describing programs offered, and
premedical' advisor programs were all utilized
extensively. The premedical advisors' programs vaned
among the schoolS from perrchc meetings to annual
orientation workshops. The recruitment activities of
both pnv-ate schools (Schools 2 and 6) and of School 4
were binned mainly to premedical adviscfr programs,
although . Schools 2 and 4 issued promotional
publications besides their regular catalogs.
Recruitment for the medical scientist p at
School 2 was aimed primarily at st ts in
undergraduate programs at the two fipating
institutions and consisted of identifying p
students and informing them of the existence kif the
program.
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Seven scifools (all except School 5) charged
application fees, which ranged from 0 je 555. Those
schools which charged fees to all applicants (Schools 2,
6, and 8) had somewhat higher fees than did schools
which charged fees only to selected applicants, i.e.,
those applicants requested to file supplementary
material, those applicants invited for interview and;/
those applicants subseckuently admitted.. Fire schools
(Schools 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8) had provisions for fee waivers
for financially needy applicants.

Admission Committee
CharaCte.ristics

The admission committees which selected the
1976-77 entrants to these eight schools differed
appreciably on many 4zaracteristics, although in
regards to their chairmen and committee member
terms of office, they were somewhat similar. With the
exception of School 7 which had a 70 member
committee, the committees had an average of 15
members (the range was from I 1 to 17). At six schools
thd terms Of committee membership were fixed
Schools 1, 3, and 7 had renewa
while School 8 had two-year
year terms and School S
members at all schools

It one-year terms,
School 4 three.

Committee
served an average of 20

years at the beginning of the 1976 -7' admission cycle
(the range was front 0:7 years at School 8 to 51 years
at School 6). Generally, the committee chairperson
held the position for an indefinite period of tune (6
schools), was an M.D. (6 schools), was from a clinical

tdepartment (6 schools) and devoted approximately 50
percent of his/her time to admission activities (5
schools).

Differences among the eight schools were
greatest in the demographic characteristics of then
committee theinbers. Specifically, at School 6, 85
percent of admission committee members were male,
whereas at School 1, only 58.8 percent were male, all
committee members at Schools 6 ancl 3 were
Caucasian/white whereas only 50.7 percent ar School
7 were Caucasiarc'w hoe. In general, schools which
had higher proportions of fanale,admission committee
members had higher proportions of non-white
members, as well

In addition to medical school faculty and
students, Schools 1, 4, 5 and 7 selected admission
committee members frorri a wide, variety of
professional af:Riationi including medical school
administrators, other university faculty, non-faculty
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physicians, community Airembers and hospital
housestaff. In fact, at tacTSr these four schools less
the 60 percent of the admission committee members
were medical school faculty while the percent of all
committee members with medical school affiliation
was only 65 percent. In contrast,Schools 2, 3, 6 and 8
drew their - admissicsi committee members entirely
from thetnedical school itself. Generally, schools With
diverse committee member affiliations were the same
schools which had more female and more non-white
committee mem At schools, the rarnonty of the ,.0\

medical school committee members were from
pie (over 691 percent). Schobis b-
and 8 were the only schools with no student
repreSentativeson their admission committees.

At the six schools whose admission committees
included student representatives, the median age of
committee members ranged from 39.& years (at School
7) to 46.2 years (at School 5), a span of ordy 6.4 yeats.
However, exchiding student members, the median age
of cmmmittee members at. all eight schools spanned
11.1 years, from 38.4 years (at School 8) io 49.5 years
(at School 6). The t'wb schools which had no student
representatives had bo a lowest and the highest
median ages, resp ely, amo g all schools. ,

School? the ,only h I Ivhich divided its
adrdission committee into subcommittees which were

*given responsibility throughout the adMiSSKIE) process
for the particular applications which they reviewed.
Four subcommittees - were created and each had
responsibility for Rini a specified number of. first-
year openings. School 4 had a special subcommittee'
which reviewed only letters of recommendation.

.
1:--Mecbanics of Admission

At seven of the scho ols the admis' sion process
was comprised of three major phases. (a) an initial
screening phase, (b) an interviewing phase and (c) a
final decision phase. The exception was School I (an
undergraduate institution) where periodic evaluations
of students were conducted throughout their last 2or 3
years of premedical education to select students for
adssinn to the medical school with which it .s
affiliated. At two-of the schools the screening phase
was subdivided into two stages and at another two
schools the final selection phase was similarly
subdivided The logistics of admission differed
significantly at School' 3 where the full committee
reviewed applications throughout the admission cy.le

t
and where r's applicants were interviewed fbr selection
purposes.

IBMs!' Screening The 411631 screening phase
focused on either the AMCAS. application (Schools 3,
4 and tesed the AMCAS form; School I required it
after the studept secured medical school admission
from the basic sciences progratct) or on a school
application (for Schools 2, 5 and 6 and 8 which did not
participate in AMCAS). Schools I and 3 each
designated an admission subcommittee to complete
this initial .reviettr, ax 'School 8, the clerical staff
completed it; at both Schools 2 and a team of two
committee members screened the'applicationfi at
Schools 4 and 7, -the committee members were aided
by the clerical staff, and at School 6 the members wcre
assisted by one "special" staff member.

Academic performance was particularly crucial
at this initial stage of application evaluatiba. MCAT
scores were considered in their entirety by all schools
except the school which did not require this test, the
school which' selected students directly from high

- school, and ;he school whicfi - ered only the
MCAT Science subtest score_ schools evalitPted
premedical performanc$ ia,tezms - GPA's (5
Schools) and/or individual course grades (4 schools).
Schools 3, 6 and 8 tempered such reliance on
numerical indicators with scrutini of the applicant's,
pattern of academic performance. Consideration was
also given to course Nntent/level (Schools 2, 3 and 8)
and to the particular undergraduate institution
attended (Schools 2, 3, 7 and 8).

Non-cognitive factors consiclered in the initial
p1ase included stite- residency (-schools), extra_
curricular activities (4 schools), and independent
research (2 schools). Seven schools required and
reviewed letters of recommendation although one of
these, Schoo1,7 (one of the,stivo schools with a two-
stage screening phase), colidnred letters of
recommendation in its second stage of screening. Fire
schools reviewed student statements detailing
biographical information and,"or interests and plans.
School 8, the other schliul with a two-stage screening
phase, considered these statements m its second-stage
of screening;

To facilitate evaluation during" this initial
screening Phase, Schools 1, 3, 7 and 8 constructed a
summary worksheet for each applicant which listed
pertinent personal and academic infcimatisn. Schools
7 along with Schools 2, 4 and 5, which did not utilize
summary worksheets; assigned numerical scores to
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cognitive and don-cognitive factors and retained for
further consideration those applicants whose total
scores exceeded the predetermined cut-off levels.
School 7 also retained for further consideration those
applications with low scores but which were deemed
by individual scree:nen ito have "strength- not
reflected in the ":numbers-. Although Schools-I and 8
had no specific cut-off levels, they reported that
icademic factors were The most significant factors in
determining whether an applicant remained in the
pool. At the school which did not require the MCAT,
grades, recommendations and the student's statement
determined the viability of his:her status. Only School
5 depended altnost exclusively on academic
qualifications at this phase. However, at School 5
Admission committee members interviewed all
minority and rural applicants as well as all children of,
physjcians even though their academic records placed

below the predetermined cut-off level. (After
interviewing, two committee members again reviewed
the academic records of these students to determine
the viabilityof their appliCations.)

Rather than separate admission process phases,
School 3's process involved a continuous cycle to
which all selection criteria were reviewed
simultaneously_ Because it was felt that -the selectap
interview (which is) aimed at a global assessment of an

-applicant's personal characteristics was too subjective
to be of real value,- School 3 instead required each
applicant to secure evaluations from three persons
with in-depth knowledge of the applicants abilities.
The evaluators were instructed.to rate numerically the
applicant's abilities and character on 21 variables
reflecting -qualities which a large segment of the
population agree are characteristics they look for in a
superior physician." Applications for which at least
two of these evaluations had been* were
scanned by the . coordinator of I 4, on who
immerf.2 rely referred those w i a, appeared
outstanding to the Screening S .. z -tree. Those
referred - applications for whit' the Screening
Committee reached a unanimous - on were then
forWarded to the Admission o tree, meeting in
full session, to determine earl acceptance, status.
(School 3 glso participated the AA.!vIC Early
Decision Plan program-) .

Other applicants to School 3 who appeared to be
either exceptionally "veil-qualified or extremely
unqualified were also reviewed by .each of the above
committees to determilie admission status through the
regular admission cycle In both cases, he.., early or

, -
regular admission cycle, a majority vote was required
on all final actions of the Admission Committee. To
fill remaining positions, both committees, again in full
session, considered the applications. f those qualified
applicants which had not yet been reviewed as well as
those of applicants for whom an earlier Committee
!cite had not been final. Applications for which the
Committee decisions were not final were referred back
to each Screening Committee member for ranking_
Applications in the upper half or the resulting pool
were. ranked Vy rich member 'of the Admission
Committee, with those receiving the highest' ratings
being elected for admission. Each of the applications
in the bottom half of the pool were acted upon by the
A.dniission Committee meeting m full session, rather
than by individual committee-member review and
ranking.

Regardless of that academic credentials, School
8 gave in-depth consideration to all I minority
applicants. Schools 3, 6 and 7 used special procedures
for the review of ,minority applicants. A separate
committee at School 3 reviewed the applications of
those who wished to be considered as disad taged:
applicants from groups underrepfesented e.

After initial processing by the. separate minority
suhaammittee (which functioned in a manna similar
to that of the Screening Coirimitte4), minority
applications were presented, along with all Other
applications:, to School 3's full dmission Committee_`
If the full Admission taimmit did not reach 'a final
decision, then minority app w ere sent yo either
the minority subcommittee OF the Scree-hint

rr

Committee for individual rauikings before being
reconsideredjay the full Admission Committee for a
final decision. School 7's minority _subcommittee, as its
other three subcommittees, was responsible for the
final admission decisions for the pIrtiCular applicants
it reviewed. At School 6, all minority applications_
were initially screened by three designated admission
coFnmittee members, none of whom were minority.

After seleCtion of "competitive" applicants,
Schdols. 7 and had a second screening substage
during which previously reviewed selection factors
were -again considered,-dus, time together with the
student's biographical sketch (School gland letters of
recommendation (School 7) _ so *determine which
applicants remained competitive. At School 8, the
clerical staff and registrar were responsible for this
review and used cut-offs based on academic
performance and achievements, to select students for
mtaviewing, at Sclool 7, an experienced admission



committee member weighted the letters of
recommendation and combined that score with`the
total score assigned during the inmalsgeening phase
to determine which applicants remained competitive.

-row

Interview Pia= Except for ,School 3, which
interviewed only upon special request, the admission
process at all schools involved an interviewing phase
which generally followed the initial screening phase
From 10 pdcent (at School 4) to 75 percent (at School
5) of all applicants were interviewed, although 100
percent of all acceptees were interviewed. Generally,
the percent of applicants interviewed at a particular
school was directly (but negatively) related to .the total
number of applications: the larger the applicant pool,
she lower thepercent ofapplicants interviewed.

Most interviews were held in the city in which
the school was located, usually at'the school itself
Only Schools 2 and 7 indicated that interviews were
held elsewhere and these offeampus interviews were
only a minor proportion of all interviews: 10 percent of
School 2's interviews were held at selecteil locations
across the country while 4 percent of School T's
interviews were held either in the applicant's cry of
residence or ht another medical school Applicants'
interview travel expenses were rarely subsidized,
although School 2 paid all of the expenses for one
1976-77 disadvantageciminority applicant and School
6 paid Aida] expenses for five financially -needy
applicants_

Applicants generally had at bast two interview
Sessions-each and wereinterviewed individually by one
interviewer per session': Only School 5 had some
sessions with multiple interviewers and/or applicants.
Interviews at Schools I, 2 and 7 were Conducted by
admission committee members only whereas, .-at
Schools 4,3, 6 and 8, interviews were also conducted
by others, usually medical sclel faculty. Seven
schools had student interviewer's but all seven
stipulated that appecants interviewed by students also
had to be interviewed by at least one faculty member.

Training of interviewers in orientatioa
workshops was conducted by Schools 4, 5, and'_
Schools 5, 7 and 8 issued written guidelines to-the
interviewers which provided a general content format
for the information to be solicited from the applicant
and, in some cases, specific sample. questions.- School

7's guidelines Were Pgirriatkrb nprevegrrh's for their
cbinprehasiveness, Th# guideline§ detailed the
responsibilities of the interviewer, the techniques to be
used and the information to'be solicited in addition to

ti

St

describing interviewer and interviewee pitfalls, biases
-.1334-___arudities. Moreover, the guidelines_ noted the

er'' responsibility to provide correct
inf. r.r ;on to the applicant for the latter's accurate

' assessment of Ole school. Schools 6 and 8 also stressed
the resplosibffity of providing accurate information to
applicants and utilizing the interview fox recruitment.

At all schools, the major purpose of the
interview was to evaluate non-cognitive factors such as
personality traits, awareness and motivation. At
School 8, interviewers submitted to the admission
committee summary Paragraphs desclibing the
information they obtained and their assessment of the
applicant. However, at all schools, interviewers rated
specific areas-and/or their overall impression of the
candidates acceptability on a numerical scale.

At School 5, phyiician-interviewers were
responsible for assessment in areas 'different from
those of pm-physician interviewers,_and applicant;
were interviewed by each. Although both interviewers
were instructtd to explbre the applicant's
interpersonal relations and Mons of and
motivations for medicine, p cram intehiewers arts°
assessed the applicant s5 irdependence, and
social awareness, whereas hysician terviewers .
also assessed the app and
self-awareness. In to each interviewees
ratings by the p -ski= and non-phytician
interviewers, a third "personal assessment" rating, was
made based on references, non-academic
accomplishments, work efforts, coping capability and
minority and/or rural status. School 5 evaluated its
interviewers by calculating- the number of tunes the
interviewer's scoring was in agreement with the
scoring of the applicant's sbcond interviewer.

-4. Fins" Deciadoa Phase: Prior to the admission
committees' final selection meetings at Schools and
5, interviewer reports and ratings were reviewed along
with other selection criteria. At School 1, all
committee members mimed all information in the
sipplcant's folder' ;74, now giving greater weight to
demographic characteristics than in the previous two
phases to select applicants for further
oansideia.tion: At School 6, applications reaching this
stage were reviewed by two designated admission
committee members who selected a small sub-group of
applications for final disposition by the full committee
without further individual committee member review.
Applications 'not so selected were further reviewed by
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at leait two other committee members before ,being
referred to the full committee fqr final disposition.

At 7 of the 8 schools, the final decision (whether
to accept or to reject) was made in a meeting of the full
admission committee(4). At School 7, the exception,

ly those applications upon which two subcommittee
inter s could not agree were *mined to the full
subcommittee for a decision. At the meetings of the
full committees at Schools 2 and 5 and of the
subcommittees at School 7, applicant credentials were
presented by the interviewers, at Schools 1, 6 and 8, by
the oamniittee ,chairpersons, at School 3, by the
coordinator of admissions.

The information presented to the committees
and the decision procedures differed among the
schools. At Schools 2 and .6, the full committees
reviewed the applicant's - entire folder to hap reach a
decision relative to admission. In this phase, School 6's
committee used Summary worksheets which listed the
occupations of the applicant's parents, the names and
department affiliations of the applicant's interviewers,
the applicant's date of birth, home town, and
unddgraduate majors and the colleges attended,
degrees reamed, and pertinent (mainly -.science)
courses taken duririg the applicant's college career. At
School 4. the interview -score and the previously
assigned application score determined which
applicants were admitted. At School 5, only non-
cognium data were now considered. Committee
members voted by ballot and applicants having the
highest vote average were admitted, with an additional
weighting factor being given to alt minonty and rural
applicants receiving high vote averages. At School 1,
each addition to the class had to be justified In
comparison to altother applicants.

At School 8, this jiistication procedure was
quantified through the assignment of ratings by each,
member of the full admission committee. The
averaged committee ratings for each applicant
produced a ranked applicant list which was submitted
to. the university's central computer matching
program, since School 8 is part of astate university
system. The computer thatched each system-member
school's preference list of studepts with the previously
submitted applicant's ranked preference list of system
and non-system schools. Applicants not matched to
their first-choice school were allayed to accept
tentatively any offer of acceptance from their second,
third or fourth *Mee schools. The tentative
acceptance permitted the

-more
to later accept any

subsequent offer from a more preferred school and,
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th , assured him/her the opportunity to be
accep d by his/h'er most preferred schooL

Results of the Admission Process

Data frbm MSIS on the characteristics of
1976-77 accep (see Appendix D) permit an
evaluation of the esults of the admission process at the
case-study sch though data are not separately
available (and not appear in Appendix D) for
School 2's medi -scientist program or School 5's
combined BS./M.D. program. School 2's data refits to
students accepted into its entire first-year class and
School 5's data, which were submitted with the
questionnaire for this cease- study, refer to some
characteristics a its .1975-76 .acceptees. The data
which School 1 submitted for its undergraduate
prograni are different from the MSIS data reported in
Tables D- I and D-2 for the medical school with tvhich
School 1 is affiliated though both sets of data are
discussed here.

A school's under- or oyersampling for
acceptance of applicants with certain demographic
characteristics does seem to be related to its admission
tpolicies, committee characieristicl and procedures,
Schools 2, 4, 5 and 7 not' only accepted higher
percentages of female and underrepresented minority
applicants than did the other four schools, but also
included higher proportions of such persons among
their acceptees than were-in their applicant pools
Mite of these four schools (Schools 4, 5 and 1) had
specific goals to hicrease the number of students from
underrepresented groups and admission committees
whose members had a variety of socio-economic:
racial/ethnic and professional affiliations.
Furthermore, School 7, which had a 'second
application .form for minority/disadvantaged
applicants as well as a separate subcommittee to
review those applications, not only had the highest
percent df underrepresented minority acceptees of the
8 schools, but also had the highest percent of acceptees
from "other" minority bacigrounds.,Although Schobl
2's medical scientist subcommittee was not diversified
and had no stated goals for increasing
underrepregented acceptees; its recruitment activities
were targeted at minority applicants.

Of the eight case-study schools, Schools 4 and 7'
also had greater proportions of low income students
(parental income less than 510,000) among their"
acceptees than among their applicants 15 6 percent
and 18.0 percent of such acceptees, respectively

rf,
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kowever, 459 percent of students securing medical
.school acceptance through School undergraduate
program were from 7er-1ower/lowei-middle"
income baikgr All other sclukils fcn whiCh data
were available accepted smaller,propartions oflow
income students than Were in their applicant pools
(although 13 4 percent of School 2's acceptees and
12 4 percent of the acceptees at School l's affiliate
were front low income farmlies).

In comparison to the proportions of acceptees
who were female (34.5 percent to 49.0 percent) and
underriedresented mint:frit), (17.4 percent to 20.8
percent) at 'hools 2, 4, 5 and 7, the proportions at the
other four schools (1, 3, 6 and )'ranged from 17.7
percent to 27 3 percent female and from 2.2 percent to
IO 8 percent urklerrepresented rninorit. y. Schools 1, 3
and 4 had directed their recruitment activities at
minoritrappNOcants, whileSc.hopls 3, 6 and &also had
stipulated special consideration or procedures in the
levies,/ of minority applicants. But, although School
3's accepters -included 29 percent more females than
were in its applicant pool and although School 8's
acceptees included 13,percent more "other" minority
applicants than were in its applicant pool, these two
schools (along' with . .1 6) accepted smaller
proportions of .. ted minority applicant;
than had applied. School 3 accepted 9_2 petcent fewer
of these applicants, the highest negative minority
acceptance rate among the schools; School 3 also
accepted'lower percentages of female applicants than
had applied; and School 6 with the least divine
admission committee had the lowest percent of
"other minority acczptees of act& schools.

Diversity in the characteristics of admission
committee members appeared unrelated to acceptees'
practice location plans, while recruitment activities
targeted at 'applicants with particular plans seemed
related only sporadically Three schools (Schools 1,5,
and 8) sought to recruit applicants from rural areas. At
School 1, 189 percent of acceptees were from rural
arm and at School 5, an average of 23.1 percent of
first-year entering students were from rural
backgroCinds over the years 1970 through 1975.
Hoi'vever, despite the fact that School 8 directed
recruitment activities at applicants who spent their
precollege years in rural areas, only 7.0 percent of its
acceptees- had farm/small-town backgrounds. In
contrast, School 3, which is locared in the Midwest
and winch reported no recruitment activities
specifically directed toward these applicants, had 253
percent* of its acceptees from farmignall-tovoi

backgrounds 8.6 percent more than the proportion
of rural residents in its applicant pool. The other case-
study schools for which MSIS data were available
accepted proportions of rural applicants which were
essentially cimilar to those which had applied. _

Except for &hods 6 and 7, whose acceptees
included slightly higher proportions of applicants who
planned small-townpractices than had their applicant
pools (2.5 percent and 2.2 percent more, respectively),
all other schools If ad smaller proportions of acceptees
with such plans than applicants. However, the
proportions q acce?nees planning small-town:
practices at Saiols 6 and '7 (14.2 percent and' 12.9
percent; respectively) were comparable to the
proportions at Schools 3 and 4(12.0 percent and 15.6
percent, respectiv-ely), despite the fact that at these
latter two schools the proportions of acceptees with
such plans were smaller than the proportions of
applicants with such plans.

Schools and 4 had also accepted the highest
Rercentagei-of applicants planning to specialize in
general practice and/or other primary care specialties
(see Item 13 of Appendix B for explanation, of
categories). 54.5 percent and- 563 percent,
respectively. (Admission of students planning primary
care in tmderserved areas was one of School 4's
admission goals.) Schools 2, 6, 8 and School l's
affiliate accepted from 4.1 percent to 8.2 percent fewer
students planning to specialize in general
practice/other primary care ipecialnes than had
applied. School 1 had directed recruitment activities at
those students and had an admission objective of
recruiting these prospective specialists who also
pLinned practices in tmderserved areas.

Schools 1, 3, 6 arid 8,all of which used stimmary
worksheets, genially had selected smaller proportions
of low income, underrepresented minority and female
applicants whilfte acceptees of Schools 2., 4, 5 and 7,
which scored applications during the initial screening
phases, had more diversified socio-economic
characteristics (although School 7 also used summary
worksheets). Nevertheleswuntettz 1"---M features
did not seem to result in acceptee characteristics or
plans any different from those of the acceptees at
schools without such features in. their admission
process. .
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NOTES
-

1. VT. B. Padgett, )3. lc Rankin, andgi. Knis' ely,
"A Computer-Asiisted Admission Matching.
Process for the University of Medical
Schools,"); Mad Educ. 51(1970:478-486..
"The Meclical Scientist Training Program,
sponsored by the National Iistitutes of Health,
is program offered at 22

. -schools" (Association of. American-Medical
Colleges, Medical School Admission
Requirement4 1978-79 (Washington,

Association of American Medical Colleges,
1977J, p. 44). These are in addition to their
regular M.D-:anly programs Only *e
admission process for the Medical- Scientist
Program at the medical school selected for this
case study "(which that school offers
conjunction with another institution)
examined.
On/ of these two schools is part of a university
system and provides only preprofessional and
basic science education .to students whom the
school niay later select for adpission to the
medical schooc4 with which it-is affiliated or
whom it may recommend for admission
elsewhere.

4. Members of School 2's medical scion
admiCsion subcommittee who were facultysat ing

_participating institution were not 'present at
chool 2's admission .committee fmal selection
session. However, the subcommittee chairman,
who was on the faculty of the pattkipating
institution, was present to represent the
subcommittee.
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. APPEUDIX C.2 .

AAMC ADMISSI6S PROCESS QUESTIONNAIRE*" .

.. 1.-, GOALS mb ceacrIsits

0 .1. %s your medical school formulated any cbjecties or goalsfoi its admissions,.
Process regarding the a4teptance of stydents,with; ,.

)t.

, . .
. .

".. t

YES NO _

-

, a. specific career plans .11Y

b.- articular demographic characteristics .

If yes, please attach -such statements and specify they source(s) end date`():'

/

.

2. Has your school evaluated its success in achieving these gbalsl Yes No

If yes, please specify hoi *al achievement uas evaluated.(indicate.below
and /or attach any reports or publications detailing such,evaluation3:.

-

-

* Information from this questionnaire has been classified by the MK as 'Restrict
Association Confidential --:may'be Cade available to :ember instttaions and o er

_qualified institutions,.organitations and-individuals subject to the discretion of
the President.'- If you have.questions about hos to complete the,questionnaire,
please feel free tOleontact Janet Cuca, Davig Johnson or Arline Lishinsky of the

,AAMC Division of Student Studies (202/466-SO72).

,o

a-

68

4
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ADMISSIONS PROCESS QUESTIONNAIRE
0,

.4

PAGE 2,

r-

3. Does your school' attempt, to predict formally an applicant's:

7 YES NO+
a. medical school achievement
b. evential--specialty
c."16Yentual practice locatfon

r
If yes, how islredfction accomplished

I% a. acbievisient-, /.

ti

-

b. specialty -
,

.

c. location -

a.

Is theriil determination of the accuracy of the predictions:

If yes,iow-is,accuracy determined:

I-

4

r

S

a

a 1.

Yes No

**.

4 4

I
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4 * , -

.
PROCESS QUESTIONNAIRE .

o r .

4'

PAGE 3

APPLICATION PROCESSING MD LOGISTICS-

(Please answe-ttiis section in to of ithe prOcess by\Whch -1976 entrants to
you" t procjras were selected.).

-Please indicate the manner.in which your school disseminated inforiettion to
prospective applicants: ,

4.

YES NO
a. career da's directed toward:

'students'
parents
'advisors ,
others ,(please specify): .

b. institutional publications, other than recgular catalogue or
Kedfcai "SchooLAdmission Requirewents (MSAR) (if yes, please
enclose a sampie-) ,

. ' ,
. I

. .
c. other activities or publications (if yes, please explain and

attach c (*available materials):

t

5. Did your school attespt to recruit particular groups.of students:

YES 1100
a. minority
b. rural
c. potential primary care
d. other (please specif4):

-044,

41

a_

(.1

icians

.,-
c

4

1



PAGE 4

. ,
. y

- - .1r

Di *I use any of the following tecipiques to t. particular
applicants (check all which are applicable): Y ,

. --
a. visits to undergraduate colleges (if so, how many:
b. personal tontactsyithipremedical advisors
c. Medical Minority Applicant Registry (Med-MAR)

----d. alumni
.

, .

---- e. careerldays (if so, how manriow / . )

f. institutional publications, other thanregular catalogue or-
Medical School AdessionRequirements(MSAR) (if yes; please
enclose sample)

g. other activities or publications (if yes, please explain and
attach copies of available mate's:lags):

,

6. Are programs 'sponsored by your medical school for premedical advisors (or
,high school counselors): Yes NO

If yes, please explain the nature of the Kodrams:

3 4

7. FOR AHCAS PARTICIPANT SCHOOLS: Did you use a supplementary application
form:' Yes No (if yes, please attach a copy)

FOR
, t

MON-AMCAS SCHOOLS: Please attach copy(ies) of your application foritsri
and note which gioups of appljcadts were required to complete each.

8. In 1976 was.an dpplication fee charged to:

Y
I

ES ',NO

students filing a preliminary application
b. only those students requested to file a,supplementEll

application

4 A

4

,

7

-
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Acetilsiofts PROCESS flutsnotulAIRE z, PAGE 5

If a fee was charged,;21ease specify the amount oftriesfee:

Was.this fee waived for airy applicants: Yes Me
(Please explain and also give the number of:451iCii for whom the fee was
waived.)

-r

J

.9. FOR EARLY DECISION PLA( (EDP) RTICIPAMT SCHOOLS: please specify

a. the number of EDP applicants in 19761

b. !the ember of EDP acceptees in 1976:

. 10. Was an information summary worksheet for individual applicanti used at any stage
in your 1976 admission process: 'Yei Ho

please attach a sample and. indicate for which' applicants t he sheets
were used.

. f
%Is a formila of any kind used to weight selection factors: Yes Ko

If yes, please provide the formula and an explanation of,its.terrs.

A

r'

12. iere any of the acceptees during your ad--ission ycle fo'r th& 1976 entering
class permitted to, delay ratriculation until 1977: Yes Ka

If so, how rany:

O

X

4

4.3se.

i< /



It
13. Schools vary in the number of phases "Mob constitute their admissions process. Prmate amlicate how

many phases your process had in 1976 ( ) and complete the following chart in term of those phases.

Process Elents Phase I Phase II -Phase.111 Phase 1Y
.-- -__

Wither of applica-
Lions considered °

at this phase
.

-

.

/-*

,

-

.

'Forms used in this
phase.(1.e., !MS
forms, supplemental
application forms
informatio summary
sheets,:e .,

please atta a

sa7ple of ch
it other than
AnCAS form)

_

..

-
4

Is

.

.

.

, ,

. is,
_

. .

.
.

- \..

.

.

,

.

Selection factors
considered in this
glass (i.e., W.AT
scores, GPA'F,
weer ans;pl

psychological tests7--.
premedical adtdsor
recommendations,
finviciql status,-
dematTaphic .,

characteristics,
etc.) ." (

.

.
*10-

-

. \

.

....

.

,

.

\

.

.

ID

- ---

.

s.
.

'

.

.,

.

/P.

.

.

,

.

-

_.

.-

.

. -..

I I

_

e,

I

L.

1

- contirued

9

11

4
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AOkISSIOAS PROCESS QUESTIONMAIRE

4

tit. ins-maim

PAGE 8

* (Please answer this sectibn, in terms of the process by which 1976 trants to
your selected.)

14. %at-Percentage of applicaat4 to your 1976.prograni were interviewed:

lihat were the criteria for 1 tang those to be interviewed:

1-........r"

15. %ere were interviews held (if you check core than one, plesie rake a rossh
lEstirate of the percentage of-interviems held at each location):

T E S O '.

a. at the medical school . .%

_s_ b. in city of applicant's reside-me ..
c. at selected locations across co...mtry v._ -___
d. at othet redical sch5ols-

7- ----- e. ether (pierce specify):
..

16. yere there any orooPasof st4ents for

YES lO
a. interview.travel expenses were paid
b. other seeaalearrasgments were rade

If yes,-please explain (giving the nurber of students in "a' and/or b"):

75



ACKISSIDe PROCESS QUESTIOIVIAIRE

. ,

17. lib; Interviewed applicants (check all uhjch aiTipplicabie):

a. fitulty
b. medical students
c. non- faculty physicians
d. admilssioos office staff
e. other (please specify):

18. Please indicate each of the following:

I

s

PAGE 9

a

-

a. the ntaber.trVivitertied sessions per applicant: .

b. the nulbel;iiit'ervieWers per #pplicant regardless of
the number of sessions:

c. if more tnan one ineelle;er per applicent;i0aet.%r:

YES 00
:a. each interviewed the applicant separately
b. all interviewed the applicant at the same time

d. whether applicants were interviewed:

.TES 113

( #. individually
b. together with other applicants (regardless
- the ntaber of interviewers)

f

applicant; were interviewed in group sessions together with
other applicants,, how nany applicants per session: 4

*I
I.

19. ilbo assigned the interviewers to the applicants (i.e.;'clerical staff, admissions
officer, etc.): '

7

20. Mhich interviewers, if any, were involved in the actual admission decision:',0'
)



ADMISSIuMiPROCESi QUESTIMAIRE
. ..., PACE 10,

1' . -

21. Was training provided for the intei-Viewers: Yes Ye .

If yes, please explain the extent and type of training provided:

r_

4

What percentage of the interviewers of your 194 entrants had participated
in the AMC- developed Simulated Minority AclhiWoht-Exercise:- x.

Was an interview rating form used:. Yes Wo

If yes, please attach a sample.

24. Were intervie:s structured as to:.

YES MO
a. general content- b. specific qUestious

If yes, please proviarsaaples of questicns, guidelines, and/or any other
nateriarrelevant to the structuring of interviews.

4,4

Iv. ,ADMISSIOS COMITTEES.

25.' Is the person of the full admissions coopittee appbinted for a fixed
or indefinite period of tire.

If fixed, please specify the length of appointrent:

. 26. Please complete the follcming for the Chairperson of the committee which admitted
your 1976 entering class:

. a. *tidier of years in positiofi:

b. Discipline/specialty: .

c. Degrees:

d. Percent of tire devoted to admissions:

c

-

.11

477

1

I

at
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ADMISSIONthitOGESS PAGE 1/

27. I) Please indicate the number of limbers on your full admissions
- comettee: . 1 ,

.--..

2) Is there a term of appointment for roar admissions ccorIftee umbers:
0 Yer--- 165i 1 7,..f, - - W. ., .

If yes, please indicate t4 number k years:' .

3) What'percentage of-your fdll admissions committee which admitted
your 1976 entrants had participated in the AMC-developed Simulated
Minority Admissions aerfise: %

-._
28. Are proportions of comcdttee characteristics (i2e., basic scientists;

clinicians, students, etc.) fixed_by policy: Yes ' No .

If Yes, please specify the proportions:

29.- Have committee members been evaluated in terms of their surcessfulselection of
Itudents: Yes No .

.r I : . t

Ifyes, at wee the criteria -for evaluation:"

1 , -. -. .. ...:

-

30. Were- there subdcmittees,of-the admistionsltrisittee: Yes No

If yes, please'Siecify the basis for subdivision (i.e:, subcommittee for
minorities, for_specia1 programs., etc.): .-1

4; .

75
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.ADHISSJOHS PROCESS QUESTIOHMAIRE PAGE 12

3f How often Ad the full admissions Committee meet during the peiiod of moor
applicition activiiill:e.,.monthly, biweekly, weekly):

If applicable, how often did subcommittees mee5.:

&tat was the average length-of committee meetings {in honrs):

/ I '.,

a, full committee: -

b. subcommittees:

32. illhomade-the final admissions decisions:

a. committee as a whole
b. individual committee members
c. subcommittees
d. Dean of Admissions
e. other (please specify):

Did a particular subcOmmittee rake.final decisions for the particular students
_it reviewed: Yes go . N

'33. Pid the admissions committee:

YES HD
a. determine admissions policy
b. recommend admissions policy

If either or both of the above answers is inoi, please-specify whichyindividual(s)
or group(s):

a. recommended policy -

b. determirig policy -

34. Ito presented applicant credentials.at admissions committee meetings;

." 35. {fat percentage of the admissions committee for youri976 entrants had
participated in the AAHC-developed Simulated qinorityAdmisslons Exercise:

-.!

4
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sq

2. .

-. For each Berber of the ss ons committee which selected your 1976 entering class, please provide

_ the following informati f
..

- .
.

-_,

Admissions
Comadttee
Member Sex

Rada
Identi

.

1 Aze2

Years on
Committee at
Start of '76
AdMissions

C'cle

Approiiplte
ikimberbf

'76 Applicants
Interviewed

University or Community
Position/Affiliation

If If Medical School

or University.

-

evartrient

u11-10ne
- or
Part-Tine

Chairperson
.,

..----.

4am5er-1 ,
.

.

r2
,

. ,

.

*her 3 f
1 \\ 1

(

&Fiber A .

Herber 5
__ -11-

1

Herber 6
.

-

. .

-

.

1Vser 7
1 . .

_

Member 8
I

ilember 9
.

timber 10
- .. .

flealter 11
I

.
.

.

Herber 12

,.

'v
.

0'

..
nick.k..ecsa; JS Asub.h.erscsa; Moycoslc-lotricasi IC Silteltre.isloo; if War. phase syg1(7.

marble. ;lout Ostia:a to wares* rItfplo of S (f.t4 43. 45. 57.cr.e.).

tJ

3 1 r443Cal Snal fealty. 2 1:444cal ScSool ke,olstrsar. 3 ico-Sotlool :4=1 Wt. catrersIty For..1.47. 4 radical St.sen.S 4 kahr ictity
4.- atrocity rodgr. sO2 07004E. / orocolIcal tooselor. 3 fts,Ital 14204 Stilt, 9 Cetwi hula Prof.:slots). if am. plus* spoil,.

. - continued -

8'0
O

r.



Years an
Committee'et Ap7roxiim3te

.

4

If Medical School
or University

Admissions
Committee
`e .:-.5ir . Sex

Racial
Identityl A

Start of '75
Admissions

Cycle

Number of

'75 Applicants
, Interviewed

'' -

University or Ccccunity
Position/Affiliation3

, Full-Tim.
. or

Departrnt Part-Time

-Chairperson

.

.

.

Ueithe
1

I - I 1 [
.Member 14

M:ber 16
I 1 1'

_ .

Me-bar 16
I

.

la.mber 17
1 .

.

1

...

P=ber 18
I 1 i 1

Member 19. ---1
1

_

flefber 20
1

.
_

I

. I

kembar_21
.1

pember 22
1

-

.

1 is
.

fir 23 a
a

rer-her 24 r
,

Al Azirfcta le4146, 64 Itima.Acericas AA AsIsa-fcericao; ..Misossfv,Amerltse; IC 146;strOtecas144, if other, plus* spec fy.

2 If CAUL ap Is sot 4.61104,Otise rstlrote to merest 1161 le of S (i.e.. 43, 45, 50,rto.).
e

3 1 r.G1u1 Scacel f84,410. 2 740441 Sol Adefelstratx. 3 ion-.*4447 SOool Net CV*, ,401r6rilty recelty, 4 Weical St.6r.: S Oceoficelty
76'17046. 6 .14rr.43,7 aot pysecum, 7 Promdlcal Colostice, 3 respt241 tChiRe SLOG 9 Me, retaltb Pretly,al, 17 60, please, 'peaty.

(It more space is needed, please attach additional pages.) -GA

1
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A014155045 PROCESS i/JES7IOIDMIRE -PAGE 15

, 37. Please explain any other features of the 1976 admissions process at your
medical school which are notable and/or .which were not addressed in prey-.

ceding question's:' . -..
.

0

/

_
Questionnaire Cocpleted By: (Signature)

(date)

(Name)

Tifife

School

64.

P1 e return completed questionhaire in' theenveldigpmvided by no later thin
77 to Janet Cuca, Research Associate, Division of'Student Studies,

Ass cation of American Medicai alleges, i Dupont Circle, n.w., Washington, D.C. 20Q36
- . . .

Yodr cooperation cs sincerely appreciated. .

4

82 f
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PERCENTAGES OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF APPLICANTS
. AND ACCEPTEES TO THE,1973 AND 1976. ENTERING CLASSEiws Ar

- OF 117 U.S. MEDICAL SCHOOLS :



itA

111.

-

4 . ."

!=\.,

Percenta5es'of,Sel
&Applicants and Acce

, .
.., . ..

:
,.- . ..

Table.
.

0-1- ,

.- ._ 1 4 r
Charactezistics Regarding Acceptance aild.Demographic Attributes of
g tolfle 1913 and 1476 Entering Classes'of 117 U.S. Medical Schoolsz

at' 0 .. 1 .

-

Schcol.

Percent of
Applicants,
`Accepteak.;.'

'1973 1976.

Racial/Ethnic Identity Parental Income4t,7 0 Sex
.

- Percent . pcderreir
Accepted

t

. resen
Elsewhere 'Female `` Minorg. '

1973 19f6." 1973 1676 1973 1976

.

Otlet- Less That! $10;000- -. No
'Minority S10,000- 14,999 Respons
1973 1476 -13---7.6 1973 1976 1973 1 6

a. e
001 Applicants 12.6, 13.4 15.8 20.1 11.4 10.1 2.4 4.9 19.4, 12.5 14.4 14.9.36.8 23.8

Acceptees 9.1 . 7.0 49.4 70.1 14.6 25.4. 13.9 14.7 0.6 4.0 19.0 12t4 12.0 15.8 34 19.2
.1., .

002 Applicants - - 45:0 40.7 23.11.28.4.' 12.31,004.4 3.0 5.5 19.3 14.2 14.2 13.9 .29.8 15.0
Acceptees.7.75.6.41.592.030.835.3.-20.517.44.5 6.0 20.5 13.4 13.4 14.9 24.1 22:4

d03

004

Applicants - 4
Acceptees ,17.3

Applicants

,

.-

Accgptees 5.9

jp
22.6

-
4.7

13.0
30.5

11.$
50.0

*
7.,3 14.5 23.1., 7.9 4.7 2.0 3.8 20.2 13.5 17.2 17.3 31.1 23.8

12.5 , "*15.5 . 26.4.. -.47,0 5.5 1.9 2.5 19.7 9.0 25.4 24.0 23.5'10.5'
,

11.8 19.0- 25.4 .' 9.6 8.9 3,4 '5.9 .16411k 11.2 15.0 15.3 39.9122.3
.

.

34.1 35.. 2 .19.1 13.4 17.8 10.6 8.1 ,22.5 15.6 9.9 16.3 35.2 21.5
,

,
. , ..

005 Applicants m,'"" - - - es _

Occeptees - -. . - -.., - ' -..- .

o 4. i. , ;

00d Applicant' , - 25.5 28.5' 18.3- 27.7 h7 6.5 5.6 1.4 2.7 . 13.9
7
9.5 15.2 13.7 '34.1 18.4

Acceptees 5.1. 4.2 80.1 86-.3 3M23.1 27.3 3.8A 2.2 0.0 1.2 14.0 6.0' .45.1 10.9 27.4 14.8

# . . ..

007 Applicants. : - - ?4.6 20.4 21.6 28.5 13.6 '12.8 . 4.4 7.0 18.4 11.4 15.1 14.0 33:6 24.8'
Acceptees ,7.2 5 0 75.8 8.1 25.0 34.5 22.1 20.8 10.9 13.3 24:1.6 '18.0 18.4 14.9 2007 15.3

008
del

.
.

Applicants . - 14.8, 13.9 15.2 23.2 4,2 3.7 4.9 4.9 16.5 11.1 15.9 .15.0 34.6 22.3
Acceptees 9.9 6.1 6l..6 39.7 13.7 ,17:7 3.2 3.5 .. 3.7 6.4 ,13.2 9;9 17.4 17.7 26.8 17.0

009 Applicants - ,-- 9.9 12.9. 12.4 8+17,6 8.8 7:1 1.5 1.6f 17.9 10.0 14.5 11.3 64.5. 26.5k
Acceptees 10.6 21.4 39.9, 18:7 18.2 17:6 10..i 6.5 4 0.7 1:0 21.6 12.1 17.6 1.6 24.3 21.6 i

Q. ,,

10 Applicants - - 17.2 22.5 14.8 24.41, .4.8 5.1 1.2 2.4 13.3 9.2 15,5 14.7 3f.5 20.0
Acceptees 5.0 6.4 57.0 59.0' 20-.3 .28.1

. -

.s.

5.8 .3A 2.4 1.8 1?../.2Z....15;:5 13.3 5.3 24.'6

.

iicahts - - 4.8 3,4' .14.0 18.3 5.4 7.1 1.4 2.6 - 20.9 13.0 14.5 15.8 34.t 31.7

cePttes 16.1\-, 21.4 4.7 6.9 17.8 16.9 6.2 9..2 0.8 0.0 25.6 23.1, 25.6 20.8 19.4 1_0.8
.. . ..

. %

s - :

,

-Ste Appendix Bfor:aetailed explanation of scaling of variables.

4here wiie 135 C.S..nedical schools in 1973 and 116 In1976 (including the University of PuTfto alto n both years,.
These total! reflect the fact that one of the schools which had existed as a separate ibhool in 97 merged-with

. another by.1476 and 2 schools were new in 1476.
A a t

f

-,
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' Table D-1 (continued)

r

%

.

School f

- :,-c

Percent of
Applicants
Accepttd

Sex s Racial/Ethnic Identity --- "'Parental InCame

PerCene . . pnderrep-
Accepted 'resented Other
Elsewhere Female Minority Minoritv '

..../...

Less chan - 5I0,608- No-
610.000 14.999 Respanse

1971 1976, 1973 1916 1973 1476 .1973 1916 1973 106 1973 1976 1973 1976 1973 1976

012 Applicants
Acceptees

-

013
Applicants
Acceptees

--'01:1
Zipplicants
Acceptees

e.

App1icAnte
'Acaeptees

.

016 Applicants
Acceptees

-017
Applicants
Acceptees

018 Applicants
Acceptees

019
Applicants,
Acceptees

X.020
Applicants
Arxteptees

-- --

Applicallts
Acceptees

. 022 Applicants
Acceptees

Applica*.023 Acceptees.

Applicants
Acceptees t

025
Applicants
Acceptees

-...

-...
. -

10.1 6.7
.

- -42,
5.6, 5.3<

-
?.2 3.6

-
4.3 6.1'

,

-

648 5.9

- ' -
2.5 4.1

. . -
- - .

3.2 ,3.3"*.

- - 4
3.0 5.1

-- -
8.5 9..8- __
- - -.

,6.8 4.5
'+

z-

4.9 215

- -
3.9 41.3

s'

4.2 4.6

- -.
6.1 5.-9

.

22.4 22.4 14.1 23.1 7.8 '7.5 ,-_-2.9 5:0
87.5 76.2 18.0 21.3 8.0 7.8 6.9 9.4

...

24.2 25.9 22.9 28.9 6.1 5.8 1.1 3.2
. 59.6 56.9. 28.0 35.0 14.8 14.5 2.3 5.6

10.8 a
-..

5.5 , 12:6 20.7 4:0 4.6 1.5 2.4
49.3 60.6 , 14.9 18.7 6.0 9.6, 0.7 1.9
-,-N.......

46,

16.0 19.0 18..0 26.4 28:4 10.9 1,6 3.5
52.e. 67.2 30.6 32.0 20.1 11.5 1.3 3'.6

.120.3 20.4 '18.3 2541 , 10.8 12.2 .4.5 '7'7.3
32.4 79.3 19.5 -.25.3 15.1 13.9 7.4 '11.1.4

. . ..

10:9 12.4 14.0 21.6 6,6 7..5 1.7 --2.9
-21.7 52.8 7.8 .28:0' 8,6 5.6 .(1:9 1.6

_
20.4 22.0 1.6.6 22.3 7.2 6.8 1.6 2/5
77.2 8C6 17.3 19.4 8.9- 6.5 1.0 0.5

:--

13.6 16.5 '16.2 22.4 6.9 6.9 1.6 3.2
61_7. 56.5 .19.2 28.3 .0.4 II.a , 11 O.

S

16.0 14.7 18.8 22.3 7.6,./.10.-1-74.1 9.2
39.2 22.6 21.5 11.4, 11.4 10.7 9.5 12.6

15.8 97,5 15.7 12.7 31.7 18.6
18.3 11.5 17 8.2 20.1 16.4

12.7 9,0 13, 6 34.9 17.4
13.8 8.9. 11. 7 , 39.9 31.9

13.3 7.5 15.4 1 13.7 36.5 19.8
14.9 6.7 24.6 9.1 24.6 114

r

17.5 13;1 14.7 15.6 37:7 21.6
22.3 1.3.1 .418,8 16.8. 26.2 7.3

.. t

17.3 111 14.7 14.1 34.4 23.1
14.7 12:7 16.9 13.1 26.1e 16.9

14.5 9.2 13.9 13.4 38.f/ 23
8.1** 6.9 8.7 13.4 44.3 2

..

15.'7 9.4 15.8 IA 4 341. 21.8
9.9 8.3 13.9 16.2 .26 11.1

:15.1 8.2 15.8 14.0 J85 3 21.1"
12.4 7.4 . 18.7 11.0 .15,5 9s2

17.-1 12.3 , 10.0 1...6 3" 22.5
1TC-47.- 13.2 -' 17.1 14.5 2 17.6

/ 31-7- 31.2 23.2 29:9, 11.6 8.6 1.9 3.6
80.2 86.9 33.9 33.9 15.2 6.8 2.3' 2.3- 4
31.3. 27.8 .21.6 26.9 9.9 9.3 1.7 3.8
92.3 85.2.,, 23.8 30.6 11.9 25.3 1.2 1.6

1.4

10...4"_ 11.9 11.8 19.8 '7.2 11.2 - 2.2 4.3
71.7 49.5 14.0 21.3 6.1 12.2 2.9 13.3-

.

19.4 24.7 19.1 26.8 7.0 6.4 2,2 3.6
68.3 70.4 22.0 26.6 ' 6.5/10.6 1.6 2,1,4

00 .,

31.0 34.6
.

17.5, 13.5, ',:,>,.-5.3 6.:23 / 1:5 2.4
85.4 89.1 26.9 37,-8-.2 8.7 12.6 1.4 0.4

.

..
,

.
.

18.2 9.9 14.0 14.5 33.5 17.3
15.2 6.8' 12.1 11.8 22.2 10.8

.
.

15.(,24.9 '15.4 14.5 4 32.5 17.7
...1:.<9 8.7 16.1 13.1 '24.4A 19:1

.

17.1 10.61%46.4 14.8, 35.3 23.2
".4.8.4 14.3, '21.9 12.6 +. 24.5 1.6

. .

13.2 9.7 .12:6 13.5 *41.9 19.5
849 11.3 14.6 11-3 38.2 .26r.%

13.7 8.4 14.6 12.8 29.6 14.9
13.? 5.5 15.5 18:9 21.0 8.0
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Table 0-1

.

School #

'percent of
Applicants
Accey...ect

Percent
Accepted
Elsewhere

.Sett ,

-
-- Pe sale

1973 1976 1973 1476 ills 1916

026 'ApplicantsAcceptees

027 Applicants
Acceptees

026 tg
..

- 029 lapglicants
Acceptees

--:-..

.4plicaats.,- 030 Acceptees
.
Applicants031 Accepte&s

032 Applicants
Acceptets

033 Appiicants
Acceptees,/
Applicants034 AcceRtL:es ,

ApplicantsD35 Acceptees .

036 Applicants
cceptees

Applicants037 .Accepteres

038 4911itAccepts-11,
039 Applicants

Apteptees

8. 9

6.8

. -.
4.6

' "
7:5

-
27.1

:3-3

-
6.

-
20.6

21,.0

-
6.2'

-
9.6

-
9.6

..-
23.7
. -

9.4

7.4
4

i-.1

4.6

-
4.4.

-
15.2

.6.5

Y..
5.1

-,
20.5

18.5

5.0

,-
6.7

-
.6.8

-
23.3

-
11.9

.70.9

39.1
77.5.,

,213$3*
68.5-

19.0
73.6

11.2
31.6

,j8.1
61.9

12.4
°N6.2.....3
"

15.2
53.1

'10.1
19.1

13.4
74.6

20:9
S7.1

40.9
86.8

'I
9.3

21.1.

- 10.5-
, 54.5

23.3 19.6
87. 22.8

20:8 14.2
79.5, 13.2

20.6 17.0
62.5 17.7

-
18.5 '26.5
65.9 23.0

10.3 23.4
'32.2 16.2

17.0 17.0
61.6 19.5

11.1 19.2
59:6 28.\5

i
15.9 17.7
54.2, 17.6

9.9 15.4
12.4, 16.2

14.8' 18.0
75,1 23.9

29.1 16.9
,54.0 '18.5

39.5 21.9'
84.9 i 19.0

10.0, 16.6
9.5 12.4

13.8 15.2
64.9 27.9

26.2
28.4

f,18.7t.
21.0

23.3
11.8

24.0
28.7

2r.l
18.5

25.6
23.1

25.7
33.3

.24.3
23.1

23.9
25.6

.
23.5
26.0

23.1 l
21.2

26.3
21.0

.
22.4
26.2

22.6
23.8

(coat-A=03)

Bacial./Etiiiac Identity Parental

reheated. Less AL 310,003-
Enderrep-- e. ____

14.933
oeSqF

'Minority iliaiirity
Oth=

510.000 sit
1971 1976 1973 1976 973 1976 1973 1976 1973 976

8.1 7.3 1.6 3.1 16.6 10.8 14,-2 13.9 36-.5 '21.1
7.2 10.5 1.9 2.8 21.4 14.5 13.5 '12.2 26.1 8.8 .

3.7 5.4 1.1 2.3 12.2 7;2, 13/7 11.5 330 19.6
6.4 -4.5 4.9 3.5 12.1--."7-5 '19.6 10.5, 18.1 8.0

4

8.8 7.2 :2.1 3.0 15.7, 9.1 15.0 13.7 34.2 20.6
8.7- 7.6 2.5 1.4 10.7 6.4 .38.6 11.0 31.5 16.2

'

7.2 1:2 2.9 13.1.; 8.8 14.7- 13.4 34.0 10.3i,......37

9.3 1.1 1.6. 11:1 4.4 16.1 10.9 27./ 14.5

-, 7.7 10.1, ,1_.1 3.4 16.0 11.2 14.1 fAll 40.0 22.2
9.2 2.22; vi.9" 2.2 13.9 8.8 - 15:0 17.2 70. 7.9- - r .
6.9 7.0 1.3 2.4 15.0 10.2 16.1 15.0 34.9 23.5
7.6 10.1" '1.5_ 1.3 18.. 9 6.8 .18. 46 .18_ 29.1 18.3

26.7

4I

34.9 33.3, 2.2 4.2 27.0, 18.7 12.5 15.9 33.4 26.1 '
84.1 83.0 , 0.4 0.0 35.6 2A.1 10.9 16.1, 38-1 26.6

10./ 11.5 1..7 2.4 16.4 10.7 16.3 14,3 -36.3 23.5-.
12.2 12.4 1.7' 10.0 18.4 :8.6 18.8 17.3 '26.4 13.3

.* 4,
8.7 9.0 1".4\ 3.8 '18. 10.3 16.1 14.9 34.2 23.0
7.4 4.3, 0.6 1.5 16.0 7.% 20.5 18,5 19:4 7.4

, t
12-.1 13.3 5 . 1 8., 17.% 12.9 14.8 13..6 35.9 25.6-
19. 11.4- 11:4 18 V 22.9 24.2 15.9 19.8 25.9 12.4

,
5.7 6.4 1.2 2.8 14.8 9.4 16.4 14:9 34.0 234

A 6.3 '9.9 0.7 4,4' '15.2 10.5- 15.4 13.8, 33.9 '26.2'
. 1

7.8 7.2 A . 3 2.7 14.8 .9.2 16.9,1'3.5 28.6 14.4
7.30 4.2 1,7 1.3 12.0 6.7 14.0 10.5 11.8 8.8... ...
8.7 7.3 2.2 3. 19.8 10.4 17.0, 14.3- 33..2 21.6

'5.7 4.1 1.5 .trit 21.6 10.9 25.3 17.2 17.0 - 9.0
014,3 5.1 0.8 2.4- "r'" 17,5 11.1 17.8 14.8 .34.5 26.0

4.5 6.0 0.0 0.6, ' 24:4 13:7 22.4 14.3, 22.4 19.0
--. .I. , , '. . .1

f

.

4 ...,o. 1 .4 2 -1 4
4
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viable D-1 (con-nneda
,

4
1

Percent of
Applicants

AccePted
School - 1973 191

- ,

Applicants
Accept/pa- 9.1

041 Applicants
Acceptees 15.9 24.2

040

042' Applicants, ,-

Avieptees 3,1.3 13.3-
Applicants
Amceptoes 4:2

12.6

5.2

11.4

10.3

12.9

20.1

11.4

18.9

-6.5

12.1

-
4.6

16.1

:7-'7

14.3

4.3

8.9

. -
7.2

-
18.6

2668

.

13.4'

15.5 '

04

7.pp licaais
:045

Accept-etc'

046 Arep* ricants

P.=eptees
I=

-44

047 Apapicants
AcC4pptees

048- Applicants
Afceptmes

049 Applicants
-Acceptses

050 Applicants
,Accept:ses

4PlicantsAcceptees
-4-e--

012 Applicants
AFceptees

053 _Xpplicants
,.-Acceptees

N".

Percent
Accepted
Elsewhere
1973 1974

Sex
-

Re4ialfatbnic Identity

-Underrep-
resented

Female Manerity
1973 1976 1973 1914

17.6 19.6 1 13.9- 27.9 9,.4 10.3
73.8 64.0 22.4, 24.9 :10!4 8.8

1111

'8.8 .9 12.5 20.1
37,7 .0 18.3 15.3

11.2 1243 12.6 1/.9
40 1 48.0 18.1 25.3

13.0 15.6 17.9 24.1
65.8. 61.2 19,8 21.6

10. 13.3 12.8 17.4
41. 48.4 13.6 19.9

11.4 16.6 13.7 22.1
65.2 54.2 17.8 23.7

15.3 10.5 20.6 29.¢
-41.9 34.6 21.6 26.3

4

6.0 8.3. 04.1 20.7
9:6 6.7 17.5 .170.

11.3
58.1

20.4
73.1

14.4.
31.9

,11.0 15.1 25.4
50.2_ 30.2 32.9%

16.9 20.0 23.8
57.7 28.7 26.9

13.3 ) 17.0 21:7
33.5 '20.5 21.2

5.3 4.6
12.8 7,3

7.9 9:1
39.9. 36.1

11.0 20.6
17:0 214-

13.7 i1.7
16.1 17.4

. 8.0 6.6 19.3 21.4
21.1 16.8' 13.3 23.1

PAzentAl Income

Other - Less Than 51Q.000-
Mincrit: 510,00 14',999
1973 19 191-3 1914 1913 1916

1.7 3.4 17.8 12.0 14.3 16.4
1.1 1.8 18.1' 12.9 16.5 15.0m.

4 -
2.7 15.2 9A 15.4 17:4
1.3 15.7 6.8 22.5 17.9

6.4
3.7

4A.2

3.3

6.0
5.3

4.6
-3.7

9.8
5.1

4.6
3.0

6.3
713

3.4
4.1

1.9
'0.0

0. 9
'0.0
1.8
1.1

1.3
0.5

4.6 8.3 1.6
3.3-

.

33.0 0.4

11.1 12.7 '1.8
11.3 10.8 0.5

8.3 7,6 2.0
9.0 .3.9"--= 0.0

31.4 '34.6 1.3.
37 5 69.7 0.8

12.6 10.3 3.0
15.7 15.7 1.3

. 7.6 3.4 1.3
10.7'. 7.4 . 3.5

7.4 14.1' 0.5'
10.6 8:5 0.7

6.4 6.1 2.0
8.4 5.2 1.4

7.0 9.0 2A
4.2 2.3 0.6'

:4.1
0.2

3,1
1.5

6.3
5.9

16.0 9.5 15.8
2346 14.1 22.0,

as.a 5.0 .17.1
12.5 7.0 18.6

13.4 8.5 11.9
19.9 10.0 16.8

3.7 15.4 10.8 14.0
3.6 17.4 11.1 19.6

2.2 j.14.2 7.3 15.6
D.0 0.8 3.7 r3.5

14:6
13.2

14.0
13.6

No.

Response
19/3 1914

37:4 22.4
33.1 11.0

37.0 266
17.3 21.3

32..5
.17.0

'27.4

26.0
10.6

21:2-
14.7

11.3 4.0 33.2
14.0 20.9 16.7

13.9 37.9 22.5
13.0 23.1 9.1

35. 26.9
31.1 17.9

'13.2
12.2

5:5 16.3 '12.1 13.9 15.2 41.8 25-3
3.4 9.6 6.2 13.0 14.0 58.8 42.31

3.9
2.6

4.6
4.8

7.4
5.5

25.9 21.5 U.S 16.3 42.5 26.5
.0 29.0 11.3 -19.0 -28.2 15.6 -

16.9 10.1 15.0 14.6 35.7
14.9 5.9 12.3 14.5 22.1 23.1.

20.6 1243 74.6 14.7 32.4.24.2 -

gt,

21.5 134a '18.6 12.0 2,6.2 .23.1

2.0 17.8 12.6 14,3 15.7 38.3 29.1
0.6 23.4 9.8 -24.1 22.5 24.1 14.6

3.0 .17.7 :0.2 16:4 15.0 36.1 27.0 -

0.6 19.6 9.7 22.4 14.2 25%6 1.4.3

3.4 19. '9.3 16,8 27.1 36.7 26.5
0.6 19.3 7.5 114.1 15.0 28.3 16.8

4

. .
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Scaool #

tS

Table D-1 (coninned) Aluisro

Sex"- FacialriZtbnic Identity Parental

Percent of% ?ercent UrArrrep-
Applicants Ai...-tepted resented Other Ti...arj11111'510,000-

Accepted Elsevtere 7ete1e Minority Mincric- 519.t00 14.999
rot

Pesponse

1973 1976' 1973 1976 1973 ,1976 19.73 1976 1973 1976 1973 1976 197 '1979 1976

054
Applicants ,- - 10.8 9.0 16.8 24.9 S.4 11.4 8.6. 16.2 18.5 14.7 16.3 25.0 34.2 25.9

Acceptees. 9.2 9.4 34.1 -27.0 20.0 30.0 4.7 5%.0r 20.0 17.0, 13,8 11.0 20.0 14.0 25.9 31.0'

Applicants - - 17.7 22.7 18.0 27.4 6.3 7.0 1.4 3.1 15.5 10.6 14.1 14.4 35.2 ,19.0-
AccePPles 7.7 3.6 62.8 61.p 24.4 32.8 5.2 6.4 0.6 3.3 14.0 7.9 16.4 13.1 36.0 13.8

'.7

056
Applicants - 25.5 26.5 21.6 27.7 9.2 7.9 1.5

.
3.5 16.2 1$.5 14.0 14.3 35.4 13.6

are2 87.2 8J.2 23.1 26.4 12., 19.4 1.8 3.5 17.4 10.1 12.3 12.8 27.4 9.3

055

Accep.-es'4. 9.3

057 PAA-cants 19.3 15.6 18.0 25.8 7.2 10.9 3.4. 2.2./ 15.6 10.3 14.9 14.2 31.3 24.7

A=eptee1 9.9 12.0 59.6 55.1 21.8 28e0 12.2 11.7- '1".3 19.2 8.4 20.5 13.1 21.2 16.4

Applicants- -
Acceptees 29.8

059

060

061

062

7.5 as 10.9 18.6
5.1

3.2 1.9 0.0 20.8 8.1' 18.1 17.4I 38.6 26.1

44.1 '13.9 7.0 15.2 22.1 1 5.6 1.3 0.0 30.4 5.6 27.8 15.5 22.8 22.5

Applicants .- 18.3 20.9 16.3 23.3 8.1 7.2 1.4 2.2 .14.5 8,8 14.7 13.1 34.4 120.2

Acceptees 5.9 4.0 6.?.5 67.7 20.7 27.3 7.4 a..p. 1.1 1.3, 10.7 5.1 14.1 11.8 40.7 26.3

i

- 12.61 13.2 3.5.4 23.1

.

6.5
.9

9.4 1.6 2.2
..._,r

16.5 9.7 18.3 15.9 33.6 23.9

Acceptees' 14.0 14.3 41.8 55.0 16.0 23.1 6.2 4.1 0.7 0,9 16.3 7.8 .5 23.7 76.5 8.1

Applicants - 1.7 7.3 13.1 17.2 5.3 5.4 1.4 2.9 15:1 '10.0 166 2 12.3 33.8 27.9

Acceptees 114 1'9.8 17.2 20.9 12:7 _19:2 3.7 4:1 0.6 1.1 12.3, 5.2 200 .9 11.4 23.2. 174

ipplidants
r

- 91 13.2 .17.0 24.6 5.7 7.7 1.7 4.7 16.3 9.! 18.1 16.3 33.2 23.4

Acceptees 13.5 16.5 22.0, 22.3 17.3 17.7 , 3.9 3.1 - 0.8, 0.04, 13.9 7.7 28.3 16-2 22.8.1.13.5 ,'

9 ,... , ,- ..

.

3
Applicants - - .- 35.4 30:01 20.9 26.4 .. .2.0 13.5 1.0 2a3 ldil 10.3 15.1 14.8 10.3 17.9

Acceptees 6.8' 5.7 89.2. ?8.3 2,ei, 32.8 10.4 12.0 0:0 2.3 15.4 9,7 13.5 11.7 22.3 13.4
\

Applicants -

s.

Ac,_ Applicants - - 19.2, 13.7, 14.4 22.2 4.1 3.4 5-2 A5.3 _16.4 11.-3 j15.7 14.7 34.46 22.

ww: Actepteei 115.0 7.4 71.5 39.6 .15.9 28.2 ,1.7. 4.7 6.0 10.0 25.9 17.1 16.5 17.E 24.5 v.1

Applicants - - 4.9 .4.0 25.3 '29.7 32.3 8.1 14.2 12.9 26.3 2§.4 15.3 20.9 41 220
Accepters 29.:7 27.3 14.4 7.2 126.5 26.3 4.4 6.6 Z2.1 12.5 21.8 28.3 23,5 26.3 2 ... 0.6

Applicants' - .... 17.7 17.2 17.0-.23,2 . 6.7 5.5
.. /

1.1 .1.9 17,2 10.0 . t5.9 -:6.3 34:4 21.r
066 Acceptees 7.6 7.4. 71.4 70.6 11'.4 24.6 10.4 4.8 1.2 0.8 25.5 7.1 ,t8,9 18.3 21.2_ 10.3

.

$67 Applicants 12.5 15.6 12.4 19.5
'10.3
5:3. 6.4 1.6 2.9 15.3 .8.5 16.6 14.1 34.9 21.3

Acceptees .i"
.

.9 5.4 63.4 70.3 '13.0 16.8 10.3 ,4.5 0.5 1.0 14.8 5.1 , 22:4 14.2 21.1 10.9
.
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;

.1*

Applicants. .. A...ep*....ed

rnee--rs:p-
resented Ottfler Less 74.sm 510,000- No

Percept of yercent. - '

Accepted Elsevhere ?male Y. -grit: Minority .510,000 14.999
11-..yol'4 1973'14/4 ' 1473 1976 247) 1976" 1973 1916 1973 1916 lirP.,W17...

. -
1976 1973-,'-r9 7

032 APP1icants - - - 14.3 13.6 18,3 25.7 3f1.- 4.6 1.3 _ 2.8 11.8 8.9 16..1 15.5' 34.9 21.6
Acceptees 6.4 4.9 - 33.7 40.0' 16.3. 30.4 3:8 2.6 0.0 0.0 15.4 11.2 -19.2 13.9 18.3 15.7

-- . a.

,,,,, Applicants - 15.5 15.7 20.1 29.1 9.6 13,3\ 1.5 4.2: 17.6 12.5 14.6 14.9 38.9 23.4
j..;0.,

Acceptees 7.3 6.2 64.0 64.5 29.4 32.3. 17.8 15.7 2.5 ?.7 19.3 9.2 18.3 17-5 33.5 14.3

I.' . .

Applicants ., - . 19.3 23.6 15.1 21.8 4.4 4.4 1.1 .1.9 11.3 7.5 15.4\ 12.6 32.0 u.s
Acceptees 8.6 .4.9 71.0 53.9 20.5 22.8 8.1 6.7 0.0 0.0 . 11.4 2.3 22.9 11.1 19.0 iy 7

--

'oas
Apl4rants
Acc * 7.3 7.9

- - - '13.3 .12.7 14.3 23.6' 5.2 7.3 1.3 ,2.* 13.6 9.3 .14.6 23.5 33.6 23.4r.

55.7 1 l6.5 14.9 23.7 1p.0 8.8 0.5 0. 14.5 7.9 21.7. 14.5 16.3 24.5
1 .

Appl ts . - 14.0 -13.9 18.5 23.7 11.8 15.1 3.8 3.0 13.3 12.7 15.5 16.1 34.2 22.5
Ac cep* 6.1 11.7 40, 32.7 25.5 25.1 ' 12.1 9.0 8.1 5.0 17.4 5s5 21.5 19.6 26.3 10.6 r---

032
Applicants

..
- 211:1 24,0 15.0 22.3 7.ri 9.6.' 1.9 2-4 15.1 8.9 16.2 13.4 31.7 18.5 .

Accept es 4,4.2 4.6 81.6 88..3 18.4 25.3 ,16.9 j14-5 1.9 -.1.1 16.1. f.6 16.9 12.5 19.111..0

AppITcants 9.9 10.3 14.5 20.7 7. 8.0 1.1 3.5 15.9 10.9 15.0 14.3. 38.9 24.5
Xnceptees 9,3 12.1 46.3 37.3 16.9 21.6 8.1 11.5 0.5 3.6 16.2 7.9 14.5 13.2 32.4 14.2

....4

Appl-acts - - 22.4 20.1 *17.8' 24.5 W. 7.4 1.3 2.5 ' 14.2 9.3 -1.15-1. 13.81 33.6 19.5
Arceptees '- 3.5 3.0 53.4,-..60.5 24.3 34.1 -13.8 12.7 0.0 3:9 10.5 3.9 8.3 9.8 41.4 26.8

...-

.

, ApplIca.7ts - Z -12.3 5.%. 13.3 20.0 . 3.5T2.0 0.0 2.0 - -16:6 10.9 .13.1 14$9 .44.7 30.0
Acceptees 25.6 23.3 17.-6 906 13.7 17.0 2.9 0.0 =0.0 0.0 15.7 13.8 22.5 24.5 18.6 14-9

, _
ApplicNts

. -

.16-1 13,4 20.6 23.9' 7.7 11.0 '2.5
Acceptees 20.5 12.8 43.7 40.2 25.2 27.5 7.5

, .

9.3 0.9
--.

092
'Applicants 12.9 14.2 40.1 45.6 5.1 6.1 2.0
Acceptees .3.3 5.6 57.0 70.5 76.4 62.* 4.2 4.5 1.2

-s ' ..

*plicantsa - - tg.7 14.3 21.8 30.0 6.9 8.9 1.4.,

Acceptees ,6.9 '9.5 55.9 58.7 25.2 32.2 12.6 4.9- 1.8

ApplicanZs -1....----s.: ft 40.7
115

28.1 - . 8.6

.,

3.0 - 9.9 - 22.3. -
...A..,..ev,;,,,,

- 6.0 92.3' 93.0 11:1- -10.3 18.8 13.510, 1.1 3.8 16.5 9.2 12.7 13.5
.

._ .

095
Applicant4F - - - 8.3 18.7 24.1 27.6 1.5 8.6 1.5 3.6 11.3 10.1 11.5 43.6
Asiptees 421p 16. 11.1 46.1 27.-0 :43.8 0.0:"'-17, 0.0' 2.2 7.9 9.0 12.7 12.1

l'able

-Sex Pacial/Ethnic Identity

4.0 . 18.7 12.2 15.4 15..44 35.4 21.8
2.9 .25.2 12.7 -16.8 12.1, 24.8 9.8

2.3 15.c 10.3 15.9 15.8' 37.3 )3.9-
1.9 , 12.7 .4.2 13.3 17.9 40.0 14.9

3.2. 16.5 10.3 15.2 15.5 38.4 26.0
4.2 4 15.3 6.3 2b:7 16.1- 25.2 _13.3

Parental Income

23.8

42.9
30.2

17.8
15,7

4S.

19.9
16.7.

(
90



Table D-1 (csctiriced,

Sex Racialittbnic Identity Parental Inccre

Percent of Percept Underrep- i cf
Applicants' Accepted 'resented
Accepted Else Ferale Mircrity Mircrit

Other Less T'An 510,000- f

Pesoonse
r:o

Schca1 #. 2973 1976
14.999

1973 1976 1973 1976 19/3 1976 :973 19 6 T.79-S2.731.160."° 19/3 1976 1713 .1974
.

0:96. Applicant; - ,- 6.9 11.0) 25.9' 21.3 5.3' 5.9 5.7 6.6 18.9 11.0 15.7 17.2 33.3 23.0
Acceptees 10.4 16.4 31.4 27,4 29.: 25.5 3.5 3.8 : 8.2 7.5 26.:7 9,3-.2 16.1 21.7 16.3 13.2

- .

0 Applicants -
+5.22°

8.4 20.1 19.3 25.7 ,1.2.5 11.9 6.3 7.2 19.3' 14.9 13.7. 34.2 22.6
'' Acceptees 3.: 5.2° p1.0 ErSA, 19.8 15.2' ; 16.7 15.6 7.9 8.6 19.0 12:4 22.4 15.1 20.6 14.0

098 APP11 11.5 11.4 23.7 19.8 -..3.1 11.9_ 0.6 38 14.5 11.5 ' 6 17.0 40.2 24:3-
.,

\Actelv eb 10.8 21.2 ,,62.5 52.1 28,8 34.5 3:7 8.5 0.0 0.6 17.5 10.9 3.7 18.2 .17.5( 13.3

"...
13.2 36,4 28.3
13.3 33:0 13,.7

099
Acceptee ' 10.0 5.4 23.1 17.3 19.8 28.0 39.6 60.0 5.5 13.3 14.3 6.7

. .

,Appli"", - - 18.4 2D.3 20.5 24.9 3.0* 2.8 1.1 2.1L' 15.1': ' 177..5 17.6 34.6 18.3
Acceptaas 5.6. 8.3 75.0 72.0 18.8 29.1 7.6 j.8 0.7 1.6 22.2 . 3.S 20.1 20.2 25.9 4,13.1,.

. ..

22.2 27,2 23.4 '18.2 11.1 7.3 1.9 35:417.6,
5.8 S.7

.3 19.5 10.9, 13.7 14.1
88.0 85.6 28.1" 26.7 10.2 11.5 1.2 .4 21.6 8.2 9./. 15.6 32.3 10.3

. w

.102
Applicants 16.2 14.4 19.0 27..5 10.8, 1318 4.2 3.4 16.9 12.4 14.7 13 3 39.2 26.0

a.Acr.eptees 7.7 8.3 63.4 51.2 22.2 37.6 17.3 14.8 9.2 10.0 27.0 17.2 12.9 18.4 '21.1. 20.4
"

AppliCinte . '- - 10.1 12.8 14:: 21.2 6.7 5.1- 1.9, 1.8 17.9 8.4 18.3 16.4 35.7 -AAA
' ''-e..-ceptpes 7.3 12.6 57.7 5'7..8 .19.-7.)3.9 2.9 5.7 .4.9 1:3 20.4 7.0 19.7 19.1' 22.6 1710

a
4 ' '

10.1 13.5 100.1 J9.1 1.5 7.2 0.5 3.0.::' 24. 8.6 26.5 18.8 - 35.1 26.7, 1r4 f*.:-.t -3" -133, 15.5 50.9 51..1 7.5 18.0 0.0 5.5 0.0 2f3 . 15.1 7.0 26.4 21.1 23.3 18.0 4
4,

i --Wpicatnts Z-----17---16:3 23.5 22.5 27.0 10.4 .7.4 2.3'. 3.1 18.3 12.4 13.5 .15.9 .38.5 13.5 .
. Acceptees 2.7 3.9 49.9 73.8 36.1 47.7 24.2 15.0' 2.4 8:4 26.5 15.0 15.7 16.8 26.5 12.1

16.1, 14.5 '13.3 18.7- 2:4 3.3 Ls 6.2 15.7 ' 9.5 15.9 15.4 37.4 23.3
60.r 44.3 16.4 :8.1 3.3 4.0 0.0: 6., 11.5 12.8, 24.6 11.8 19.7 /.4 '

- ,

101 Applicanis - -
9.41

5.7 5.7 14.4 16.7 7.1 5.5 2.1 6.0 14..9. '7.7 ILI 12..4 3b.0 .30.:2
' ..- Accep' 7,1 9.0 ' 11.1.7 46., 16.1 2r3 . 0.0 3,3 0.0 5.0 23.2 6./ 17.9 '23.3 3,5.7 15.0

Applican - 6.5 7.3 13.6 19.9 19.3 17.5 3.4 6'3' 20.2.-12.0 .2

.Applicants
lcceptees

105 Applicants -
..aceptees 9.2 .14.5

I

103 Applicants. - 9.5 15.2 14.5 22.(6 9.5 9.2 18.3 20.1 1 o.3 15:D 37.3 25.1
Acceptees 6.2 0.- 9 6:.5 47.8 134 z6.1 12.1 -11:3 7.6 u.9 10.9 13.0 "25.3 19.1 24.2 11.2

p

109
ApIplicarlts 22.7 iS.V 18%.6. 25.8 e.4 7.9 1.3 2r9 9.D 14.2 13.7 I.4 21:8
Acceptees 3.8 5.0 68.9 45./ 26:9 30.8 V11:1 15.3 0.8 3.5 J5.1 12..9 14;3 14.7 30.3 19.4
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Table D-1'4c ntinued)

School f

Eil Racial/Ethnic Identity Parentar:tncome

percent of Percent ptderrep- - .

4Pplica.; Accepted . sesen Other Less Than 510,000- - No
Accept . Elsexhere . peoCte". 4,- Mino-i Minority 510.000 -14,999 - Response

1973 1976 1971 14** 1973 197 i 7 1'971 1976 1973 1976 1973 41976 q973 1976

110 Applicants - - 6.6 - 9.3 -7 . 5.4 - . 0-.7 - 15.6 -- 1716' - 34.2
Acceptees 9.8 55.0 10:0 - 2.5 - p.0 - 20.0 - 32.5 - 20.0

s-
.

1/1
Applicants J1.6 10.7 12.3 19.1 5.8 5.2 , 6.7 6.3 19.3 .10.0 13.4 14.8 -32.6 -23.5
Acceptees . 517z. -44,4 -41.3' 58.2 20.6 15.4 12.7 6.6 7.9

A ..
6.6 25.4. 4.4 14.3 -15.4 18.6 11.0

'
.7

112
Applicants - 9.0 8.1 14.4 2460 2.6 4.6'4 1.0 2.4 20.4 9.4 18.4 14.8 32.7 25.1

Acceptees 4.9 5.5 51.2 46.2 22.0 17.3, 4.9 0,0 2.4 0.0. 29.3 9.6 12,2 21.2 29.3 19.2

'
s .

. .-

113 i Applicants - 4,6 11.2 10.0 15.7 4.1' 7.3 1.3 2.6--" Z6.9 12.1 14.4 13:6 39.2 27.Q4
.

,,Icceptees 3.9 14.0 . ;40.0 52%:5 15.0 16.7 7.0 5.8 1.0 '0.0 27.0- 10.0 20.0 15.8 28.0 16.7

114
Applicants - - 14.1 16.4 17.8 22.2 . 6.5- 6.2 '2-0. 3.1 18.2 10.2 16.4 13.3 33.'7 22,5

. Acceptees 2.9. 4.6 78.6 ,82.7 22.9 27.1 4.3 6.'2 1.4 1.2 18.6 7.4 11.4 9.9s 24.3 9.9 '

.;11;_alflican 7.4 10.9 14.44 22.i 7.5 7 .8 1.4 2.1 12.8 . 9.7, 15.7 12." '38.4 26.2

-.67'-cePt-Ves- 3.1' 7.4 34,2: 39.0 15.8 31.00 10.5 16.0 0.0 0.0 .15.8 10.0 21.1 8.0 26.3 15.0

116
Applicants - - 9.0 22.5 5.9 -3.0 10.0. 15.0 27.1

Acceptees - 2.4 - ' 59.4 29.0 - 15.9 .1.4 13.0 4- 30.4 - 11.6
-I .

(Applicants 2.9
117 -

114':

- 4.9 2.5 %I. 12.3 46.3
Accepters ' 2.5 47.6 14.3 - ?*i 4.8 19.0 .... 28.6

-.-.
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Table D-2

Percentages of Selected Characteristicsi Regardi GeograpIlii Location and Career Plans of
Applicants and Acceptees to the 1973 and-1976 Et Bring Classes of 117 'U.S. Medical Schools

s
School

Doi Applicants
Acceptees

Appli is002 Accept es

003
Applicants
Accep-cwt.

004
Applicants
Acceptees

005
Applicants
Acceptees

006
Applicants
Acceptees

Location of
Precollege Years

Shall
-Perm Thum
/476'

2.0 .- 5.7
2.3 7.3

2.3 5.3
1,0 9.9

1.0 9.9
11.5 14.0

3.2
5.2

6.5
5.2

ILI
1.6 5.7
3.8 7.7'

1.7- 3-.9Applicants
Acceptees 2:0 4.7

Applicants 3.3 4.3
008

Acteptees 3.5 3.5
.

Applicants 4.5 7.8
009 Acceptees 7.5, 8.5

010
Appli=ts 1.2 5.7
Acceptees' 2:2 .3.2

11 Applicants': 9.0 9.5
v" Acceptees 1,2.3 ' 8.5

Practice
location Plans Career Plans Spectaiazation Plans

No Re-
nse

Small
-4Town

No iob-
' snonse

General
Practice

Noi -
Response

Gene2a1-
- Practice

Primary Care
Specialties

Undecid0/
No Response

1976 1976 1973 1976 I97S 1976 -1973 1976 1973 1976 1973 1976

2.8 11.4 5,7 ma 38.3 4.9 1.5 21.8- 29.0 20.3 19.6 16.0 13.1

9.0`' 10.7 11.4 27.1 7.6 8.5 20.3 21.4 18.3 A7.0 19.6 23.7

1.9( 9.7 3.3 8.8 28.1 4.7 0.9 @4.0 21.6 19.5 17.8 18.8 17.""i.

-2.0 6.0 2.5 4.5 13.9 : 2.7 0.5 5.3 12,4 16.0 21.9 18.7 20.9
.. -

3.4 14,6 4.9 29.2 50.2 4,3 1.7 31.9 41.4 18.1 15,7 14,6 13,7 ..,0;e

- 1.5 12.0 2.0 27.7 47.0 2.8" 1.0 36.1 43.5 16.4 13.0 17.4 17.5 '

4

2.6 15.8 6.0 26.3 48.5. 5.9 dr:10 28.7 :39.4 17.3 15.3 15.4. 12.9

3.7 25.6 , 5.9 sir 24.6 50.4 4.9 1.5 27.4 44.5 21.8 17.0 15.5 11.1

-
1

3.3 11.7 5.2' ;4.6 23.6 6,1 2.0 ,20.2 24.8 19.0 1.9.1. 19.2 18.0
2.7 .f4.2 4.4 : ;3.2 27.9 3.8 2.2 -KO 18.6 .22.6 18..6: 23.1 28.4

2.6 10.7 511e =15.7 3742 5.3 0.8 20-6 27;5 19.1 17.8 ,17.5 ¶5.0,

0.8 12.9 -3:5!-- 9.8 42:7 3.1 0.0- 16.4 31.0 19,6. 19.5 17.6 14.5

..2.4 10.9 4,2 '':*23.4 42.9 9.6 1.1 26.5 36.8 17:0 13.8 21.2' 13.7

2.1 6.4 3.5 14.7:35.5
,e-

4.2 0.7-
1.

20.6 32,0 . 17.8 15.6 20.5- 15.6
4.

1.3' 15.4 6.8 23.2 47.6 4.5 1.4 26.5 39.9 19.1 15:6 14.9- 12.4

3.0 16.1 5:5
....

8.1 48.7 2.7 .1.0
' #

24.3 48.2 23.7 12.5 16.9 13.1

1.8 - 11.9 4.3 15.8 36,1 4:6 0.6 22.6 10.8' 19.8 17.1 15.8

2.5 12.8 3.6, 8.2 34.9 7.7 1.4 1910. 5.5 20.3 15.1 23.7 23.7

2.6 . 21.4 5.6 33.5- 51.8. 4.6 1.0 32.7. 44.4 14.4 11,5 16.8 13.7

0.6e 22.3 1.5 26.4 -49.2 0.13.4 0.0, 28.7 48.4 1372 10.7 17.* 17.7

r.
f --,- .

;See Appendix B for detailed-,m4lanati6n of scaling of variables.
(

1Therit were 115 U.S. medical schools in 1973 and 116 in_1976 (including tke University of Puerto in both years).
* _

These totals reflect-the'fact that one of the scroolS which had, existed as a separate school in 19 merged with
Y-.another by 1976 and 2 schools .were new4.1n 1976.

9 If;



Table D-2 (continued) '

Location of
Precollege Years

Practice
Location Plans Career Plans Specialization Plans

Small No Re- Small No Re- General No General ?rtnary `Care Undecided/
?arm
TgTg TOT- F97

Town spon:e Town name Practice., I 'Response Practice SFecialties No Response
Scbool i 1476 1-176 1973 1976 1471 1976 1971 1976 19 3 1976 1971 1976

. -.
-And' icantls 2.6 4.7012 -- 1.1 10.5 2.1 17.7 38.1. 4:7 ' 0.5 22.0 3042 18.0 16.1 17.2 14.9
Acceptees 3.3 2.9 1.2 6.6 2.0, 7.3 30.3 2.4 d 1.2 16.9 24,6 15.2 14.3 20.8 20.9

x013 1.2 4.2 1.6 10.4 3.3 -43:5 35.2 4.5 0.6 18.6. 26.2 20.9 19.7 18.5 16.2
013 i.._

Acceptees 0.8 3.2 2.0 7.7 '2.8 10.6, 34:3 4.6 1.2 13.3 18.1 4Fn.7 24.2 13.3 21.4

1:04 Applicants 1 3.0 6.5 1.6 14.0 ,3.9 21.3 43.7 t 4.4 0.5 27.2 34.4 19.0 17.4 14.4 14.7
1- Acceptees N.,,r5.8 9.6 1.0 14.9 1.4 17.9 44.7 1.5 0.0 28.3 38.0 21.6 18.2 14.9 14.9
'. ' . i

Applicants 1.2 5.9 3.0 11.3. 6.4 17.2 35.9 4.4 1.0 jl.3 26.6 21.3 20.8
015

Accepteep 1.8 8.0 0.0 14.2 '2.2 8.3 13.9 1.7 0.0 , 15.3 23.3 23.6 20.5

016 Applicants 1.3 3.4 .2.2 4, 9.6 5.4 15.2 36.1 4.0 0.7NA-20.5-

-

26.8 19.9 17:5 -, 15.5 14.1

.
.

Acceptees 1.3 4.2 1.3 5.9 5.1 .8.8 32.9 1.5 0.4 19.1 24.0 19.5 57.3 16.2 14.8 _
3.

Applicants 1,:9 4.,9 2.3 12. 0 5.6- 21.1 441.t 4.9 0.5 4 24.3' 32.8 13.5 17.6 16.0 13.9
017

Acceptees 1.2 1.6 0:8 10.2 2.4 12.2 .40.2 3.5 .0...0 laa 30.9 22.6 13.8 18.3 -21.5

Applicants 2.2. 5.4 2.4 10.7 , 5.5 17.6 35.6 3.7 0.7 21.7 27.8 19.1 17.4
018

Acceptees 3.2 3.2 0.0 5.6 1.4 2.0 13.0 2.0 0:0. 9.9 13.4 19.3 9.2
-

_ I '

. Applicants 2.5 5.9 \
"1.1

12.7 5.0 19.9 43.2 4.3 0.6 24.8 34.5 20.1 17.2 15.5 15.0
P 19 Acceptees 2.5 7.8 .1 14.8 3.2 11,4 .42.4 2.1 0.7 21.2 36.4 15.6 19.0 16.6 15,9

020 Applicants 3.3 3.3 2.2 16.9 5.6, h 21.5 45.5 5.0 0.8 -26.5 35.3 17.7 1'7.0 13.5
" Acceptees '4.4 8.8 1.3 17.6 6.3 3, 15.2 45.9 4.4 0.6 . 25.4 32.7 21.5 20.7 17.7 -15.1

A
'

Applicants 1.2 5.0' 2.6 9.9: 4.2 11.5 31.8 5.1 1.5 15.8 22.7 21.3 19.7 17.7 17.6
021
. Acceptees 0.9 2.3 1.4 6.8 - 1.8 5.1 18.6 4.7 -0.9' 12,1 11.4 22.2 19.4 21.0 22.6

Applicants 1.5' 5.1 2.2 10.3 4.2 11.7 33.4 3.3 0.9 17.2 25.0 20.7 19.2
022

Acceptees 0.5 4.4 4.9 4.9' 6.0 .5.4 16.4 1.8 4.9 8.-9 14.7 22.6 16.9

Applicants 3.7 6.8 2.3 14.3 5.3 24.4 46.3 3,9 0.5. Z9.4 37.0 18,5'
.

17.2. 14.9 13.2
0

.1*
23

Acceptees 3.2 9.6 1.6 14.4 5. 14.9 50.5 1.,7 0.5 30.0 39.9 16.0 16.4 18.1 12.8
,

024
Applicants 1.6 6.2 3.4 14.1 ' 5.6 15.0 37.6 .15.0 2.0 18.9 28.6 ,17.4 17.3 25,4 16.5
Acceptees s. 1.4 1.2 7.0 12,0*. 9.2 , 7.3 32.3 16.3 6.3 1847 27.4 19.5 .12.6 33.3 19.7

kpplicants
_

2.2 5.2 1.3 '11:1 2.6 12.8,32.8 4.3 0.4 18.0 25.6 19.1 17.3 17.6 16.2 _.-
021

Acceptees 1.3 146 1.3 '8.0 0.4 5.9. 28.2 4.6 .4_0 10.1 18,5 19.2 20.2 -.21.5 21.0'

15.9 14.8
13.8 '21.9

16.3
18.3

15.7
25.0

16.7
14.3

16.3
18.6

9 L:

7
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Table D-2 (continued)
.

Location of practice
Precollege Years 'Location Plans Career Plans' Specialization,Plans

2:o General Primary Care Undecided/
Response Practice - ecialties -11,o Response

1971 1976 1973 1976 1973 1976 1973 1976
-,

3.6 0.9 17.9 23.4 20.2 19.3 16.1 16.5

0.0 0.4 8.8 15.9 20.8 20.3 18.2 20.9

6.8 0.4 22.5 30.4 18.5 18:3 2- 0.4 -15.0

0.5 -0.0 13.8 21.0 22.0 16.5 16.2 22.0
.

.

1.7 0.5 21,7 29.7 20.0 18.2 1- 7.0 14.9

siP.4 0.0 20.0 28.4 22.6 '17.0 18.9 18.1

4.2 0.4 21.1 30.4 20.0 18.3 18.1 15.1

2.1, 0'.3 18.2 26.6 18.7 20.2 24.0 17.1

9

Schoor 1
Farm

;Small
Town
1-01-

N's Re-
sponse

Small
Town

-No Be-
* sponse

General --,

Practice
1976 1976 1976 1976 1973 17976

026 Applicants
Acceptees

.

027 4'
ppli cants.

ACceptees
,

028 Applicants
Acceptees

029
Applicants
Aceeptees

030
Applicants
Acceptees

031
Applicants
Acceptees

032 Applicants
Acceptees

Applicants
Acceptees

Aporicants
034 --
* Acceptees

035
Applicants
Acceptees

nApplicants-i4l
" Acceptees

Applicants
037 Acceptees

038
Applicants
Acceptees

Applicants
" ' Accepteas

1.0
0.4

2.3
4.5

1.7
1.0

1.7
1.3

3.9
4.4

1.7
2.3

2.8
2.6

2.7
4.4_

4.8
6.5

114
1.1

1,7
1.7

-1.4
.0,0

5.1
10.4

6.3,
8.3

.4.4
3.4

5.5
,.5

5.7
6.4

5.5
- 5.9.

8.4
10.6

7.7
8.8'

7.4
6.4

4.9
6.2

-9.4-
,9.7

' .6
4.5

8.2
9.1

5.9
.5.0
.

6.5
6.3

9.9-
'Mk2.5

._

2.5
1.3

-1.3
0.0

1.9
1,4

1.9
1.6

2.2
0.4

.2.1
:,2.0

3.1
0.7

'2.7
1.0

2.7
O.

2.9
1.7

1.$
0.8

1:2
0.8

2.2
0.9

2.7
2.4

9:7
5.6-

_

11.6
7.0

11.3
11.9

11-.8

11.6

14.2
11:0

L3.5
16:1

1.3r2
4.5

*3.4
.13.9

11.6
C'.8.2

q .

'10.1
' 9.0

4 13.1
X ,,13:i

8.7
5.5

14.1
15.8

18.9
15.5

'

0

5.5
1.7

3.6
1.0

4..5

2.4

4.4
4.4

5.2
1.3

.

5.2
1.8

6.2
3.0

.

5:7
2.0

5.7
0.9

6.8
2.8

4.8
1.1"

2.9
1.3

4
.
2

.

2.3

6.1
6.0 __

--14.1
-5.7

17.7
10'.8

.

16.2
7.9

15.5
6.9

25.1
18.0

li.5
14.2

23:9
17.6

- 23.3
17.1

24.3
16.0

19.3
10.1

17'.9

.12.1

9.0
2.9

22.3
12.4'

25.7
23.1

38.4,
23.5

*

39.3',
23.0

38.7
34.8

39.1
35.7

41.7
38.3

426
45.0

42.7
35.2
4.
40.8

..35:7

42.3
38.8

40.0
38.4

44.1
37.3

29.2
15.1

52.1
57.0

50.1
42.3

13.8 0.8 25.0 33.0 17.2 19.2 25.1 12.3.

2.6 0.4 21.5 32.6 16.6 14.1 20.5. 14.5

4.9 0.6 23.8 34.7 19.8 13.2. 19.6 13.1

3.5 1.0 20.9 42.4 21.5 15.5 23.9, 15.8

1.2r"5.8 23.6 31.9 24.3 -22.6 13.9, 10.1

9.2 0.4 15.5 23.5 29:3 22.9 14.6 10.9

4.8 1.0 27.4 32.7 14.0 It_7.7 17.2 14.9

1.9 0.0.. 24.6 30.1 19.4 13.8 21.1 18.7

.

5.3 1.2 27.8 S4.I 16.9 17.9' 17.3 14.8

2.0. 0.0 26.2 32.7 17.4 3.1..9 19,4 16.2

. . .
-

. -4.5 0.8 , 22.7 29.8 20.2 1'7.3.i 14.2 13.0 -

0.5 , 0.6 20.4 31.6 19.5 16.69 17.4. 10.2

4 -

4.5470.5 "" 23.6 33.7 20.6 17,4 17.8 13.e

4.2 0.0 21.3 30.8 21.0 14.9 22.7 19.8

3.5 0.6 14.3 21:2 $.2.3 17.8' 19.1 17.4

11.2 0.8 8./ 9.7 12.8' 19%7 30.2 26.1

27.0 1.. 27.6 41.9 14.7 16.5 19.2 14.5

2.6 0.9 27.8 46.6 12.3 12.2 '20.6 16.7

5.3 1.0 :.29.6 42.6 18.0 14.4 15.7 12.1_

5.1. 0.0 ?0.1 39.i 16.1 14.9 20.5 10.2. 'Jr-
. ..

...
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Table 0-2 tcontince4
:4 -

School I

Location of Practice
PreCollege Years rocatron Plans Career Plans Specialization Plans

YarnMg
ill
TOW]]

No Re- Small No Re-
sponse Town sponse

General
PractiCe

No
ResponsN

General Primary Care
Practice 'Specialties

Undecided/
No Response

1976 1476 rgrr 1976 1973 1976 1971 1915 1073 1976_ 1973 1976 1973 197.6

0,00
Applicants
Acceptees

Applicants
Acceptees

042 Applicants
Acceptees

043
Appli.Cants
Acceptees

044 Applicants
Acceptees

045
Applicants
Acceptees

046 Applicants
Acceptees

047
Applicants
Acrceptees

048
Applicants
4-,cceptees

f Applicants
049 Acceptees

050 Applicants
ACceptees-

Applicants051
Acceptees

'052 Applicants;
Acceptees

'
0 3

Applicants
. - -

Accept:4es

1.0
0.0

3.8'
2.6

4.8.;
6.6

2.1
2.2

0.9
0.9

3.2
5.5

1.5
2.5

3.4
3.5

2.6
2.2

5.1
8.3

8.3
9.9

3.9
5.2

8.0
12.1

5.6
2.8

8.0
9.4

8.3
11.6

..,i

2.9

4.2
4.5

.

5.0
4.3

7.4
7.9

6.7
12.5 ;

7.0
7.8

5.8
3.4

9.3
9.8

13.1
14,6

7.1
7.1

11.3
16.2

2.9 -10.4
1.8 7.4

2.4 11.2
2.1 8.9

?.4 17.7
5 ' -19.7

1.8 12.6
1.1 12.5

.1

9.9'. 8.7
1.8 3.6

' .

1.7 19%2
0.0 - 13.8

2.9 12.3
OAS Ns 3.3

2.4 16.9 '

2.2 21.2

4.3 '13.4
3.0- 10.8

3.0 12.5
14.2 7.7

2.4 15.7
1.5 15.7

2.1 . 17.8
0.0 17.7

2.7 17.4
0.6 14.8

12.7 14:8
1.2 16.8.-.

6.1
2.8

5.1
.

.

5.5
2.5

4.5
1.8

.

15..4

5.0"

5.1.
1.6

6.3
2.9

5.2
5.6

6.7
4.3

5.9
15.1

6.2
4.6

5.7
3.7

7.2
2.5

5.8
3 :5

15.8
8.0

22.4
13.6

24.3
15.9

21.4
11.4

17.0
11.5

..25.7
14.1

16.9
9.0

25.6
.19.9.

25.2
.17.6

19.5-
9.1

25.8
13.6

27.2
19.9

26.1
23.1

29.7
29.5

34.7
26.1

36.9
33.6

47,2
23.7

42.4
33.7

33.6
28.1

43.3
40.3

40.5
35.4

45.9
35.8

43.2
37.7

=40.4
29.0

48.5
49.2 --

47.4
48.8

48.8
42.6

49.2
45.3

4.5
1.8

3.3
0.5

3.9
2.2

',Z.1
.2.3

,'14.0
-4.7

'4.2
4.1

3.9
0.9

8.0
13.6

9.6
: 5.5

4,5
1.6

4.4
3.5

4.1
0.0

5.1
1.4

4.3
2.4

1.0
0.0

0.9
1.3

1.0
1.0

0:5
0.4

1.7
0.9

3.4
3.0

0.7
0.4

0.7
1.7

2.7
2.6

1.3
13.6

1.0
0.6

e0.7
0.0

1.0'
0.0

0.3
p.a.

19.3
14.5

24.5
18.3

29.8
28.6

26.1
2259

19.8
17.3

27.5
28.5

22.6
17.2

28.0
19.2

23.8
19.2

23.6
20.3

36.9
35.6

26.14

.2.0

29.4
28.7

32.5.
34:9

25.4 21.1 21.2
18.0 22.2 19.9

33.0 18.8 16.7
31.5 16e2 '16.5

39.8 16.7 15.5
36.8 16.5 13.0

33.-7 19.2 17.4
28.5 20.1 -12.5-

26.0 18.5 '18.7
24.0, 14.7 16.3

34.2 18.5 16.9
13.2 16.7 12.2

.33.3. 19.4 1747
35.0 17.6 17.9

35.6 18.1 17.1
30:7 15.2 14.5

32.1 ?1.6 22.8
32.4' Z8.9 22.0

32.1 18.2 16.9
23.2 18.1 17.6'

41.6 14.9 15.6
45.5 14.5 9.5

36.7 17.8 IN37.2 14.9

40.6 - 18.1 17.1,

38.8 164 16.7

39.1 18.7 17.6
36.9_ 19.2 16.7

' 16.3.
20.1

13.5
18.8

15.6
29.1

16.1
19.4

24.0
23.0

15.3
20.0.

15.9
20.3

. 16.9
27.1

17.5
11.8

16.5
15.4

15.6
18.6

15.516.3

15.7
16.1

15.3
, 19.9

15.1
.20.1

11.1
N.0

11.6
17.2

14:8
21.6

14.5
18.1 -1

14.4
16.6

12.8
16.2

11.5-
12.8.

10.2
11.7

15.8
29.3

11:9
16.0

11.3
18.3

13.5
20.0

12.7

.

p -r
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Table D-2 (continued)

Location of
Precollege Years

Practice ..

Location Plans Career Plans
t

Specialization Plans

.'

Farm
Ichool

Small No Re-
Town sponse

E0311
-"town

Ni Re?: General
Practice

No
Response

General
iPractice

Primary Care
S cialties

Undecided!'
No Res nse

#' 1976 1976 1976' 1976
was

1973. 1976 1973 197d 1573 197d 19 9 3

.

Applicants 3.9
Acceptees 4.0

055
Applicants 1.0
Accepteed 04

056
Applicants 1.4

.

Acceptees 0.6..,

Applicants 4.7
057 Acceptees 6.5

058
Applicantf .17.4
Acceptees 18.3

0$9
Applicants 2.5
Accepteed 2.0

060
Applicants 3.6
Acceptees 5.6

061
Applicants 4.8
Acceptees 5.2

062
Applicanta 5.2

, Acceptees 6.9

AppliCants 1.9
863 Acceptees 1.7

Plicants 3.3
A4, Acp
I"' ceptees 4.7 '

065
Applicants 0.9.
Acceptees. 0.7

Applicants
.2.3

666 Accepteqs ', 1.6

' 067
Applicants 3.0
Acceptees ' 3. 0'

7.%1-----"'

3.0 ,

4.7
5.1

4.3
2.3

9.5
.11.2

..

19.9
21.1

5.3
3.9

7.9
.8.1

6.2 .

3.1

9.0
10;0

6.9-
4.?

4.4 .

3.5 4

6.3
3.9 '

8.7
'11.5

5.5
5.1

3.9
5.0

1.7
0.3

2.2
1.2 .

3.1
1.0

3.1
1.4

1.8
0.3

3.0
7.5

2.4
1.0

1.8'
'0.8

1.7
0:7

2.5
0.6.

7.,

0.0
.

1.8
-0.4,

2.0
0.8

' -

17.9
16.0

' 10.2
... 9.0

9.5
4.9

15.9
17.8

18.0
19.7

11,4 '.

-. 8.0

14.5
16.2

14.7
8:$

16.5
14.6

11.3
7.4',

11 .1
7.6

12.8
10. 5

. .

14.0
11.9'

12:9
8.9 '

8.4 27.?
12.0 24.7,

4.4 15:5
2.6 8.3

4.7 12.8
1.2 5.9

6.5 20.4'
4.2 12.2

7.5 -33.6
5.6, 32.9

4.6 . 18.7
1.7 8.5'

-7.0--21.2
1A9 1640

6.1 2S'.'8

-3.1 22.1
. ...

6.5 25.2
6.9 17;3

3.5 . 12.5
2.3 3.8

.

4.3
24-4

2.4 12.6

3.4 20.9
1.3 15.9

4.5' 16.0
1.2 7.7

4.9 21,6
0.5 9.0

48.1
44-.0

348
29.5

33.1
18.3

43.8
41.6

,56.5
53.5

38.1
30.3

48.6
46.2

46.1
44.6

48.2
X47.7

34.8
19.7

43.8
42.9

24.6
18.4

44.0
.34.1

44.0
40.4

:,
6.4
7.1

5.6
3.0

4.0.
1.5

44.2

4.5

6.8
2.5

4.6
.7.8

4.9
3.3

7.7
8.0

.

4.5
0.0

,

3.5
1.5

8.9v
4.3

9.4
3.8

4.1
1.9

.

3.8
1.5

*
.

1.1
1.0

'
0.6
b.3

0.9
0.9

1.3
0.9

_p.6
-7'0:0

0.6
0.3

1.3
0.3'

0.9
0.0

0.8
0..0

0.5
0.7'

1.2
0.6

1.1
0.0

0.4
0.4

0.7
0,5,

21.7:2' 37:4'
24,7 139.0

' .

19.5 25:9
,13.4 21.0

16.8 23.9
8.7 12.2

25.2 36.0
24.3 ,38.7

37.0 51.6
40.5 47.9

23.3 29,8
16.7 22.6-

27.6 39.3
28.1 36.2

30.2 31.8
27.6 39.9 ''15.4

31.3 37.3 4

'28.4 36.9.

18.5 27.6
878 15.8

27:3 37.3
14.9 33.5

13.7 j4.7
9.9 15.1

23.9 36.0
20.1 33.4

26.1 34.8
22.6' 29.7.

e.
Jr'

18.1 17.1
21.2 '14.0

19.8 20,2
22.3 19.5

'2045 20.4
'21.3 22.9

19.3 17.9
19.2 19.7

.15.8 16.2
11.4 16.9

19.3 17.;
18.2 16.4

18.3 ,17.0
18.0' 16.9

17.7 13.7
14.

15.7 14.7
12.5 12.4

20.7, 18.8
22.7 18.7

16.9 13.9
19.8 15.9

27.6 26.2
24.2 25,1

19.3 *17.9
22.8 .14.6

.19.1 16.9
17.3 16.0

16.6
18.8

,18.5
18.2

18.0
18.7

16.3
17.9

19.6
20.3

.'

16.7
24:4

16.3
21.6

16.3
19.6

15.5
17.3.

18:8
20.6

21.2
24.5

16.2
13.6.

17.4
19.7

15:7
18.5

.11,7,
10.0

16.1
16-.2

16.5
22.9

12.9
14.0

8.7
9.9

15.8
20.9

144
20.0

13.)
15.5

13.3
16.2

15.7
24.1

14.0
16.5

7.7
7.2

13.6
17.1

15.0
21.8

9 7
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Table D-2 (continued)

Location of
Precollege Years

Practice
LocAion Plans Career Plans Specialization Plans

Ichool #'
Farm
TOW

Small No Re-
Town sponse

-..
iumall

- VOien
mr-

Na Rey.
Wite

General
Practice

No
Response

General
Practice

Prirary Care
S ciaIties

Undecided/
?Li': Response

1076 1976" 1973, .1976 1973 19',?6 ' 1973 1976 -97 7 I 3

054
Applicants

.

3:9
Acceptees. 4.0

055
Applicants 1.0'

Accepteed 0:8

056 APP,licants 1.0
Acceptees 0.6.;

057
Applicants 4.7
Acceptees 6.5

.

Applicanti 17.4
Acceptees 18.3

Applicants 2.5
0$9 Accepteed 2.0

060
Applicants 3.6
Acceptees 5.6

Applicants 4.8
061 Acceptees 5.2

064
Applicants 5.2

,Acceptees 6.9

Q63
Applicants 1.9
Acceptees 1.7

A, Alicants 3.34

v" Acpcieptees 4.7 '

065
Applicants 0.9
Acceptees, . 0.7

666
Applicants .2.3
AccdOteqs 1.6

.

'067
Applicants 3.0
Acceptees 3.0

l'.---.'i-
3.0 .

4.7
5.1

4.3
2.3

.
9.5

,11.2
..

19.9
21.1

5.3
3.9

7.9
.8.1

6.2
3.1

9.0
10,0

6.9
4.?

,

4.4 .

3.5 .

6.3
3.9 '

8.7
'11:5

5.5
.5.1

.

3.9
5.0

1.7
0.3

,-

2.2
1.2 .

3.1
1.4

3.1
1.4

1.8
0.3

,3.0
2.5

2.4
1.0

1.8'
'0.8

1.7
0:7

2.5
0.6

2.3
0.0

1.8
D.4

2.0
0.8

17.9
16.0

10.2
.... 9.0

.

' 9.5
4.9

15.9
17.8

18.0
19.7

3.104 %
: 8.0

14.5
16.2

14.7
8.a

16.5
14.6

11.3
7.4*,

11.1
7.6

12.8
10.5

14.0
11.9'

12:9
8.9

...

'

8.4
12.0

4.4
2.6

4.7
1.2

6.5
4.2

7.5
5.6

4.6
1.7

..7.0
1A9

6.1
3.1

6.5
6.9

3.5
2.3

.4.3
2.4

3.4
1.3

4.5
1.2

4.9
0.5

.

.

27.3
24.7,

15:5
8.3

12.8
5.9

20.4'
12.2

33.6
32.9

18.7
8.5

,/21.2
16;0

2t'.-8

22.1

25.2
17.3

U.S
3.8

24.4
12.6

20.9
15.9

14.0
7.7

21,6
9.0

48.1
44-.0

34.'8

29.5

33.1
18.3

43,8
41.6

56.5
5

38.1
30.3

48.6
46.2

46.1
44.6

48.2
47.7
*

34.8
19.7

43.8
42.9

24.6
18.4

44.0
..34.1

44.0
40.4

#

6.4
7.1

5.6
3.0

4.0.
1.5

4.2
4.5

6.8
2.52 5

4.6
7.8

4.9
3.3

7.7
8.0

4.5
0.0

3.5
1.5

8.9.
4.3

9.4
3.8

4.1
1.9

.

3.8
i.5

1.1
1.0

..

0.6
0.3

0.9
0.9

13
0.9

_p.6
-'0'0

0.6
0.3

1.3
0.3'

0.9
0.0

0.8
0:0

0.5
0.7'

1.2
0.6

1.1
0.0

0.4
0.4,

0.7
9,5:

2"7:2'
2407

.

19.5
.13.4

16.8
8.7

.

25.2
24.3 .38.7

37.0
40.5

23.3
14.7

27.6
28.1

30.2
27.6

31.3
'28.4

18.5
8:8

27.5
14.9

13.7
9.9

23.9
20.1

26.1
22.6'

37:4
,39.0

-

35.9
21.0

23.9
12.2

36.0

51.6
47.9

29-.8

22.6

39.3
36.2

31.8'
39.9

37.3
36.9.

27.6'
15.8

3i.3
33.5

.4.7
15.1

36.0
33.4

34.8
29.7.

18.1 17.1
* 21.2 '14.0

19.8 20,2
22.3 19.5

'2015 20.4
'21.3 22.9

19.3 17.9
19.2 19.7

.15.8 16.2
11.4 16.9

15.3 17.1
1S.2 16.4

18.3 .17.0
18.0' 16.9

17.7 15.7
''15.4 14.6

4 15.7 14.7
12.5 12.4

20.7, 18.8
22.1 18.7

16.9 13.9
19.8 15.9

27.6 26.2
24.2 25,1

19.3 17.9
22.8 14.6

.19.1 16.9
17.3 16.0.

.16.6
18.8

..

,18.5
18.2

18.0
18.7

16.3
17.9

.

19.6
20.3

16.7
24:4

16.3
21.6

16.3
19.6

15.5
17.3.

18:8
20.6

21.2
24.5

16.2
13.6.

17.4
19.7

15.7
18.5

11.7
'10.0'

16.1
16.2

16.5
22.9

12'.9

14.0

8.7
9.9

15.8
20.9

14.4
20.0

13.'3

15.5

13.3
16.2

15.7
24.1

14.0
16.5

7.7
7.2

13.6
17.1

15.0
21.8

1 * , .

\

' .

,. .

. ' .

4



Table D-2 (continued)

Schojt #

Locatiobof
.Precollege Years

Practice
location Pans Career PlaTos

Far
TO3

.Snall *No
Town

_I-4/3-

Re-
*Ilse

Small tic Re-
Town monss

' Tra- /976

General No
Practice Responsd

1976 1473 1976 1471 147,E

068
Applicants
Acceptees

069
Applicants
Acceptees

070
Applicants
Acceptees
,

071 Applicints
Acceptees

04 Applicants
Acceptees

073 Applicants
Acceptees

, Applicants
Acceptees

Applicants
075

Acceptees,,

, 076
Applicant?
Acceptdes.

Appgoants
077

Acceptees

Applicants
Acceptees

-Applicants
Acceptees

080 Applicants
Acceptees

Odl
Applicants!
Acceptees

6.1
5.4

8.1
15.8

1.5
1.3

3.1
2.6

2.0
1.4

1.0

1.3
2.6

1.9
2.2

7.

4.4

3.3
2.3

1.8
1.1

2.9
2.2

3.7
3.9

2.8

10.4
7.6

11.1
14.5

3.5
3.5

4.4
4.1

5.2
2.8.

6.4
5.5

5.9
9.3

8.2
13.0

6.4
4.8

4.6
1.9

5,5
7.3

5.4
5.1

7.9

i71

5.4
5.6

2.2
2.7

3.6
1.3 d

2.4
0.6

2.2
0.4

2.0
1.4

3.9
1.1

3.0
0.7

2.4
1.5

4.5
0.9

2.

1.8
0..4

1.9 .

t.1

2.1
1.6

1.8 ,

0:6

15.3
12.4

21.8
28,9

9.2
8.0

. 10.4
' 4.9

10.2
4.6

10.8
8.1

11.5
14.1

13.2
12.3

,14.8
.14.1

11.1
8.8

11.8
14.7

11.5
8.11

17.7

12.$
7.9

,

5.5
4.9_

6.3
3.9 ,

6:0
. 2.2.

3.8
0.7

4.1
2.8

6.7
1.1`

6.1
1.1

5.8
6.3

i.8
4.4

4.1
2.3L

4.0
2.6

5,00.
1.5

-5.9 '
10.2

4.2
0.6

30.2 48.4_ 5.9 0.5
25.7 44.9 8.9 0.5

40.5 56.4 5.2 0.9
17.0 61.8 1.4 .0.0

16.1 37.0 3.7 0.6
.3.3(31.4 2.8 .0.0

23.5 4-2.5 8.9 1.0
7.7 31.5 6.9 0.0

12.1 32.1 . 2.8' 0.8
p.s 24:1 1:0 1.4

18.1 .36.7 .8.5 1.4
10.3 31.1 46 0.0

6.9 34.9 4.6 J.1
9.2 36.3 1.4 0.4

19.0 43.4 4.6 0.8
14.9 .46.8 4.0 0.4

-...

21.6' 59.1 17.3 --2.5
19.7 46..7 18.9 0.4

23:2 43.9 9.5 ,1:2
11.7 39..? '.6 0.8

12.5. 37.6 3.8 0.5
7.3 33.'7 1.9 0.0.

i9.5 40.6 3.7 0.5,,
10.2 31.8 2.5 0`:l

.

27.1 48.3 4.9 0,15.1,
16.2 41.7 3.8j 0

of, ,(".
19.9 40.2 .0.5,
3.7 24.3 Ilk ifc 0.5.

9
ti

p

Specialization Plans

General Primary Care Undecided/
Practice Specialties -Wo Resoonse

4973 1976 1971 1976 -1971 1476

30.8, 401.0' 17.6
27.8 42.2 12.5

a

43.9 46.7
43.8 63.2

21.3 28.3
18.4' :28.8

14.9 15.5 12.2
11.9 24.6 16.8.

10.3 15.3 19.8 10.9
13.7 7.8 13.7 3.9

20.1'
18.8

17.6
15:6

15.5, 14.1
16.4 15.4

,

14,3 f's' "25.8 35.9 16.8 22.1.

11.1 27.0 16.1 28.7

17.1 24.5 19.0 15.5 17.2
14.4. 20.7 16.5 20,0 '/4.5

, /..
.. .. ,

20.5,25.8 21.6 a.4 1-43.1 3.6
23.7 21.2 16.6 19.7--y 17.2.'

15.1
15.0

.

1 20 3 26.0 20.8 21,0e 6i3 15418

25.1 26.6 19.1-734; 28A 18.1S

24.2 34.9 19.7 :::115-.T +.17.0 12.6
23.1 41.2 23.4.-'16:7' 15.8 12.6'

4
23.7 41.6. 1 '47 15/4' 37.2, 12.6
23.5 40i5.' .5 15.4 30.7 13.2

..., ...,

26.0 3r..4/17..1 J3.3 21.5 14.3
1.6.43 18:7 13.0 19.8 15.6

17.4,4.4-, t0.5 ,f8.2
015.8 '25034- .20.3 21.2
/

EA.3 '32.7 18.8 17.1
18.7,.26.6 ,.19,1 18.2

160 363 17.2 18.2 11.3
.2y.l. '33.8 14.6 17.4 11.8

.

0 24.7 31.7 18.6 .17.0 15.4 14.8-
14.2 16:4 16.1% 17.5 21.5

f.S.6 15.8
17.4 15.4

15.4
13.6

13.4
13.9

.13.5
13.1

,-`
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-Table D-2 (continued)

Scl #

rrtson AARiica
Acceptees

083
Applroaets
Acceptees

Location-of
Precollege -Years

4 Small No Re-/
?arm Town Sponse
Tf7K I97 1976

Location Plans

. SMall
Town

-084 Applicants
Acceptees

.242
2.6

7.3 2.7
3.

17.7
27.8

1.0 6.3 3.4 10.4
0.9 6.0 ' 0.5 6.0

1 2.6 6.8
6.1 6.7

Applicants.
"-Acceptees

086
Applicants
Acceptees

3.1 7.6
7.5, 11.0

2.4
1.1

13.9
15.6-

3:0 15.3
2.2 26.2

f4.1
22.1

11.5
4.6

3.

4.1 8.3 3.2
7.0 -.V.0 1.0

..

Applicants -3.1 5.1 1.6'

_Acceptees 2:5 2.5 8.4

088 Applicants'
Acceptees

nnn Applicants
"' Acciptees

090
Applicants
Acceptees
i

b91
Op cishts
pcc

2.5 6.0 2.4
2.5 14.9 0.5

2.3 . 5.8 2.1").-

2.4

4.4 11'.3" 2.7
2.1 ,23.4

12.4
11.2

23.5
20.2

4-:1 6.2 2.7 14.3
8.3 6.4 0.0 24.0

iCants .2.2
epteee, 1.5

093
Applicants 1.7
Acceptees 1.5

094 Applicantw
Accepteei

1.3
0.5

8.2 2.6 15.0
9.0 1.5 13.-S

7.1
4.2

4.8
4.3

095
Applichnts 1.4 6.Z
Acceptees 1.1 4.5

3.9
1.4,

4.2
0.5

3.6
1.1

12.7
10.5

9.2 -`
4.9

11.8
11.2 7

Career Plans Specialization Plans

I

'No Re-!me General
Practice

No
Response

General
Practice

Primary Care
Specialties

Undecided/
No Response

1973 1976 1973 1976 1973 L976 1973 1976 1973 1916

*5.7 28.0. 43.2 3:8 0.8 33.6 19.5 18.4 14.0 14.4

7.8 14.4 46.1 1.0 0.0-
,-84,7
31.7 38.3 18.2 17.4 .13.5 16.5

6.4 16.7 8.0 1.3' 20.1 25.7 19.1 21.5 18. -7 14.1

1.8 9.1 28.1 7.6 0.0 16.8 18.8 16.3 22.1 / 22.8 17.1

4.9 18.2 41.2 345 0.7 23.9 33.3 19.0 17.4 17.3 15.0

2.8 8.6 3E-3 1.9 '0.0 14.8 30.0 10.4 128 22.4 18,9

o"

5.7 1,9.3 43.9 4.3 0.7 25.6,'36.4 19.1 17.8 16.1 12.0

3.5 13.1 46.1 1.8 0.4 24.5 40.3 23.5 17.1 18.1, 13.2

/-6.6 20.1 44.2 5.2 .4.3 '25.3 35.0 18.2 17.2 15.0 12.9

1.5- 12.1 50.3 4.7 0.0 33.5 45.7 17.1 14.5 16.1 16.1

3-9 15.3 ',37.0 3.5 0.6 21.9 29.6 19.3 17.2 74.8 16.2

7.2.1 5.3 20.6 4.1 0.0 16.9 17.5 19.6 17.8 21.1 21.0

4.7 23,1 45.1 5.4 .0.7 25.7 .36.4' 18.6 17.1 14.9 12.5,

1.6 12:0 41.1 3.4 0.0 21.6 36.7 -.22.8 17.3 18.6 _17.8

4.3 16.9 4'1.4 4.1 0:6 22.7 32.7 18.8 17.4 17.0 14,31

2.9 12.2 34.1
1.

8.3 0.5 '22:7 25.3 i3.7 22.4 16.6 13174"
r

7.4 23.6 53.7 14.1 '1. 32.1 47.0 f3;t:r .15.2 25.9 12.1

5.3 .10.8 56.4 0.0 0, 32..3 53.2 16.6 11.7 .16.7' 14.9 '

6:1 18.8. 42.6 4.7 0.8 23.9 32.7 17.5 16.9 16.6 14.5

.3.9 16.4 48.0 2.7 0.0 27.5 39.2- 16.8 14.7 17.7 17.2

5.8 20.6 43.5 4.5 0.9 24.8 35. 2Q.9 19.0 16.4 13.4

1.5 14.5 32.1 4.2 .0.4 20.6 25. 11.8 22.0 20.6 20:1,

7.5 18.0 37.2 '4.7 1.6 22.7 29.5 21.6 2013 13.2 12.9

0.7 9.9 28.0 2.7 0.7 20.7 28.0 17.1 16.8 / 15.3 .23.1

6.1 - 26.0 3.1 19.5 17.3 - 19.5

1-.8 3.3 20.0 1.1 0.0 6.1 13.0 17.1 20.5 17.7 20.0

7.0 13.5 33.4 10.5 2.3 12.8 24.4 20.3 17.1 24.1 16.3

.4 14:3 31.5 9.0 1.1 14.3 25.8 19.1 16.8 /22.2. 1'6.9

99 ,
d
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Table D-2 fcontinued)

-V'

s*

School #

096
Applicants
Acceptees

Applicants
Acceptees

Location of Practice
'Precol age Years Location Plans

&mall No Re- Snail No Re-

C
Parm Town . Emil Town !mg
T P 1976 976'1
_. -. _ -

,z,:rdo

2.8 9.1
3.8 4.7

1.4 t 3.4
1.6 1.1

098
Applicanis 1.9-- 6.9
Acceptees 1.2 ,6.1
. I

099
Applicants 2,0 6.4
Acceptees 1.3 6.7

100
Applicants 2.4 9.9

r Acceptees 2.1 11.1

Ina Applicants 1.1 4.2
-Acceptees 2.1 2.9

162
AppDicants
-Acceptees

Applicants
103 Acceptees

1.6
2.4

3.8
5.7

_4.3
4.T

1.4
7.4

Applicants * 4.6 8.5
104 luzceptee4 7.8 11.7

um Applicants 1.1 5.2.
Acceptees -0.9 4.7

Applicants 1.2 .4.8
106 Acceptees 0.7 8.7

Applicants 3.0 7.7
107 Accept's' 1.7 5.0

108 Applicants 4.6", 6.9
Acceptees 13.0 1,2.2

2.6 Applicants 2.2 5.2
Acceptees 1.8 4.7

3.2 '. 16,2Y 7.6
3.8 15.1 6.6

2.6 10.3 6.6
2.2 11.8 4.3

3.7 16.0 7,13
1.2 . 20.6 3.6

3.9 13.6 7.5
0.0 16.0 2.7

1.6 16.Q 3.3
1.6 14.8 - 0.5

2.2 9.2 ' 4.3..

0.8 4.1 2.1

3.1 11.3 6.7.
10.4 4.0

2.8 7.2
1.7

_14.1
13.5 4.3

.1.6 1 '2.5 4.4
0.8' 10:9 1.6

2.7 11.5 5.2
1.9' 14.0 3.7

2.3 11.1 5.3
0.7 '9.4 2.7

3.3 18.6_ )1,4
3.3 25.0 1:7,

1.6 16.7 4.3'

0.9 21.7 2.6

2.3 12.9 5.4
Z.9 11.8 5.3

Career Plans

General
Practice
1973 1976

.No

Response
1973 1976

Specialization Plans

Gegeral
Practice
X973 1976

Pripary Care
Specialties

.1973 1976

Undecided/
No Response
1973 1976

28.3
24:4

44.7
46.2

17.7 35.9

5.1 0.8 30.8 32.0 17.9 17.6 15.2 12.1

2.3 0:9 34.9 32.1 16.3 16.0 17.4 16.0

4.9 09.,4!: ,26.9 19,9 -16:6
21.47.1 33.9, 0.8 . 15.1 23.7 15.0

,16.1
14.3

15.7 41.9 9.8 1.4 20.5 30.1 19.8 20.5 18.:8

11.2 46.1 3.7 0.0 '23.7 32.7 21..1 18.2 18.7 16.4

23.2 42.7 6.0 1.6 '23.4 31.3 20.5 18.4 14.8 12.7

15.4 83.3 9.9 1.3 30.8 34,6 19.8 .25.4. 19.8 20.0

20.1 45.8 5.5 0.7 27.1 38.8 17.6 15.5. 19.5. 14.2

9.7 39.7 2.8 0.5 , 34.0 32.3 20.8 17.5 14.6 18.0

14.9
21.5

12:,3

-

14.3 31.4 3.7 0.9
4.8 25.5 0.6 0.4

18.5 41J1 5.9 1.0
14.6 42:8 .1.6 0.0

24.0 51.2 5.3 1.1
19..0. 55.2 1.5 0.9

20.7 39.6 6.2, 0.8 24.9 J4 up 151 16.5 18.0 11.5

9.4 29.7 3.8 0.8 f7.0 '32.9 11.3 17.9 17.0 14.1

17.7 34.6 5.4 1.3 21.2 24.1 19.9 --20.3 16.7 16.3

18.1 37.4 i.6 '1.2 16.9 25.2' 27.6' 21.4 12.0 15.0

17.3. 23.2 20.9 -21.0 16.2 16.9
10.2 17.2 25.2 20.1 16.2 23.9

23. 3b.6
27.6 36.8

10.2. 42.9 16.2
28.5 45.7 16-9

19:6. 17.8
15.1 21.2

16.4 13.1
15.7 11.2

15.3 11.1 14.0
17.3 16.8 17.0

2.5 37.9 8.3 1-0 24.1 30.3 17.2 18.2 20.1 14.4

19.4 36.9 1.6 0,7 26.3 76.9 16.5 17.4 14.8 19.5

50.8 4.7 0.6 26.7 39.5 18.2 16.7 14':2 8.6

46.7 10.7 . 0:0. 19.6 43.3 23.2 10.1 25.0 11.7

48.2 4,8 0.6' * 31.9" 38.24% 17.2 16.0 16.1 13.8
5.5 0.0 -39.6 48.6 17.6 11,3 17,.6 13.0

5:2 0.6 -2f.5 31.6 19.2 17.1 15.4 14.0

24.3-
26.8

29.0
25.3

23.2
10.9

# 4

67.0

42.3
45.3 4.2 0.6 16. 40 10..2 14.7 18.5 15.3

a.

. t _
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Scbool 4 .

Location of
v'Pracollegeleass

Farm
11"re

Small
Town

No Re-,!Me
14/6

,

Applicants
AccepteesAcceptees

r

iii.ApplicaAs
111 .App

iii'APPlicailts-Acceptees

113
Applicants..
Acceptees

I

114
Applicants
Acceptees

/415
Xpplicants
Acceptees

116
Applicants
Acceptees

-11
7
Applicants
AcceptEes

-

4-4
8.8

6_7
25.0

4.7
9.2
.'

5.2
9.9

3.8
8.0

3.6
10.1

2.5,
0.0

-
-

5.4
3.3

- 11.0
13.5

8.6 i
8:3

7.4
3.7

,

8.5
4.0.

7.3
8.7

6.7
4.8

-

1.8
1.2

2.4
3.8

3.4
0.0

2.4
0.0

3.4
0.0

3.4
5.8

11.2
2.4

/i;a1.3-2 (continuod)

.
Practice

Location Plans Career Plans . *Specialization Plans

Small No Re-
Town 13911
1976

1.

_ -

-12.9 3.6
8.8 3.3

22.3 7.0
36.5 0.0

16.2 7.0
14.2 4.2

14.4 5.9
12.3 0.0

7-------.,

18.0 7.4

'\---.2i A r
4.0

16.2 7.8
18.8 5.8

1 13.8 19.2
2.4 11.9

General
Practice

No
Response

General
Practice

PrimariCare Urn ecidei
Specialties No Response

1973 1916 -1977°M4 1573 1976 103 1976 1973 1976

"

31.3
20.0

30:0 47.8
j2.2 59.3''

32.8 53.2
-29.3-78:8

-.--

29.1 51.0
18.0 -53.1

23.2 44.3
12.9 37.0

26.5 49.6
21.1 45.0

-

- 51.5
- .53.6

49.7
42.9

7.1
5.0
..-

4:4
1.5

.5.3
2.4

5.3
3.0

1.2
4.3

5.6
0.0

- '

'4.4-

-

0.7
1.1

0.8
.0.0

1.0
0.0

0.9
0.0.

1.1
0.0
.

0.9
1.4

5.0-
0.0

33.2
50.0

%

32.3
30.1

48.5
70.7

32.0
32.0

31.9
27.2

.

29.2
23.7

:
,-

-
-

40.6
55.0

51.8
71.2

43.4'
45.8

38.2
38.2

41.4
14.0

42.7
52.1

41.1
31.'0

20.1
17.5 -

16.2 14.1
20.5 8.8

12.0'10.3
2.4 1.9

16.3 14.5
17.0 11.6

15.9 13.0
.11.4 9.8

17.4 15.F
21.1 21.0

15.9
11.6

14.9
14.4

.

15.2 --
12.5

7
14.0 11.4
11.1 7.7

...-15.:2-412.0
22.0 11.5

14.6 11.6
17.0 13.3

15.7 13.3
27.1 16.0

15.4 11.3
15.8 '14.0

%
12.9
8.7

- 14.1
'19.0

101

e


